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Airport job finished 
Air travellers will soon be enjoying 
the comforts of a warm, indoor 
luggage area/NEWS A7 
Jn memory of 
Daisy Wesley's deathoneyear 
ago sparked efforts to open a 
shelter/COMMUNITY PAGE B1 
Gripping start 
Terrace wrestlers open new 
season with strong 
performances/SPORTS B13 
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UIC fraud penalties cl.imbing 
PENALTIES PAID by people 
who wron~ully collected unem- 
ployment insurance are climbing. 
And most of that is caused by 
repeaters who pay more each 
time they are caught, says the lo- 
cal Canada Employment Centre's 
investigator. 
"A person can pay as much as 
300 per cent. That's what gives 
us the bump," said Sherlyn 
Taylor. 
Figures for the area from April 
to October indicate $616,000 in 
overpayments were made. Of 845 
cases investigated, 283 resulted in 
penalty assessments of $437,000. 
First time offenders pay 100 per 
cent of what they collected, see- 
ond time offenders pay 200 per 
cent and third time offenders pay 
300 per cent 
"It sure "adds up. There can be 
quite high penalties if a person 
does this deliberately," said 
Taylor. 
The monetary amount of 
penalties has been growing since 
the percentages were increased in 
1989. 
For the year beginning April 1, 
1.992 to March 31, 1993 the 
employment centre found 
$946,000 .in overpayments. Near: 
ly 600 eases involved penalties of 
$473,000. 
That latter penalty figur~ is 
quite close to the amount as- 
sessed in the seven months ince 
April I of this year. 
monte report hem as soon as pos- 
sible. 
The great majority of overpay- 
ments made stemmed from 
honest mistakes or wrong inter- 
pretati0n Of unemployment 
regulations. 
And while the amount of over- 
payments and penalties i high, it 
is low in percentage t rms when 
compared to unemployment in- 
surance payouts. 
Taylor said it's important that "Last year there 9,638 claims 
people who received overpay- with ~9 million in payments and 
Home 
the f ts  
climb 
YOU BE'ITER watch out -  
and it's not because Santa's 
coming to town. 
Holiday thieves are out in 
force and Terrace RCMP have 
been deluged by break-in 
eonplaints over the last week. 
"Tis the season to be jolly," 
remarked RC-'MP Const. Andy 
Burpee. :,~+.~.  . . .  
By  b'ec~.'" ' 1-0,- +RcMP had 
received 19 break-in com- 
plaints for the month, At that 
rote, we're sure to surpass No- 
vember's total of  28 reported 
break-ins. There were 25 
break-ins in October. 
"Everybody knows that 
people have a lot of stuff in 
their house for Christmas," 
Burpee said, adding the 
holiday season always brings 
out the thieves, 
"The horseshoe area seems 
to be getting hit pretty bad 
lately," he said. • "Quite a few 
of them are daytime B-and- 
E's." 
He explained it is usually 
youths seeking quick cash or 
items to sell to buy drugs. 
Reported break-ins this 
month include: 
. Theft of B.F. Goodrich 
fires frora a truck at the North- 
era Motor Inn around 5 p.m. 
on Dec. 5. 
, Theft of gold, jewellery 
and electronic equipment from 
a home on the 4600-block of 
Loen Ave the night of Dec. 4. 
, Theft of jewellery, clo- 
thing, cameras and cash from 
a house on Bruce St. on Dee: 
5. Suspects fled the scene on 
bicycles. 
, Theft of a 1991 Polaris 
RXL 650 snowmobile from a 
Ford pickup truck in the 
Safeway parking lot the night 
of Dec. 4. 
, Theft of  DuMaurier 
cigarettes and a cassette re- 
corder from Gill's con- 
venience store on Lakelse Ave 
at 5 a.m Dec. 8. 
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1 A bow-wow Christmas 
WOOF WOOFI Who says Man's best friend doesn't get to sit on Santa's lap? The Terrace 
SPCA broke down cultural barriers and put dogs and cats in their.rightful place in the holiday 
season with their Pet Pictures With Santa fuadralser. A rather excited Stephanle, a poodle- 
dachshund cross, was the first eager customer to clamber up into the lap of the jolly St. Nick 
to record the moment for posterity. Organizers of l~e event say it was a big success and Will 
be repeated next year. Santa posed with dogs and cats of all shapes and sizes, as well as a 
number of rabbits, a cockatiel, and a grey parrot with a red tall. 
+ - 
$1.5 million in overpayments and 
penalties," said Taylor. 
"That's around two per cent 
and I wouldn't say that's out o f  
hand," she added. 
Most of the overpayments are 
found by computer matching of 
records. 
But investigators also rely on 
tips from the public. 
Flagrant violators can also find 
thezaselves facing criminal 
charges. 
People who have collected 
overpaymeals won't be hit with 
penalties if they voluntarily come 
forward. 
One difficult.unemployment in- 
surance area .in the northwest 
stems from the p i~ mushroom 
industry. 
Because it is unregulated and 
runs of cash, Taylor said there's 
no way involving record checks 
to ensure that people aren't col- 
leering unemployment i surance 
at the same time as they are pick- 
ing. 
Deadline 7 
dates loom 
for library 
ASSUMINGTHE city gets a 
positive answer to its provincial 
grant application, .the library pro, 
jeer could:finslly get thd green 
light by the end of next month. 
Bat the timing is tight, city ad- 
rni~istrator Bob Hallsor cautions. 
Tlte proj¢cf recently gota boost 
~hen successful bidder Wayne 
"Watson Construction agreed to 
h01d Iris quote until Jan. 25. 
Normally, bids are good only 
for 60 days and that deadline 
passed more than two weeks ago. 
The concession should give the 
project the breathing space it 
needs as far as the BC 21 pro- 
gram grant is concerned. 
That's because the city was told 
it would receive an answer on the 
application i  1.2-16 weeks. 
The application was delivered 
by hand to the minister on Sept. 
15, Hallsor said. 
Therefore, an answer would 
the0retieally be forthcoming by 
Jan. 15 at the latest, 10 days be- 
fore Watson's price expiry dead: 
line. 
In the meantime, Watson and 
architect Alan Soutar have been 
~orktng on ways to reduce the 
cost of the project. 
Halisor is meeting with both 
ne:xt week to review those pro- 
posed cuts. 
He anticipated the resulting 
recommendations would go to a 
council committee of the whole 
meeting in curly January. 
Once council had settled on a 
final package, It would then meet 
with library board represontativea 
to discuss the'situatiom 
However,~ HaUs~r.n0.~d.~.+e.~. b 
stll!.on~ .major ~O~+..n~al proble.m, 
rules have been sot up. 
The next deadline for appllca- 
tiom is Jan. 1,1994. 
But the regulations do not allow 
the city to play safe by .makiag 
another appltcati0n while the first 
is under consideration. 
And it appears unlikely to have 
an answer on the original before 
that deadline passe~, 
A worst case scenario would 
see th~ otm'cnt application re- 
jected, no chance to put in anoth- 
er matil the next, April I deadline 
and having to wait up ,to 16 
weeks for an answer on that one. 
That would mean no news until 
early August. 
Watson quoted $1.857 million 
compared to the $1.75 million 
original estimate, 
Both the estirmt~ and quote are 
based on extending the basement 
but leaving it enl~Ished for now. 
In a refercndura held last year, 
city and regional district voters 
approved berrowing $1.235 mil- 
lion towards the cost. 
The BC 21 grant appllca~on is
for $577,000. 
Many seek city job 
THERE'S NO shortage of people 
looking to be the city's next 
tourism and economic develop- 
ment officer. 
Administrator Bob Hallsor said 
64. applications were received by 
the Dec. 3 deadline. 
Although exactly what happens 
next has yet to be confirmed with 
couneil, he said it was likely ad- 
ministration will be asked to look 
over the applications first. 
'That should whittle down the 
number to 10 or 12, depending on 
the calibre of applicants. 
After canying out reference 
checks, a summary of each 
making the initial short list would 
then go to eo~eil or its ecano~c 
development committee toreduce 
the number to about five. 
Those making the final cut 
would then come to Terrace for 
an interview,, probably around the 
end of January. 
If that schedule holds, I-Iallsor 
expected the new officer to start 
the job March 31, 
Doctor regret:s it's a st.rgical tug of war 
t 
THE DOCTOR who tried to have to Prince Rupert to help support The level of rhetoric went up a. orthopaedic referral service in the anesthetist whose income will 
northwest hospitals agree ~ on other medicar services at that notch last week and all thre, o hos- northwest," he said last week. drop without the orthopedic 
whom th0 region's surgical ser- city's hospital. ' pitals have now distributed 1otters The medical situation In Prince sturgeon. Perhaps a supplement 
vice should be located regrets the .: "And/making ihe recommenda- backing their espective eases. Rupert has now changed with the rnight be considered," said New- 
matter has beeorae a contest. : lion come:to pass was to happen Newbery, wllo did a stint as a arrival of two general surgeons, bet/. 
Dr. Peter Hewbery says the ' by+agreement between orthwest t6mporary regional medical set, some up to date equipment and Existingsurgical support skills 
situation ts much more complex hopsitalsi 'vices co.ordlmtor this Year, per- the prosvect of other sv0clalized and the operating room in Kitimat 
thmargulngovorwhoshouldgct But the hospitals could not sonally backs having Phclan serv]ces, aidNewbery.- C0~!d b0 maintained,by ~ving 
what. agree and now it seems as if the move to Terrace and has ~eom- All of these items should be: day surgery-done tliere ~using 
"The issue arose a year ago with decision of wher0 surgeon Dr. mbnded go to the provincial sufficient o malntatn a key core .:specialists+fi'0mTerrace,:he con- 
the zele, ase:of, it study on north-. Scan Phelan: stiould go  will be government. : ,  ; Of serviceswithout neccll'ng ~:  '41iUled'L:!/:~i~ ~ i ; /  
west medical services, ~, :~ ,: + - made by thehcaJf~ mt~try .  /, "But only if a humber o f  other o~-tlaonaedic surgeondae ddetL + ~ ::!+/qt's 'mS~nttal. I ~don0t recom- 
0m of ira many:~mmenda- ,  ' . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . .  " : . . . . .  " . . . . . .  " . . . . . .  " .... . . . . . . . . . . .  + ...... ' ~~+" ~ .... " 
place," Nowbcry said. 
He said it mak~ sense to place 
Phelan in Terrace because of the 
existing specialized seMces and 
specialists, 
"The on~ alder to Terrace is 
making su~ ~ero is o.r. (opcrat. 
lug room) lime. It 'sa Httle ltlm a 
chess game. All the pieces have 
to fit together," said Newbery. 
Medical reasons aside, New- 
bo~ ~+aid he had hoped a decision 
could be mad~ without he hospi- 
tals takin R sidcs~ -t 
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News In Brief 
New Golden Rule location 
JUANITA HATrON has a new location for her Golden Rule 
goody bag distribution Dec. 24. 
It'll be taking place at the carpenters hall on Sparks. The dis. 
tribution took place from an annex of Lakelse High in previous 
years. 
People wishing food must bring ldenlification and must be 
able to transport the food. Distribution takes place aU day Dec. 
24 but ends at 5 p.m. sharp. 
Hit and runs targeted 
TERRACE RC/vIP are distributing yellow cards upon which 
people can report information about hit and runs. 
The goal is not only to report hit and runs but to emphasize the 
reality that everybody pays because of the impact on insurance 
rates. 
RCMP report hat $150,000 in damage was caused last year by 
175 hit and runs. 
RCMP also say that a lot of hit and runs could be prevented if 
people paid mote attention to their driving, particularly in park- 
ing lots. 
Road companies backed 
A STUDY commissioned by a provincial organization says 
turning over road maintenance to private contractors has 
resulted in $165 million in savings and benefits over the past 
five years. 
The firm of Ernst and Young did the study for the B.C. Road 
Builders and Heavy Construction Association. It counts among 
its members some of the companies which have contracts to do 
mad and bridge maintenance. 
"In the five-year period since road and bridge maintenance 
was privatized, the taxpayer has saved $165 million ... At the 
same time, the amount of work accomplished has increased sig- 
nifieaatly, and the quality is higher," said the study. 
Alcan hiring changed 
ALCAN WON'T be able to give summer job hiring preference 
to sons and daughters of its employees. 
Recent amendments o the B.C. Human Rights Act now 
prohibit he use of family status as a basis for hiring people, the 
company says. 
"Although Alean was satisfied with this hiring policy, 
changes to the Act required the company to make the clm~ge," 
it said in apress release. 
The hiring criteria now includes being a local resident, having 
previous atisfactory experience at the smelter, working toward 
academic goals and shows academic achievement. 
Students are eligible'for employment only after completing at 
least one year of post secondary education- But Alcan has hired 
that diminished markets have already cut the full time work 
force, meaning there is no assurance of summer employment for 
students. 
Child abuse clinic opened 
THE PRovINCE'S first community clinic for abused children 
no,pod lint w~k in prince C¢orge. 
Clinic. More than 1'75 Children and their families arc okI~¢tod t~ 
use the clinic each year. 
The cliNc was flint thought of two years ago and la~ been 
worked on by various government agencies and health services. 
Kitimat 
claims 
surgeon 
THE KITIMAT General Hospital 
has a five-year contract with the 
orthopaedic surgeon wanted by 
hospitals in Terrace and in Prince 
Rupert. 
And nobody Ims asked the 
Kitimat hospital or surgeon Dr. 
Scan Phelan about what will hap- 
pen should the orthopaedic surgi- 
cal service be moved, says hospi- 
tal administrator Li~da Coles. 
"We're just completing year 
two. I don't know what could 
happen," said Coles last week, 
"Can he actually be moved by 
the government? Can anybody?" 
Coles said Pbelan indicated, at a 
recent Kitimat hospital board 
meeting, that he was happy in 
Kitimat and wasn't considering 
leaving. 
Pbelan, _Prom England, arrived 
in Kitimat nearly two years ago 
after an extensive, three-year 
search. 
And Kitimat quite naturally 
doesn't want o give up him easi- 
ly, said Coles. 
She said the Kitimat hospital 
board spent $100,000 on consult- 
ing firms to find art orthopaedic 
surgeon. 
"That is what I can show you 
on invoices," said Coles in ad- 
ding tlmt countless volunteer 
hours were spent !n contacting 
and examining prospective 
surgeons. 
Coles said i40 :applications 
~om around the @ofld were 
received before Phelan was 
chosen. 
A health ministry spokesman 
said tlie govei'nment can easily 
move the ortholiaed.ic .service 
Simply by tramferriag the money 
from the Kitimat liospital to one 
someplace else. 
"It's then up to the individual 
physician: whether ~ey choose to 
follow the program," said Wynn 
Horn .  .dt.,h (.iii u ;.~.~ 
:!::PheiaR:.i~first,,: arliycd o.n: S 
tempo"rary ,work. permit but now 
has penmheai7'resident status. It :, 
means 11¢; is no longe r lied,to a 
% 
sponsoring body such as  the 
Kitimat hospital. It's an immigra- 
tion rule requirement for people 
on temporary permits. 
Although Coles noted that 
Prince Rupert now wants Phclan, 
she said it opposed the idea of 
having a northwest orthopaedic 
service three years ago because it
was happy with the service of 
southern surgeons. 
Dr. Peter Newbery, a Hazelton 
physician hired as a temporary 
co-ordinator for northwest medi- 
cal services and who thinks 
Phclan should be in Terrace if he 
has to move, says it's important 
not to upset Pbelan, 
"There's no point in cnt0ring 
this discussion if he is not wiring 
to move," said Newbery. 
He pointed out that $100,000 
was spent to find Phelan in the 
first place. 
"He might say a pox on all 
your houses and just go some- 
place else," said Newbery. 
"What we should be concerned 
about in all of this is that we 
don't lose this service," he 
added. 
"If he leaves, what would we 
have accomplished," Newbery 
said.. 
: "k -k***  
Phelan's Kitimat location in a 
sense continues a tradition of that 
cit Z offering orthopedic surgery. 
It was started by Dr. David 
Kuntz who was based in Kitimat 
for years before having his 
lic~nce suspended in 1986 for 
doing unauthorized surgery. 
Recruitment for a replacement 
began three years later with Ter- 
race and Kitimat looking. 
But Terrace backed off when 
Mills Memorial Hospital decided 
it  instead wanted an ear, nose and 
throat speciaList. 
• y,r~..~., Ru~prt ap.p,a~ntly had 
. . . . . . . . .  • . '  , , .  . . .  [ . ,  , .~ ~- , , .  i l i qTL l  
not into re, st,: ,xn F ha,,,w'ng-=:_an 
Pl~ian to :that city was recom- 
mended in.•a 1992 mcd~cai ser-• 
, vices report:., ~ - : / :  :., 
Introducing 
GRANT DAVIS 
Grant specializes in colors & highlights, 
cut and sWles, naturally curly hair 
Color & Highlight Special : ~  
For short hair-  $25 .00  ~ 
cut tncluded / ~ ~  
Offer Ends Dec. 31/93 
#7 - 4736 Lakelse Avenue 
CHANGES Terrace, British Columbia 
V8G 4Y1 
TOTAL HAIR CARE (Entrance on Lazelle Avenue) 
1 
ScottWelch 
UPHOLSTERY CLEANING 
We will gently extract ground-in soi l  to help f reshen 
your upholstered furniture and keep it looking its bestl  
N ~1~ Free Estimates : . . . . . . . . . . .  ' 635-3558 i " 
TIIE Bavarian I n Restaurant 
The f r iend l ies t  " Inn"  town l  ~ ~ 
Make our place "Your Place" to enjoy an evening 
of intimate dining and reasonable prices! 
Special Dining 
Through December 
Prince Rupert Prawns in pepper lemonbutter 
served With saffron rice and 
Vegetables ................................................ =16.95 
"Seafood Galore" Mahi Mahi - Salmon - Halibut in 
a shrimpcream sauce, served with baby potatoes 
and...........................vegetables ................................ '18.95 
Braised Duckling in orangebrandy green 
peppercorn sauce se~ed with.rod . . . . . .  , , .  . . . . . . .  . . . . .  ,~  
i:wine~calSbage.:ani:i Wild I:ice:i..:J,...:.,;...,- . . . .  ;.,..~1,6~95~, 
a region. We!re caught up with a 
couple of majo r decisions to' be 
made without a regional structure 
in place,'.' 11¢ said. 
That ~gioml: structure- isn't 
scheduled-..to. ~ Shape for  
severafyeam.u~ler the provincial 
govemin'-)ent's ' p l~  ito shift deci- 
sion maldng: OUt of Victoria. 
Newbery~d itis unre~onable 
of the Prin=' Ruimrt: hospital to 
think it Will be downgraded to a 
diagnostic and treatment centre. 
Pbelan isn't ¢omm0nting on the 
furor o~,er wh0re hOsh0Uld go. 
But N0wh017? d id  say his 
recommendation agrees in broad 
terms with statements made to 
him by Pbelan. 
"I ~V¢ sp0m a good deal of 
time with Dr. Pbelan- My recom- 
mendati0m and comments am 
based in part with my discussions 
with him," he said. 
from froflt For., YOur Convenience : 
Terrace Furniture Mart 
Surgical IS OPEN EVERy Sll n^v tugging 
"We haven't learned to think as 
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Are You Caught 
lnA 
IOLI-DAZE? 
• .t 
- . - .  
- , :  .% . • 
your holiday shopping a little efisi~r , " 
• ~ ~;'~,, :. 
LADIES NIGHT 
~ ~ Wednesday,  December  qs, 6 pm . 9 pm 
' MEN'S  NIGHT 
Wednesday, December22 ,  6 pm - 9 pm 
Red light means good night 
Roadblocks once again 
THIS HOLIDAY police are as- 
king everyone to be part of the 
solution and not part of the drink- 
ing and driving problem, 
The Christmas CounterAttack 
roadblock campaign is on until 
Inn. 3 and police will be using 
portable breath testtng screening 
devices. 
To date in 1993 there have been 
18 alcohol-related accidents, 
resulting in 20 injuries and two 
deaths, Eight impaired charges 
were laid in connection with the 
accidents, 
last year there were 13 alcohol 
related accidents, resulting in 25 
injuries and five impaired 
charges. 
Highway patrol officer Cam 
Joseph warns that if you are 
going to be drinking you should 
have a designated driver. 
Many drinking establishments 
will give designated drivers with 
complimentary non-alcoholic 
beverages. 
Mohawk is giving coupons to 
non-drinking drivers who pass 
through roadblocks, 
"The road blocks will be set up 
in the high visibility areas in peak 
traffic times," said Joseph. 
Fifteen per cent of all drinking 
and driving charges come from 
people reporting incidents to po- 
lice, 
And a majority of the 24-hour 
suspensions issued are a result of 
the roadside screening device. 
The local detachment has seven 
road side screen devices, Anyone 
refusing to give a breath sample 
can be charge& 
The devic~ has three lights that 
determine the level of alcohol 
consumption. 
A green light means there is no 
alcohol in the blood while a yel- 
low light indicates there has been 
some drinking. This light could 
result in the 24-hoar suspension, 
A red light indicates a higher 
level of drinking and the driver 
can be taken to the detachment 
for the formal breathalyzer test. 
A log is kept of each screen 
device to ensure they are 
maintained properly.. 
m 
RCMP DETACHMENT civilian worker Christa Graves was kind enough to help Constable J,R. 
Walker demonstrate the roadside breathalyzer device. It may be small, but the device Is handy at 
roadblocks because it can help determine how much people have been drinking. A red light, for in- 
stance, can mean a trip to the detachment for a formal breathalyzer test, 
How to help the f( 
WHEN THE Terrace Churches 
Food Bank opened its doors for 
its November food distribution 
week, it was swamped, 
The November distribution pe- 
riod is the first of the season for 
the food bank and it typically ex- 
pects a demand for 150 bags of 
food. 
But more than double that 
amount ~ 379 ~ bags were dis- 
and February when demand is 
much higher. 
(The food bank doesn't distrib- 
ute in December as that's the time 
for the Salvation Army'Christmas 
hamper program.) 
Publicity surrounding the 
bank's situation has now brought 
a number of donations and-oP- 
portunities for residents to help 
stock up the bank for Janaary. 
3d bank 
a Big Mac in return for anon  
perishable food item for the bank. 
There'll be a big bin inside 
McDomtd's in which to place the 
food items. 
And right up until Christmas 
Eve the Skeena Malt is offering a 
Special Edition Christmas Button 
in return for a donation of a non 
perishable food item. 
Those can be redeemed next 
Police say the roadside devices tributed to approximately 700 
#v.e f~ter espomes and don't ie; ~,people: : ,;,~ i ...... , ' : : : ~ ~ ' 1 [ ~ ' :  ~" ~ } 
~up~SfCi~r's time by having to, ,~ It;left the:bank's,shelvca.practi~ 
!'take a driver back to the detach- cally bare and without a cushion 
ment for the formal breathalyzer for the winter months of January 
Last week a $1,000 donation 
from the Nisga'a Tribal Council's 
'Terrace'local was received: ..... 
' ' Tomorrow and Friday 
McDonald's offers a discount on 
/,~,,,-.q. 
FqD 
BC3~ 
Br-q8 
~Fq 
BF-q~ 
F-qFq 
C3~ 
~Fq~ 
gF-q[ 
,.,,,...~ r,,:,. ,,q ..,..,.,~ rq  Fq  r~ nr- -qr  
for ideas on what to 
buy for Christmas? 
TIlI J I l l[ ROOF 
RACK SYSTEMS 
The Best Skiing 
Connections In The 
World Made Easier 
month during a special mall 
promotion. ..... 
Overwuiiea¢: Saf~way and the 
Terrace Co-op aro taking cash 
donations for the bank. 
~,. BA~I~ GAHHII~H~ 
Starting As Low As 
'139.95 
COMBI BOXES 
Starting At 
=449.95 
i 
TNU~ ° Roof Rack SyStems 
SKI ATTACH MENTS"~ 
Starting AT 1 
*99.00 J 
Fit All Makes  & Models  
Order  Now.For  Christmas! 
[ : : :KMotors  
:1 i:: 'TheDealer Who Cares" 
~z~/16  DLR# 7041 635'7286 
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Your Christmas 
donation guide 
The Salvation Army is look- 
ing for donations for its annual 
Christmas hamper program. 
It's making plans to distrib- 
ute between 500 and 600 
hampers beginning Dec. 2L 
They'll consist of food and 
presents, says Salvation Army 
Lieutenant Norm Hamelin. 
He says it'll take approxi- 
mately $2%000 in cash dona- 
tions for the hampers, Dona- 
tions in kind are also welcome. 
Helping the effort are the 
Amay's kettles which are no 
set up in the Skeena Mall and 
at the liquor store, 
The Army is taking hamper 
applications at its hamper 
headquarters on the ground 
floor of 4545 Lazelle Ave, 
That's the big building across 
the street from the B.C Tel 
building, 
Applications are being taken 
up until this Saturday, The of- 
rice is open from noon to 4 
p,ln. 
The same address and times 
also apply for applications to 
the Army's Dec. 25 singles 
supper. 
Donations can also be 
dropped off at the same loca- 
tion during the same times. 
Presents should not be 
wrapped. That's to ensure that 
the right present goesto the 
right person. 
The Volunteer Bureau is 
organizing volunteers to help 
with hampers and presents, 
Those interested can contact 
the bureau at 638-1330. 
More than 20 years of Christ- 
mas giving continues as the 
Golden RuleSociety plans to 
distribute food to the needy. 
Its aim is providing enough 
food in goody bags for the 
reedy over the Christmas 
week, Says organizer Juanita 
Hatton. 
She'll be out again selling 
raffle tickets to raise money for 
food. 
Donations can also be made 
new location. 
It's at the carpenters hall on 
Sparks St. 
• / r ' k  "k "k * 
The Terrace Child Develop- 
ment Centre's Christmas Tree 
of Lights arc plugged in at the 
Skecna Mall. 
Proceeds from the sale of 
lights go toward various ac- 
tivities of the cantre. 
Those lights cost between $2 
and $50. The centre is also 
selling Christmas cards and 
cassette tapes. 
Once again, the Terrace and 
District Credit Union is tak- 
ing cash donations in support 
of the Salvation Army hamper 
campaign. They can be made 
during regular opening hours. 
~r W ~r*  ~r 
Now up in the lobby of the 
Skeena Broadcasters building 
on Lazeltc Ave. is its Christ- 
mas lree. 
And there's lots of space un- 
derneath for toys and presents 
to be donated to the Salvation 
Army's hamper program. 
The emphasis is on toys for 
infants and teens and gift items 
for seniors but presents for 
others are also welcome. 
Don't wrap the gifts. That's 
to ensure the fight present goes 
to the right person- 
Those gifts should be in at 
Skeena Broadcasters by Dec. 
17 to ensure they are delivered 
on time to the Salvation Army. 
Gift suggestions are being 
broadcast on Channel 10. 
Providing a good Christmas 
gift for a needy claim is the 
goal of Christmas trees at 
KMart and Terrace Co.op. 
The trees have tags on them 
bearing the first name of a 
needy child, sex, age and clo- 
thing size. 
Simply pluck a tag, buy a 
clothing Item or toy and return 
it ~ unwrapped ~ to the lace 
to the society at the Royal at KMart or, at the Co-op, 
Baxtk. .... .' [cave.':t .wiil~ d t~rk at the tt~l ....... . ,.,,, ,..l¢.;~3L:t2 .==;'~.iJ;= i~l==~utl...~=l~=JE~..,a;i((£[~(~. ' *l~I~4/'~,: ,~' .  
The goody bal~s will .be dis-,, Tile ~tts,.c, gn. D~ p t~c ,l~,,,e~.. ~t 
tributed Christmas Eve at a any location. 
Buy a.Big Mac . 
Be- a 
Help us helpthe 
. . , /  .=, . : '~ .~! . , .  ~ :  ; 6"  
Terrace Churches 
@ 
Food Bank 
Thursday, 
Dec. 16 
from 10:30 to 11:00 p.m. 
and 
Friday, 
Dec. 17 
from 10:30 to Midnight 
Bring in a can of'food 
or other non perishable 
food item and you will 
receive 
. .00  of f  a . Big Mac 
and you ' l l  be  a b ig  he lp  
A Communi ty  Suppor t  P ro jec t  by:  
4740 Lakelse Ave. Terrace, B.C, 
i i 
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Here's Howe! 
NO NEW government wants to start writing che- 
ques in its first official move. Yet that's what 
will be required should the new city council fol- 
low through on its members' varying degrees of 
commitments about Howe Creek. 
To recap briefly, a land holder wants to rezone 
a parcel on the beach side of Howe Creek, just 
north of the Christy Park playing fields. The idea 
is to subdivide the land into housing lots. In a re- 
lated move, a second developer wants to con- 
struct a townhouse complex further to the west, 
also near where Howe Creek flows. 
Both proposals have drawn protests from resi- 
dents of the Horseshoe who point to an already 
inadequate provision of park land. Their num- 
bers and accompanying stands by council hope- 
fuls figured prominently in the election. 
The obvious political solution is for the city to 
negotiate a purchase with the idea of creating 
green space. But that Will cost money, a fairly 
scarce commodity nowadays, particularly if the 
city has to top off the amount needed for the li- 
brary expansion. 
The new council has created a political 
parachute. It's a new kind of committee called 
planning, parks and environment. Those three 
words Contain everything any eoundllor and 
mayor could hope for in dealing with issues such 
as Howe Creek. 
That's why you can safely bet the new council 
will quickly park Howe Creek in this new com- 
mittee. Council will say it needs more t imeto 
study the issue because with the exception of one 
councillor, all are new to the game. 
The One big question is the len/th, of time any 
' :1 ; " .~  0 6 t )~, 'v ;  - :  " ;  l "~ ,3 '~r ;  . . . . .  .~]  ;,~- " ,~T , -  i .~h l - . r , .  - , ,<- r  
oeen waiting [or some ume. t.rrantea, winter, i s  
not development ime, but spring will come 
sooner than council thinks. 
Biblical surgery 
HEALTH MINISTER Paul Ramsey should look 
up I Kings, Chapter 3, Verses 16 to 27 in the 
Bible. There he'Ll find a situation faced by King 
Solomon quite simLilar to the dust up going on 
over the northwest orthopaedic surgical service. 
Two prostitutes had baby boys within days of 
each other, One baby died. The mother of that 
baby took the living baby ~ claiming it was hers. 
"Then said ~e king,:The one saith; This/s my 
son that liveth, and thy son/s dead;-and the other 
saith; Na~; but tliy son/s ~e dead, and myson/s  
theii~ng."i " .  ' ..~ :."" 
"And the king sa id ,  Bring me a sword. And 
they'brought a svmrd before the king. And the 
king s~d, Divide the l iving child in, two, and 
give half to the one, and half to the other. 
"Then spake the woman whose tlle living child 
was unto the king ... O my lord, give her the 
living child, and in no wise slay it, But the-other 
said, Let it be aeither mine nor thine,: butd iv ide  
/t. 
"Then the king answered and said, Give her 
(the woman who spoke first) the living child, and 
in no wise slayit: she/s themother thereof." 
Food for th0ught, Mr.~ilRamsey, while you. 
sharpen your decision making sword. 
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WCB lacks compassion 
VICTORIA - -  . The 
Workers' Compensation Board 
isn't known for its generosity 
and compassion at the bc~t of 
timeS, but what happened to 
Dale Bagg when she applied 
for compensation set new stan- 
dards for obtuseness and in- 
difference of an unearing 
bureaucracy. 
Let me take you on a road to 
hell, the road Engg was forced 
to travel nearly three years 
ago. 
On the afternoon of Janu~r3' 
30, 1991, Bugg, a mother of 
three children, was working in 
the bar section of ,~%~ed 
~figg~iB~,and R ~ t  in 
. ~'.'.~Sfl.~ o ; ,a  sm~l to~m in 
~ West Ko0tvnays. 
At 4 p.m., a man wearing a 
black toque and camouflage 
jacket walked into the bar and 
ordered a draft beer. Bugg was 
iliC only employee on the 
premises. Aside from the man, 
there were three other 
customers in the bar. After 
drinking half his beer, the man 
left. 
Shortly after the three 
customers had also left, the 
man returned. He paced about 
HUBERT BEYER 
norv0asly for a while, talked to 
o..I,hei,,o,, tabour ~ mutual; a~- 
pointud ahandgun at her; 
The man ordered her to put 
on his toque and jacket, forced 
her at gunpoint out of the door 
toward a pickup track. Bugg 
tried to escape, but the man 
grabbed her and pushed her 
down onto the floor and or- 
dered l~or to lay, face down, on 
the seal 
The man then drove about 20 
kilmmtres to Santa Rosa 
Mountain, whom Bugg's worst 
nightmares came true. For four 
hours, he repeatedly roped her, 
abused her verbally and 
threatened tokill her. 
At one point, he put the gun 
in her mouth and cocked the 
hammer, but didn't pull the 
trigger. Instead, he withdrew 
the gun and said: " I  picked the 
wrong person." 
It was Bugg's chance to es- 
cape. Terrified, she ran, trip- 
ping over logs, fairing into the 
snow, when she heard a single 
shot. She was sure the man had 
fired at her. Later, she learned 
that he had, in fact, committed 
suicide. 
Bugg eventmlly found her 
~:~ ~W~y ~t~h,Sa~ta-~R~a~:Road~rv;l 
, ,  running,, for about 10 kilo- 
metres, she was picked up by a 
motorist who drove her home 
to her family. 
Enter the ~Norkera' Com- 
pensation Board which, in 
typically bureaucratic fashion, 
made her relive the horrors of 
that flight, ever and over again, 
finally granting her $2,400 on 
compensation. 
I spoke to Bugg last week. 
-She said she had decided to go 
public with her story so that 
others will not have to sUffer 
I II 
the indignities inflicted on nor 
by the Workers' Comp~mation 
Board. 
How does a woman who! 
went through er hell amwer 
the question whether someone 
else was mspomible for the in-" 
juries? Or how about whether 
faulty equipment was 
respomible? Were safety 
measures adequate? Was her 
employer notified? 
"Describe fully what hap- 
pened to cause the injtn T and 
mention all contributing fac- 
tors: description of machinery, 
weight and size of 0bjects in- 
volved ..;" and so on. 
The irony is that if a.~,Or~'~i~D 
• , r ,  
worn abducted from her hord~' : .... 
and assaulted, she would bo: .- 
entitled to compensation for 
pain and suffering. S!nea she' ..- 
was abducted from work, she; 
was only entitled to compensa- 
tion for lost wages and medical * :i' 
e x p e n s e s . .  
It seems to me the next step 
is up to the government, wMeh . ..... 
not only has judsdietion 0vor< 
the WeB, bat is never .shy 
about claiming to have..a 
monopoly on compassionand~ 
caring. 
• - .~  
• . . * : . "  . 
No: Ghristmas panic then 
I WAS 23, living in New York 
Gty; before I learned Chrlst- 
rims meant panic, overdrawn 
bank accounts and Sasquatch 
headach0s. 
My teMeher was a married 
co-worker, Glo.ria, who an- 
ntmlly flirted with admission to 
Bellevue Hospital in her last 
minute dflvo to stage the per- 
fe~ Christmas. 
Gloria had to cook a turkey 
dinner that rivalled Good 
Housekeeping, buy and wrap 
gifts for everyone including 
the surly newsy at the subway 
kiosk, and trim a Rockefeller 
:iilaza-sized tree. 
-. ~~ my childhood, •them were 
: no 1 -800  numbers, no credit 
i cards, and no mallopen until 
• I midnight. Holiday pt6parations 
:!,:ihad to begin early. 
M0m never pmcrastinmed. 
From farming, she knew 
timeliness made the difference 
between success and latium. 
All our family's Christmas 
shopping came from Eaton's. 
So did Santa's. Morn began se- 
lecting gifts soon after the 
t [ ' , .  . • - : 
;'.d?.; 
!:,{_'i 
I I: I I[tllKtl : I :! I ~l[elt l - ' |  Ig"Jl 
CLAUDEI~rE  SANDECKI  
Christtnas catalogue arrived in 
October. 
Every night, once we'd gone 
up to "bed, she sat alone at the 
ldtclaon table like a purchasing 
agent, .checking catalogue 
prices, comparing values. 
Calculators didn't exist. Yet 
she l~cpt stdet ally of her total, 
mindful of the cash she had set 
aside :from a summer of ship- 
ping crf~am and selling oven- 
ieady chickens to the station 
agent's wife. 
Santa often gave clothing. So 
Morn first raeasured our 
chests, watsts, htps, and in- 
seams. This step threw us off 
the scent. The little ones never 
suspected Santa was their 
tailor. 
Once she had chosen neces- 
sities - -  jackets, felt-fined. 
boots, plaid slairts - -  she 
picked a toy or game for each 
of us, boxes of chocolates, can- 
dies, and nuts-in.the-sholl'for " 
all, and ore. or two extra house 
decomtinm. 
Except for a poplar branch 
my. younger draped with tinsel 
mad wool ribbons one year, our 
family ~ever had a tree until 
my older brother apprenticed 
as an electrician i the city. 
Mom's order mually ran to 
half a dozen pages. A four cent' 
stamp whisked it Off to  Win- 
nipeg where, ~re understood, 
clerks on roller skates whizzed 
about fiUing it. 
Within two Weelm~ Dad 
would bring home a box big m 
a dryer, which :Morn helped 
htmstow": in  their bedroom. 
• After supper Morn locked her- 
~o. s~E /~C.LEA~ cor s "/'aATII SCtE~ITtFIC/ 
~OK£ S ~ l ~  W/Ir, q Mu~ 31 ;="~OOF" t! J . ,  
-,,,,, ~, - .,.,. -~ .... , , .,-.,,.,-_,. ~, ~, ,,,,'.if, 
, 1"  " 
self hi with the box to sort i ts  
contents. From time to time- 
she'd open the door w ide  
enough to hana a box of candy, : 
some candles, or kitchen 
towels. 
When she finally emerged 
with the empty box an hour or 
two later, we realized its 
goodies - -  our Christmas 
remained stashed in the clothes ~ 
closet. They remained them .- 
until Christmas morning. We 
never snooped. 
Christmas nloming we'd find. 
our gifts in individual piles of 
> 
no time, paper, or:.glue va'ap-'i i; 
ping. Instead Mom:sp©nt her! : 
~ee moments lmittingmittem,. : 
bakin 8 cookies, or writing lot-~ • 
tars to relatives. ~ 
Shenever f etted about over-i :~ 
crowded stores,, ititerminahle;, 
checkout lines, or anemlci' ~:' 
finances. -., -: :_/ 
Gloria with her :fmtmied : 
shopping, Paul Bunyan fir, and:,, it 
PeptoBismol banquet aught, 
me to.dread the holiday. 
' t  
the sofa,, in an easy. chair, or on~ 
the piano banal Santa wmted; '
~lp  ~w , o# ! ;TuST A urrL~ ~ ' ~  
~ " [ ~  coMeAto"r(~ CLEAR ctn" / , I  
"/",E LEASE.,~IVL3 G p_-l.-17.1E ~, ~t 
' 1 '4"  , 
d.~'--.'7! x J  T i  NN H-i 
r , '~'LJP i-- FT1  
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Nursery workers wrap 
up seed.lings and jobs "  ,o  lct.r, Froma'httle,uy' 
WORKERS AT the Thornhill 
nursery are busy packing away 
the last of the seedlings going 
into cold storage this season. 
They are also paeldng away 
their jobs because this crop is the 
final one for the nursery. 
It'll be  shutting its doors as 
soo n _as the seedlings are 
delivered to customers next year. 
One of six owned by Pacific 
Regeneration Technologies, the 
nursery's product isn't needed 
anymore. 
~That's became the large back- 
log Of un-reforested land in the 
pr.0vince has by and large been 
eliminated. 
• Seedling deniand has dropped 
fxom 300 million several years 
ago to between 220 and 240 mil- 
lion. . : 
Prices hay¢ .also dropped as 
mUch as 3 9 "p&: cent, forcing the 
company ':it~ i'1o6i~ at ways of 
reducing expenses. ,
Pacific Regen~rati0n will keep 
the site and the cold storage plant 
.as/a,temporary holding place for 
• seedlings delivered from other 
places during the planting season. 
'::B~::the~grcenho~es~ in which 
the ~seei111ngs : were grown are 
being taken down for transport 
elsewhere. 
pacific Regeneration will 
keep the site and the cold 
storage plant as a 
temporary holding place 
for seedlings delivered 
from, other places during 
the planting season. 
FOREST OF SEEDLINGS appear to dwarf Cory Anaka. Anaka and others are packing seedlings 
for cold storage where they will sleep the winter away, The seedlings are the last to be grown at the 
nursery and will be taken away' and planted next spring. 
"We'll do about seven million 
seedlings ~ four million 2--0s 
and three million 1.0s," says 
nursery manager Glenn Goodwill 
of the last year's cr0P. :, 
A 2-0 is a tw6.year old Seedling 
and a 1-0 is a one-year old see- 
dling~. 
,When spring an-ives,~ they'll 
. be shipped OUt and:tMt'S.ib:'.~a,id 
:The,nursery~ closurp meam the 
: . loss:offive full time johs~ includ- 
ing Goodwill's, He has no idea of 
Where he's going. 
Also lest are several score of 
casusl, scasonal]obs that are cre- 
ated when it's time to put the see- 
dlings into •cold storage. 
Al l i ' to ld the estimated ollar 
- Value of jobs lost is $400,000. 
"That's quite~ :a  substantial 
amount of money,when you think 
about it," Goodwill satd. 
• .:Pacific Regeneration's consult- 
ing arm is staying in Terrace. 
It has a full time staff of 10 and 
adds five or six students each 
suminer .  
The consulting ann contracts 
out to Torestry companiesin the 
area for silviculture and related 
work. 
" "We :s tay '  pretty close to 
h0m6~hid,Kii~l,I-Iaworth Who is 
~a~i~rg~bf ~ '  cd~lil~l~g offtte. 
:El~lpl0~ees : ' dr_reeled , by:;"lhe 
el0sure have: been gNen intbrma- 
.. tionl about the federal govern- 
meat's 'industrial adjustment ser- 
vice. That's- a program designed 
tO help companies and employees 
who are losing their jobs to find 
work elsewhere. 
Pacific: Regeneration is also 
closingits nursery in Chilliwack. 
The company was formed by 
forest service employees when 
the provincial,government put up 
nurseries for sale in 1988. 
Closure ends 
:poinsettia plan 
THE CLOSURE of the flower pot;as a way to raise - 
T~,o~ll  tr~,rLursery~ #so -;::money. ' 7_. "-"  ................. 
~:,L,.'means~,.the endMo,,loc.ally- ' ,  ,rAt'-'~de~ p'.~n~iiid"~d~ 
grown poinsettia plants, for - ~prescnt¢¢ ' al~iit; tli~. ~! ~e.~" 
Christmas. cent of the nursery'Ssales, 
"We grew about 4,000 said Ooodwill. 
this year - -  mainly for the "NO it wasn't a major part 
local market but also a little of oar income. By the time 
bit f0r Prince Rupert, down we planted them in our 
to Kitimat and in greenhouses in July, the see- 
Smithers,". said nursery dlings had been moved and 
manage Glenn Goodwill. our overhead was covered," 
The poinsettias were also he said. 
sold by the local Shrine Nursery employees also 
club, with an array of other experimented with cam and 
plants gathered in one large other vegetables. 
Seedling demand satiated 
ili THE CLOSURE of the Thomhill 
tree nursery ends an effort by the 
government toestablish aplace in 
the northwest o supply local 
planting needs. 
It began asa test project of the 
provincial government's forest 
• servicoi n the early 1980s. 
. . . .  It didn't become a full-fledged 
operational nursery until 1985, 
ii after~those t sts,proved the nurs- 
~m q:ifa t,t~tld nrnduce  geed l tnos .  
The decision to have a nursery 
in Thomhill was to provide a 
eleser source of seedlings for 
northwest planting needs. 
It was the second nursery the 
forest service started in ihe north- 
west. A smaller, barerobt nursery 
had been producing seedlings in 
Telkwa for years. It' closed last 
fall. 
The Thomhill nursery was one 
of 11 operated by the provincial 
~ovemment until 1988 when 
eight were sold off as part of the 
Socreds' overall privatization 
plan.. 
It and five others were bought 
by Pacific Regeneration Tech- 
nologies, a company started by 
former forest service mployees. 
Back then the demand for see- 
dlings rose dramatically, from 
200 million a year to. a lalgh of 
300 million to meet a long stand- 
lag backlog of clearcuts not 
replanted. 
But that's changed as backlog 
replanting has caught up and the 
companies are now responsible to 
replant what they cuL 
The company's five-year con- 
tract with the province to meet 
that initial backlog demand has 
expired. 
Thornhill did havc some suc- 
ceases, one in particular being 
supplying sub alpine fir for 
restocking the Bell-Irving area up 
Hwy37. 
Mayor Jack Talstra 
Dear Sir:. 
I would like to congratulate you on your re-election to the office 
of Mayor of Terrace. I believe thatthoSe who voted for youvoted 
for a mayor who is pro-development, and m sueh:is:pro-econonde 
growth for the Conununity. . . . .  
Well, I, for one, think that it is time that the City of Terrace begins 
to allow the little guy a bit of consideration. 
Far too often I hear or read about the big developers holding the 
reim (or is tt a carrot) over decision making within the city bound- 
aries. Rumours, I'm surel 
I strongly believe that clear cut developers must get a clearly cut 
message that they should take into account how their neighbours 
feel about new development, bethe development i  the form of a 
small ot with a monster home intrusion or the development of a 30- 
home subdivision. 
Sure, it's great for speculation of the idly rich butit's hell for 80 
per cent of your constituents. Many people bought homes years ago 
that were adjacent to green spaces with the false illmion tlmt things 
might just stay the same, but now they live beside mini-elearcuts. 
I believe that developers should be required to leave windfirm 
buffer strips to adjoining properties when they open up raw land for 
development and not cut trees rigllt up to the property line so that 
even their nelghbours' trees blow down. 
While I'm at it, I believe that new and existing industrial opera- 
tiara should be held responsible to make worksites presentable so 
as to at least make the appearance that they arc good corporate 
Citizens. 
I keep hearing about a city planner ... well, how well laid are the 
plans that allow the taxpayer to get the bill for new paving in one 
year only to have a developer rip up the road two years later to put 
in sewer and water, leaving amyriad of speed bumps and pot holes. 
I know that the latest building craze/boom has driven the develop- 
ment of otherwise unsaleable properties. 
I mean, 10 years ago, no one in his right mind would have built on 
a reek bluff or on 20 feet of clay, but weirder things have been 
known to happen. 
I would like to close by saying that I am pro-development of he 
area, but more over, I am pro-people. Open your mind to better 
ideas and you will be mayor forever. 
C. Spangl, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Searchers get kudos 
Dear Sir:. 
• As emergency oordinator f Terrace Emergency Scrvlc~, I ac- 
knowledge and thank all the volunteers who assisted Terrace Search 
and Rescue in the search for Mr. Morris Ford. 
Although we were not successful, I would be remiss if I did not 
express my gratitude to the scores of volunteers, from m far away 
as Prince George and Smlthors who came to our aid and provided 
our local search team with the support and resources necessary to 
conduct a search of this magnitude. 
I am extremely proud anti,grateful of out'local search and rescue 
teared the e . , re  s t  n as o tated 
by  tlteit'6tith0siasm, ocat~tioffa~tt c6~ffdtnxl~lat'to tire tasl< at nanff. 
' To th6 iff6rd family and friends, on behalf of all of us involved In 
the marchwe offer our continued support in this most difficult ime. 
Sincerely yours, 
R;G. (Bob) Beekett, 
. .  Acting Coordinator, 
" 7' ,Terrace Emergency Services 
More letters, Page A9 
THE START IS FOR PEOPLE LEARNING TO READ 
The Start 
Food bank help 
YOU HAVE a chance this week to help the food bank. [t is run by 
churches tn Terrace. 
The food bank gave out more food in November than expected. 
As many as 700 people got food. 
It meant hardly any food was left. That has the food bank people 
worried. They say there is a blg demand for food in January. 
You can help the food bank, McDonald's is cutting the pfi~ of a 
Big Mac if you bring a tin of food. That takes place Thursday and 
Friday. 
And the Skeena Mall has special Christmas button for people who 
donate atin of food. 
STANDING OUTSIDE of the Thernhill nursery's greenhouse 
soon to be torn down end moved away are Kim Haworth and 
Glenn Eloodwill, Haworth is in charge of the nursery owner's con- 
sullJng arm aria Ile'u De staying a]ter me g[uw.,y tn,u =.=urn 
down, Goodwill has no idea of where he'll be going once opera .  
Uons end in the spring. 
Scott cuts back 
MIKE SCOTT says he is cutting back on his spending. The Reform 
party Member of Parliament said so last week. 
Scott said he doesn't want a government pension plan, It costs too 
much, he said. 
And Scott won't be ruing a special liquor store or bmbur shop on 
Parliament Hill, These also cost the taxpayer money, he said. 
But Scott will take free airplane rides: Some times he will fiy first 
class. And some times he won't. 
Scott was elected in October. He is one of more than 50 Reform 
party Members of Parliament to be elected, 
Scott has an office in Terrace. The phone number is 635.1601. 
I 
~.~.;. ~, ... 
Busy time 
EVANGELINE BOLTON is one of the volunteers helping 
with the Salvation Army's Chflstmas food hamper effort. 
The Army is planning on distributing more than 500 
hampers. Applications are being taken up until this Satur- 
day. The hamper office is open between noon and 4 p.m. 
and is located on the ground floor of 4545 Lazelle Ave. 
i AIDS help group starts 
AN AIDS SUPPORT group is 
being organized in Terrace. 
Carrie Blake, a nurse :at Mills 
Memorial Hospital's intemivc 
care unit, is one of the people 
helping organize the group. 
About a dozen people who 
turned up at a potluck dinner 
meeting on AIDS at the Skeena 
Health Unit Nov. 25 expressed 
interest in starting agroup ... . . .  of HIV-positive people in Prince 
"There are a lot of people in Rupert at between 200 and 500. 
and therefore don't appear on 
Skeena's stats --and many simp- 
ly don't get tested. 
',My own gut feeling is that it's 
way under-reported," says Dr. 
Allan Hoffrnaxb an internal medi- 
cine specialist in Prince Rupert 
who has seen two of his patients 
die of AIDS. 
Hoffman estimates the number 
safe from these sorts of in- Blake said she k~ows of isola- 
fluences - -  and we're not." ted cases of AIDS-related eaths 
Skeena medical health officer in Terrace. 
Dr. David Bowering says a corn- Sometixnes, she said, the family 
men misconception is that people doesn't know for sure, but only 
here who get HIV pick it vp in suspects the true came of death. 
Vancouver or other centres. "To them, he died of 
"We've had people who'we ac- pneumonia/' she said. 
quired it locally and we have "How many cases do we need 
teenagers who've acquired it lo- to see before we start caring for 
cally," he said. thesepeople?" 
the northwest who have brothem, He bases the estimate in part on --I 
cousim or sisters who are sick or the high number of heroin users r "  , -  - -  - - . - - -  SAVE 'THIS  COUPON!  - - . , I  . . . . . .  i have died from AIDS," she said. --130 registered users -  in the i ' eaeist as s om, u,o peeme 
A support group could also help port city. I " I 
o - - '00"  victim, Blakesaid. ing hack andliving with families I TWO e I 
t) U Although official statistics in fiiaai stages of disease," Blake I show only 16 people in the north- added. ' plus applicable taxes | west have tested ~ positive, She also said tile Skeena Health | N IFoRG H T S Valid Until Febru,,r, 28. 19'4- I 
most hcaith care workers smpect Uzdt hopes to start offering | i 
. Many people who believe they • coumolling in Terrace early in 
are HIY positive go to Vancouver the new year. I* On Double . | 14 '~ ~ ~ - . ~ - ~  I I 
for testing to ensure anonymity ',We tl~nk Terraco feels faidy I ~pt%f fOrrT;w ~ I ~ ' ~  l i  
' " " Consecutive k ~ ~ '  ' ' 
! Nights-Advance. ~"" I I 
I I 
! C ITY  OF TERRACE '~'~'c~ ' 1 I" 98units 
( ~ [ ~ [ ~ ~ [ ~ , ~  /~] [~1 ~ ] [ ~  ~ loKitchene~es I ~ ~ 1  I 
Regular Operations will be closed during ~ I. D.D. Phones I ~ : ' " " ~ ' q  I 
!he  ho l iday  season,  as  fo l lows:  '~ i "  Nighdy M°vies I~" '  I11 
Fr iday ,  December  24 ,  1993 ]~ 
tall'Toll-Free 1-800-663.6620 For Reservations .Monday, December 27, "1993 and :~i 
Monday ,  ,.,,..,'onua n ' 3, 199a ~ I Ph=.~ Fax (,o4)s,~-~, i 
L . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . .  ~ -  _ 
Reform i% . 
,.o,:,,1. g CHRISTMAS 
OPPING .. 'IS l SNAP! But it seems the patty will keep ~ am i one privilege ~ the 50 per celzt • : IV  [ ]  [ ]  : :  
reimbursementMike Scott and°fallCampaign ex- " " JV l | /  ,,P M j~"  i~ ): 
other can.dE- ! • ::! ' CnWVJC  NEW incredibly easy ,,d you can play b,ck picture 
dates who ~cccived at least 15 per , and sound right though the camcorder instantly. ' 
cententitledOftothezcceivePOpular vot  are ': SNAP! A NEW K i l l  D Simple 2-bullon operation (power on end start). 
scottsays it's unIikelyhcor hls OF CAMCODER!  0uol lens system (tehphoto/~ide angle). ~ " 
party will nnilateraily .z~fuse the Wireless remote. Built-in speaker allows play-,: 
li!:!:, back of 8mm prerecorded movies or tapes. money - -  which could top 
$20,000 in the case of the Skecna . ...... 
Reform campaign. 
The 50-per,cent cash-back cla~ i' 
qua tbet comes after:the election - 
is muaily put in the bank to help 
fight the next election. 
Scott says he will argu e fc 
parties dropping it at the., 
time, 
"If we unilaterally decide 
to accept these rebates wuz. 
going to be maily 
terms of being pre 
the next election." 
But he said he'd 
the other, two pL~ 
that qualify for the 
Liberals and NDP 
to reject iL 
"If they're both 
it down, we'll tun 
now," he said, 
|h ; . t . .  ak , ,~. t  It" " 
something. 
Ultra-compact, fully automatic and unbelievably 
,easy to use. The new CCD-SC5 Handycam Snap~ 
h atures a 3-inch colour LCD monitor ~ ~ 
" Shootin~:~" viewfinder or viewing screeil. 
um-ion battery recharges inside camera. .:::' : 
$1,39900 
SONY SLV.750HF flI-FI VCRf  
:: The utmost in picture sound end perJ~ ~a~ 
• VHS Hi-Fi record and • playback •~ 
iremmln TVreception,• VCR Plus+ progr, tit 
,i'Comcorder.friendy • On screen help 
27-INCH 
!:I~TRINITRON STEREO 
I':!MONITOR/RECEIVEI 
~ries Deep I
n-Pie ' D~ 
3ei speo~ 
;creen c0~ 
~mm0nde~ 
~hi~g 'swiv'~ 
I 
12K CAR 
res Son ; 
hock sy 
it DAC I1~ 
~c ,Acoustic 
, Surround Sound 
tern. New 
1999s 
less remote 
• Car accessolies supplied 
s299"  
51GHT SOUND 
', I: 
SPF.75 CORDLESS ~. ,~ ...... 
TELEPHONE - ~. 
Crystal clear reception witl~ Sony's 
ProSound Noise Reduction system ~.~ : 
• lO-chonnel accesswith remote seledion : -: ..... 
• Out.of-range alert • Base-to-handset '- '  
paging • lO-numhor speed ialing " - 
1 $159"  
WM-SXF30 AM/FM 
SPORTS WALKMAN 
:l~i, water.resistant stereo cnsselte 
• AM/FM stereo tuner, Auto reverse. - :-- 
. An' .rc~tling mechanism • Complete with , :.~ ::~ i=!. 
lightweight 8 9  headphones $ 9S  .... :i. ~: . ! : _ ,  
:D.758 O/RADIO DUAL - ..... i 
CASSETTE RECORDER ~ ~: 
converter and 2.w0y CO edit fundi0ns : ,  
• Digital synthesized tuner with 12 " ':~ ' i 
presets • 5 eleclxonic sound . ,  ~,: ~,/.//, :: .i: 
modes (Pop/Rock/Blues/Vocal),i  :.i ,: ,ii :?.). 
• Detachable 2.way speakers .:': ; -".~::i i; ~r ~. - -  " 
~• Remote Commander unit control ~ = ;i 
$449"  ......... 
s ay on 
Skeena Mall Keith Ave. Mall City 
Terrace, BC Terrace, BC . Ki 
~ -_- _- -__ _ -_- - - _= 
BUSINESS RE V'IEW 
expansion done 
square foot expansion began 
/~: 1 h - in 1992 and includes a large 
:i~i ;~ ~ ..o passenger waiting and ticket 
~ ~. . area. 
, " : ,,, Airport manager Darryl 
.,,'t~- Lmrent anticipates tlmt a final 
impeetion of the facility will 
:ii take place today. 
~, It's called a substantial corn- 
,,: pletion inspection and is a re- 
Ps: ,quirement under the construe- 
!i,:i~,':: tion contract. 
• - " ; One aspect of the expansion 
:i:'~!:,. - ,  : that makes Laurent happy is 
,. the.return of an indoor luggage ~ . : ~ ¢ t ~ ~  
area .  
F 
" The new luggage area is in- 
(iii i:iii!i :~ :  -,,--: , :) :]: :-:-;i doors, heated and features a ~" 
i ! :"~: ''~ e0nveyor-type carousel belt ~; 
-::: " " .: :, : i " . , ' r : ! : '  once used at the Victoria air- 
...... . .,. - port. 
,, : .... The building was designed 
. by. Terrace architect Alan 
Soutar. He describes the facil- 
ity as, "The. best small airport 
LAST MINUTE check by architect Alan Soutar leads up to a final in B.C:" 
inspection today of the expansion to the airport. The $2.8 million The expansion is designed to 
~roject brings an indoor luggage area and more waiting room. fit in with the flight services ~" 
1 
BUSINESS IS going well at The r 
Treasure Hut, : reports owner ut & About 
Germaine Desjhrdins. O 
" She says she's~ilways wanted,a . . . . . . .  ' 
business and opentnl~ a_,~co~k~ 
hand store has been~ ~ p  ~..~, ..r, ' ~ : - ,.~. 
~""<"":' ............ " .';/~- 9t':~" A'~',~ Tlus is the fifth year for the her list . . . . .  : :~ -;. 
".rpaya little momform.ystaff:' If it's December, it's lime for contest. 
but I find there is really good the Christmas lights decorating ~r 9r 9r ~" "R 
quality up here," she said. contest sponsored by the Terrace A new store selling household 
"k'k'A','k ~' add Dtsfrlci:Chaml3er of C0m-" items at a fixed price is due to 
James .Haugland was walking merce and local members of the openinthe Skeeua Mall. 
down the sidewalk in the 4600 Northwest Real Estate Board. It's calledBuek or Two and has 
Block of Lazelle late one The four categories are best set inventory at a set price. 
afterno0n recently;and spbtted-a commerciai," best street, best, * "k "k -k "k 
dark Object on the ground., home and best original theme. . The pro~dneial government 'is - 
Ifturned out to be, a . purse " All entries must be in before giving UBC $21. :million for an 
belonging' to KeithaBayhss. ' noon ,  Dec: 20. Judges will be out . applied research facility and $2.5 _~, 
I-Iaugland, .called ':'!Chiel~en : Dec. 22 between ? and :tO p.m. so . nlillion to  help plan a new 
Bones" and a seller, of  a super make sure the lights are on during forestry complex. ,, ::.':.,, ,: 
organic algae health food, ~nade ,that period. The research facility will have : 
the necessary plior/eeall. - ., Entries can be dropped off at five storeys devoted to develop- 
Purse and owner were quickly the chambci of commerce offices, ment of metals, ceramics, .... '"" ) 
r e : u n i t e d . . . ,  at The: Teri~ee Standard or at pol~tiners, composites and micro-: ~ ~f i  
.Mrs. Bayliss says she mustM~e : Skeen aBroadcasters ~. electronic materials. 
put the pfarse downwhile loading ,' . - ~ 
packages into a car. ..:,. -~, • 
Mills - . . . .  
~' ,...,.;. • . (  " ~ ~,lu.. },~' 
.:: :'.,,~ 
,.:.:3!) 
"" ":~i! ~'~.~ ,,  
I ~ . :  ";~ 
• bus  
TKERE WON'T be any extended " 
closures this holiday season at the 
city's two large mills,: ;' : ::", 
A booming Arneflean lumber. 
market and a cheap Canadian dol- 
lar, as was the case last Cltrist- 
:mas, l~ve resulfed iii 10ts dE 0r-- 
ders to fill. 
"We'll be running hard,"said 
Skeena Cellulose mill manager 
Rand Menhinick/." . 
"There's no: sh0~ge o f  work 
to do," added: Stteena-.Sawmllls' 
manager Don Chesl@[. ' F i " ~ ~ ' 
That means Skeena Cellulose 
workers are taking only the;three 
statutory.,.holidays;:of :Clirist'mas :i I 
Day, .BoXing bay~.i and: Hew 
'Y~f's Day at that mi'!l. 
The same work pattern is taking 
place at Skeena Sawmills. 
:A plan io work three Saturdays 
~s  month at Skcena Cellulose 
and then en jw:an ~extmded 
Christmas break was defeated by 
IWA-Canada-., members, said 
Menhlnlck. : .  ; , . : . . :  - , .  
;Worldn~ SaturdaySin :ctum forl :  
time off.later 0n is a standard pro- 
eeduro at a number of B.C. mills 
for the holidays,: . 
"The markets a~ ,very;g0od," 
said MenNnlck of~.'b:dgmaild for 
tds mill's product. ,,, 
A booming market means good 
news for Skeona Celluloso's 
parent, Repap., ~ ' -~ 
.Tl id~rit)eompani ~ invested 
heavlly:itO~Odem~o ]Is various 
planta..lii the late 1980s but has 
slncZ ;bden caught bY a declining 
pulp and paper m,~keh': "a 
port can easily dealwith up to 
500 people an hour. 
The airport has also ex-. 
panded its restaurant area and 
will have a beer and wine 
licenee. 
"The building will suite Ter- 
race's needs till the year 
2010," said Lament. 
An official opening is sched- 
uled for May 3, 1994. 
The Canadian Armed 
Forces' aerobatics squadron, 
the Snowbirds will be featured 
as part of an airshow for the 
opening. 
* De l le lo t l s  " . i " " 
Bu f fe t  Brunch  
* Santa  Will be  here  
* C lown " 
* Face  P 'a~g 
* Ba l loon  ~ a l s  ' 
Join us Saturday, December 18, 
10 am - 2pra, as  we celebrate the 
sc ion  wl~h fun for everyone 
i:: 5:~951!ii{~;i!i{i 
i =::%ii:i:::"~!:~i~:'i~,{i{{!i{i{{:~i{{ 
.;::::: 9i~a95i~!!!ii!iii~ 
For Your Re~envatlon Call: 
0 
I I 
Coast  Inn  o f  the  West  
¢620 Lake lse  Ave. 
638-8141 
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We put Stephen King in his p, ce, I 
He's on the fiction shelf with your other favourite authors. 
Terrace Public Library 4810 ParkAvonue 638-817q 
FI~ I °' 
STEAK & LOBSTER 
6 oz, Top Sirloin broiled to perfection, and a 4-5 oz. Lobster 
Tail served with Ilot melted butter and your choice of baked 
potato or rice and vegetable. 
$19.95 
For A Limited Time Only 
"', Lunch Men. • Frl. 11:30 - 2:00 pm 
~ ~ ~ / ~ :  Dinner 4:30 - 11:00 pat 
FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 
638-0644 or 638-1503 
402 Lakelse Avenue Terrace.  B.C. 
I 
Sun L i fe  
o f  Canada 
Wishing you a very 
Merry Christmas fro m the 
agents and staff of Sun Life. 
~,- i,~ 
Lyle Harvey ,  Sa les  Manager  306  - 4546 Park  Ave. 
F Willy' Schne ider ,  CLU Ter race ,  BC :,'{ 
[ :  Col leen Parsons  P I I :  635-6146 
Santa  knows  a good 
dea l  when he  sees  one  
ld:;h= 
":".5. 
9 
All/n Stock 
LIGHT FiX'runt,s 
U ro 
635-2976 
Off 3 
. [ . . .  
,, ® 
' YOUR DECOr  
Terrace Carpet Centre 
3202 Munroe Street at Hwy. 16 W J,: ,/~{ 
Terrace 1-800-665-1657 
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Cat noises a big help 
New way to teach speech 
By DAN RODGERS 
ANGRY CAT noises are not 
what comes to mind when you 
think about speech therapy. 
Not unless you are four-year- 
old Bfitta Ouldbaek and speech- 
language pathologist Frances 
Monro. 
They use these noises and 
games in their sessions to help 
correct speech patterns. 
Recreating these sounds is one 
of many exercises introduced in a 
recent research project developed 
by Dr. Barbara Bernlaardt, an as- 
sistant professor at UBC. 
"It's a project on phonological 
intervention, basically helping 
children who have specific 
speech difficulties and their 
speech is not understood," said 
Monro who works for the Skeena 
Health Unit. 
"The project looks at speech 
difficulties in a very different 
way than some of the traditional 
ways. Instead of looking at one 
sound you would look at their 
system of using sound. The inter- 
vention roll would be geared to 
changing their system," she satd. 
During one session the pair 
recreated the story of Little Red 
Riding Hood on a felt board. The 
word 'forest' was difficult for 
Britta to pronounce. 
But the word was correctly pro- 
nounced when Bfitta put an magr~ 
cat sound at the beginning of the 
word 'forest'. 
The speech-language project 
was carried out in 13 corn-, 
muaities across B.C. with 20 
speech and language pathologist 
and 2l prescheol children partici- 
pating. 
Those chosen for the project 
were between three and four 
years old. They had significant 
problem with their speech, had 
English as a first language and 
had no physical problems. 
These guidelines were used to 
ensure the fiudings would not be 
affected by other factors. 
BEING EYE TO EYE brings home speech lessons taught by 
Frances Monro, left, to Britta Guldbaek. Their sessions, used 
methods stemming from a recent UBC project. There were 21 
studies carded out acrossthe province using four different each- 
ing method~. DAN RODGERS PHOTO: 
An analyst from UBC would 
listen to an audio or video of the 
child speaking and would analyze 
and set goals for the chirr. 
"These are tasks that we 
normally do ourselves, although 
we don't have the time the re- 
searcher has to sit down and do a 
indepth analysis," said Monro. 
There were 21 individual ease 
studies throughout the province 
and for each of them four dif- 
ferent reatment methods. 
The four treatment methods, in- 
volved are, oral motor method, 
auditory awareness method, morn 
method and the onset rhyme 
method. 
"'The idea was to compare the 
treatment methods and the child's 
progress in each of, those treat- 
meat areas," =aid Monro. 
The project is very intens~ for 
Guideline 
' :  . . -.~,~,,~ ;.,  :,,,.~.,, 
Ot rnemoas . . . . . . . . . . .  
The child is bombarded with 
stories, poems, tongue- 
twisters end songs.. 
The morn method ivides 
the words up according to 
the stressed and unstressed 
parts, creating an awareness 
of the parts of a word. 
This involves using physi- 
cal items to show how the 
parts of the word ~or~ to- 
gether. -- 
Magic wo~is are used. 
Lay becomes play.by magi- 
cally putting the 'pa' sound 
at the beginning. 
HERE'S A brief guideline 
on some of the speech me.th- 
ods taughtr 
The oral motor basically 
gives the child movement 
awareness o f  speech mus- 
cles "1what  the sound 
looked, felt, and sounded 
like when spoken. 
The auditory awareness 
method involves repetition 
of sound the child is trying 
to achieve. 
The child isn't expected to
say the sound,, only to b~ 
aware of how" It sounded, 
the parents, chi ldand speech 
pathologist. The child was ex- 
peeted to attend at least two times 
a week, preferable three times, 
and ran from April through to Oc- 
tober. 
It operates on block bases. The 
child and therapist worked on a 
particular goal for four sessions 
before moWng to the next one. 
"It's basically looking at pat- 
ferns !n the child's speech," said 
Morn'o: "So  instead of just using 
one sound, you would take a look 
at their systems of using sound. 
The intervention roll would be 
geared to changing their sys- 
tems." 
" I  can't spend the time doing 
tile analysisto the same degree as 
was done during the project. But 
to the extent that I am able to ana- 
lyze a Child's speech." 
"My client made excellent 
gains through the course of the 
project, the techniques that were 
• learned are very valuable, and we 
will be able to carry them out 
with other clients," said Monro. 
end of the research project ann 
Will .be available to interested 
parties. 
Money Was provided from the 
B.C MedicalServices Founda- 
lion. 
Protect your family and home this 
Christmas and throughout the year with a 
professionally insta/led Alarm System from , 
To/see. Our Systems are easy to operate 
and feature state of the art: reliability. A 
monitored Alarm System is thesing/e most 
effective deterrent against break in and • 
vandalism. In fact, most ~ insurance 
companies will give you a discountonyour 
Homeowners Policy. To/see also cam'es a 
good select/on of deadbo/tsand locks, 
with professional locksmiths on staff to 
assist you. . . . . .  
i 
'~ 'See Us today for a free : 
no-ob ga!gn securitY consultation. 
Terrace: : : '~  ~ Kitimat 
.... ' 3238 Kalum st,.  
::1638:0241 632'3330 
II I ] I[ ] II II I 
Additional 
30% OFF 
Last Ticketed Price 
of all 
LADIES SWEATERS 
Additional 
20% OFF 
~ ,i.i . ": 
SA'rURDAY 
DEC. 18"11t 
STORE Additional 
MANAGER'S ! 40% 
Last Ticketed Price 
of all 
KIDS 2- 6X & GIRLS 
7- 14 SLEEPWEAR J, 
Additional 
30% 0 
Last Ticketed Price 
of all 
WINTER FOOTWEAR 
FIELDS STORE LTD. 
4717 Lakelse Ave. 
-Terrace. BC V8G 1R5 
Last Ticketed Price 
of all 
MEN'S SWEATERS 
Additional 
30% OFF 
Last "ticketed Price 
of all, 
BOYS 8-16 DENIM 
JEANS 
Additional 
50% OFF 
DECORATIVE 
CUSHIONS 
Reg. *9.99 
STORE HOURS 
Monday - Thursday & Saturday ........ . .......... 9:30 am - 6:00 pm 
Friday . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  9:30 am - 9:00 prn 
Sunday ................................. i . . . . . . . . . . . .  12 O0 pm - 5:00 pm 
The M il Bag 
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Keep surgeon in Kitimat 
not broke, don't fix it". 
However, let's deal with the 
facts rather than the emotions ur- 
rounding the issue. The North- 
west Health Services Review 
recommendation was that the 
orthopedic service be moved to 
Prince Rupert. 
Dr. Newbcry, as regional co- 
Ordinator, recommended that the 
services hould be moved to Ter- 
race. Both of these recommenda- 
tions were based on the assump- 
tion that a 25-bed facility in 
Kit|mat can't support a regional 
ortlmpedic service. 
Kitimat General Hospital has 34 
acute care beds. Given the layout 
of the present building we are at 
the point of .diminishing returns. 
Whether we operate at 34 beds of 
25 there is little overall saving. 
We have implemented the 
Orthopedic program and still 
managed to reduce the average 
An open letter to: 
K l t imat  and northwest  
residents 
Hello: 
The Kitimat General Hospital 
provided a regional orthopedic 
service from the early 1970s until 
1986. By 1991 it was obvious 
that operating with only a general 
surgeon meant that we did act 
have the volume of operating 
room work to keep the people and 
skills necessary to provide basic 
hospital care for our community 
in the long run. 
In order to correct he situation 
.we sought, and received, support 
from the other facilities in the 
regton for re-establistmaent of
regional orthopedic service in 
Kitimat. This was done to avoid 
competition with reerultment and 
to the base for funding from the 
Ministry of Health. 
Over $100,000 was spent in 
recruitment but by 1992, Dr. 
Phalen had agreed to  come to 
Kitimat and provide a regional 
orthopedic service. Orthopedics i
a demanding program for a faeil-. 
ity to manage. Start up eosls for 
equipment etc. were over 
$350,000. At least 2 days per 
week of operating room lime is 
required as well as access to 7-10 
beds. 
The Northwest Health Services 
Review in November 1992, how- 
ever, put the orthopedic service 
up for grabs. This has inlliated a 
feeding frenzy that has put medi- 
cal staff against medical staff, 
faculty against faculty, and com- 
munity against community across 
the region. 
Even Dr. Newbery's consider:. 
able ability as a facilitator could 
not establish a consensus. The 
present situation certainly lends 
credence to the saying, " i f  it's 
No. Move him to Rupert 
An open letter to: 
The Honourab le  Paul  Ramsey  
Minister  o f  Heal th 
suggest hat them should be only 
one multi-faceted base hospital in 
the northwest. 
The 25,000 citizens of Prince 
Rupert and the Queen Charlotte 
Islands would not support Prince 
Rupert Regional Hospital being 
reduced to a diagnostic and treat- 
ment centre. Failure to transfer 
the orthopedic service to Prince 
Rupert is the first step toward 
centralizing services in Terrace. .  
This whole issue is not a politi- 
i:al issue, it is not an issue of non- 
cooperation and it is not an issue 
of Prince Rupert trying to in- 
fluence the recommendations of a 
independent body, but rather an 
issue of your ministry 
procrastinating on implementing 
the recommendation f the North- 
west Health Services which states 
Dear  Mr, Ramsey:  
In 1992 the heaRh ministry 
funded, at a cost of over $40,000, 
a totally independent review of 
health services in the northwest. 
Among many recommenda- 
tions, the review stated that the 
orthopedics ervice, currently in 
Kitimat, be transferred to Prince 
Rupert for the following reasons: 
* Prince Rupert had a medical "
.and nursing/support services in- 
frastructure, including an in- 
temive care unit to support his 
service. 
* Had an intenstvist (a 
specialist in critical care) on staff 
to complement the service. 
The Ministry of Health ap- 
pointed Dr. Peter Newbery in 
January of 1993 to implement the 
Northwest -Health Services 
recommendations and not to 
rewrite the document. Dr. New- 
berry is not an unbiased observer 
in this matter as" he is a practicing 
general physician in. I-Iazelton, a 
facility that has dose geographi- 
cal and professional tics to Ter- 
race. 
We reject his recommendation 
that the service go to Terrace, as 
it is, in our view, a one-sided, 
biased opinion. 
We must remind you that this 
board has fully supported the 
Northwest Health Services 
Review report and, in particular, 
supported there being just one 
C.T. scanner, situated in Terrace, 
* Had the operating morn ca- for. the northwest as this was fis- that orthopaedic services be trans- 
. . ;~ ,  - , . ,  : = .  i3 . ; . :~~ . . . . .  . act and beds on the surgtcal .. ,...co,U mdenL . . . . . .  f~rred to Pnnce Ruper t . . . .  
:floor to supp~rtt~sservice~.:~i:~i~.:~:i;5~;~!~`~`~ei~N~rthwest~H~a~th~S~ fvLees  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Pin Co~h'~ 
;i, . Prince Rupert had better a i r .  :Review spoke o f  the  lle~d ~ for " Chair, 
access, via medevac, for ongoing regional cooperation. We now 
major trauma cases. The. : rev iew :find" ittotally inappropriate .and 
unacceptable for the Terrace 
RegionaLHeal~ Care Society to 
Pr ince Rupert  Regional  
Hospital, 
Prince Rupert, B.C. :recognized that for two to three 
months of the years the Ter- 
race/KJtimat airport has an almost 
50 per cent cancellation rote due 
to weather. 
• * Re~,iew team recognized that 
no one facility should develop its 
medical manpower to the detri- 
ment of others. 
• Prince Rupert would have a 
secure base of specialists if 
orthopedics, and the recom- 
mended pathology service were 
added. 
We submitted, on June 4, 1993, 
a full impact analysis outlining 
the costs of transferring this ser-" 
:vice "and,. to date, have had no 
conrespondence or reply from the 
ministry on this. 
:Correction 
, ~A LINE was missing from a para- 
graph of Mary Bowering's Dee. 8 
letter to the editor. Here is the 
paragraph in full: 
"A  letter of information can be 
sent home to parents so that at- 
,tendance at such a presentation 
LWO~d be  voluntary." 
length of stay from 4.7 days to 
3.9 days. Average length of stay 
for orthopedic patients is 0.4 days 
less than the norm and infection 
rates are well below the average. 
There is complete consensus 
among the regional facilities that 
Kitimat General Hospital should 
continue to exist as a hospital. 
Our opinion is that this is best 
achieved by leaving the regional 
orthopedic service in Kitimat. 
In addition, the cost of relocat- 
ing this service is high- There will 
be dollar costs in gearing up the 
receiving facility as well as a cost 
to support Kitimat, whatever that 
entails. 
Additionally, there will be per- 
sonnel and training issues to be 
resolved as wen as operating 
room time and available beds. 
In short, it is our opinion that 
the. costs of moviug' the 
orthopedic service at the present 
time far outweigh the benefits of 
an enhanced orthopedic program 
for the region. 
D. Burton, 
Chairman, 
Board of Trustees. 
Baby's Name: " ~  
Kiren K Purewsl 
Dil~ & Time d Blrtht 
November 29/93 at 1:48 a.m. 
Wdghk 7 Ibs 7 oz Sexl Female 
Partale= Harvlndct & Lakhbir 
Puewal 
Baby's Namel 
Harvey Ptter Wells Jr, 
Date & Time el" Birth: 
November 30/93 at 10:30 a.m. 
Weightl 7 Ibs 1 oz Sex: Male 
Parents= Harvey Wells ~ Lillian 
Goau; a brother for Ivan! 
Baby's Namel 
Kenneth Edward 
Date& Time ef Birth: 
December 2/93 at 9:24 p.m. 
Weishh 8 Ibs 13 oz Sex= Male 
Parents: Paul Gipps & Denise 
Tupman; sisters: Hayley & 
Alexandra 
MONDAY 
TUESDAY 
WEDNESDAY 
. THURSDAY 
FRI DAY 
SATURDAY 
AUGIES 
DINNER SPECIALS 
Chicken Cordon Bleu 
8 oz. New York Steak with Caesar 
Salad 
Beef Kabob served with.rice 
BBQ Pork Ribs 
Prime Rib 
8 oz. New York 
635-6630 
I 
Monday to Saturday 5:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. 
Minimum Beverage Charge of $1.75 
TERRtkCE INN 
4551 Grelg Ave., Terrace. BC VSG 1M7 
1 ~ ' : ' ,  "~:-' , " ";,,:, : ',',,":_~::i .'"-:,., .?': ®:" "' / ' . ;  .:'::",., :~ ". :'. j . .  • .. . . . : : . .~ .  " . . . . .  . : , . .  e . '~  ,o  ~, "  . . .  
Best  Wishes  
and many thanks  
• Baby's Nante: 
Dalton Robert Lee 
Date & Time of Birlh= 
I)ecember 2R3 at 11:16 a,m. 
Weight: 7 lbs 12 caSein Male 
Parents= Rob Stanviek & l.inda 
Donahue; a new brother for 
Jennifer. Joe)', Katelin; first 
iFand~n to Dou~ & Mar~ Stanvick 
Baby's Name: 
Brianna Patrieia McCarthy 
Dale & Time of Birthl 
December 4/93 at 8:46 n.m, 
Wdghh 7 Ibs 6 ozSex: Female 
Parental Mrs; S,C, Burger & Mr, 
Brian McCarthy 
Baby's Name: 
Amy Alice 
Date & Time of Blrtlu 
December 5/93 at 8:00 a.m. 
W,4gkt= 8lba 3 oz Se~ Female 
Parents: Anna & David Edgar; 
sister for Megan 
/ 
/ 
f rom the s ta f f  o f  
46°3" J Pa*kA"enue 6 8-170 
,Chamber of Commerce &
IIII Northwest 
 qpP'.f" Real Estate Board p sign' 
"Holiday Decorating Contest" 
PRIZES ~ SIMPLE AND FUN 
RULES: 
All enffies must be in pdor to noon, Dec, 20, 1993 
Outside llgh= must be kept on be~een 7 p.m. and 10 p.m. on Dec. 22 
I Terrace Chamber of Commerce & Northwest geal Estate Board 
' Christmas Light Campaign " 
I I 
 ';Holiday Decorat ing  Contes t  
I Drop offentries at Skeena Broadcasters, Terrace Standard and the Chamber I 
of Commerce and your home or business will be entered, 
I I 
NAME: j 
.I 
I ADDRESs: 
- • " . . j  , ? I 
I PHONE: I 
mint  imm mmn . mi ra  = l ib  t lmm i = m mint  imm m I l l  t ram dram mm 
I CATEGORIES: SPONSORS: 
Display I Central Gi fts  McAIpine & Co. Best Commercial 
Best Street Ill Northern Drugs Century 21 
Home Ili Remax of Terrace Best 
Braid Insurance Agencies 1 
Wilkinson Business Machines 
BLACK & DECKER 
SPECIAL 
199 !7 
• Mondays Are 
Seniors Day 10% 
Discount 
• Pick Up Our Winter 
Catalogue 
. Apply Now For Your 
Home Card, 
Personal or AUTOMATIC BREAD 
MA/~rER , Commercial 
Mokes arge 1½ b. loaves. Features 13 hour pro- 
grammabre delayed start, automatic cool down December 20 thru 22rd 
cycle, removable lid for easy cleaning and easy to Open 9 am tll g pm 
read LCD display. Full 2 year manutaclurer's war- FrlglBy 24th 9 am - S pm 
ran~/ ,  3810WT27.1  
, E 635-7335 
i 
4818 HIGHWAY 16WEST, TERRACE, B.C. 
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ALL.  tlY SAVINGS 
k . •  • • - 
Friday, Dec. 17 
9:00 am - 9:00 pm 
.~;~ 
I t  
Ii ::~ 12  
sam.Spin 
7 
13 14 
9am.Rp~ 9am.gpm 
1 
• 8 9 
15 
9am.Rpm 
16 
9am,Rpm 
2 3 4 
• 10 11  
i i~tiii~itili il;~!i i ii 
x :~ ..~ ~ . ,  :::~.:.>..'.~.( . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  - . .  :.-..,' • :.:.:... ,: : . . : :  .,: : : : : ; : , ; . .  
,~ .~ ~ ,  .~-~: ..' 4 ~:.:+~:+'.:-.~;~,., :.':.;,:.:,.,,:~ :,, :.,.." . : ..,;-;:: :; : : . . , . .  ' . . : ,  ,. :-., ' . ; .  , ' .  ' , . • . . : . . , : ,  
,,~l, ED~ 9am 9 m 9am 9 m 9am 9 m Ram 9 m 9am 6 m CEOSED 
Please Clip and Save this holiday season schedule 
for shopping at Overwaitea in Terrace __  
Flowering 
AZALEAS~ 
!~/;r 5 
!~ SPRITE I  
2 Lt, Regular or Diet 
Limit 8 
18 
Plus Deposit 
• Japanese 
MANDARIN 
ORANGES 
~9 Ib Box~  
Kraft 
~PHILADELPH 
CREAM CHEESE A 
250 gram, Tubs or Blocks 
; Regular & Light • 
 .98 
!~ '~~ Limit6 ~i~ii !
30o  
Of f  
Western Family 
PAR~ PACK 
ASSORTMENT 
HORS D'OEURVES 
ilkg Box 
: / .2 .98  
Christmas 
FRUIT 
Light or Dark;;- 
4.48  
TOTAL 
(Froz~ 
Bick's F Old Dutch ~ Fresh or Frozen 
DILL ~i~  ~ iI 
POTATO CHIPS PICKLES i SH 
98 ,,oo,,,..I i 
Spalding • ' 
SLICED,.; ~ 
SIDE 
Western Family 
CHIP DIP i 
225 grams ;~  
Assorted Varieties . . . . . . . ~ :. 
Assorted, 1 Lt. 
Garlic, No Garlic, Polskie 
1.98  
Sliced 
BLACK 
/~00 g, . . , i  , , L ,m 
Foodsl I ~ e ~  c rope tors coupons 
We Reserve The Right 
In The Skeena Mall- Terrace Sale Prices In Effect 9 am to9 pm Friday, Dec117 0n ly  ToUmi'tObantJties 
INSIDE 
CITY 
SCENE B4 
II' 1 
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A WEEKLY CALENDAR OF EVENTS 
What's Up! 
December 15.16 
CENTENNIAL CHRISTIAN SCHOOL Christ- 
mas Concert. 
Sunday) December 19 
CAROLS IN THE PARK with the Terrace 
Community Band takes place 7 p.m. rain, snow or 
shine at the Jim Ryan Band Shell. 
3annary, 13 
TERRACE PROFESSIONAL WOMEN'S AS- 
sociation will hold its first meeting at the Terrace 
Inn from noon to 1 p.m. Bring your ideas and be- 
come a founding member! Call Lillian at 635- 
5888 for more information. 
COMMUNITY ACTION COMMITTEE for 
HIV. Meeting Jan. 13, 1994 7:30 p.m. Hospital 
Board Room. 
MONDAYS 
ORDER OF THE ROYAL PURPLE meets the 
2rid and 4th Monday of every month at 7:30 p.m. 
at the Elks Hall. Call 635-5121 for more info. 
MILLS MEMORIAL Hospital Auxiliary meets 
the third Monday of each month in the board 
room at8 p.m. Everyone is welcome. 
ALZHEIMER AND DEMENTIA support 
group meets at 1 p.m. on the last Monday of the 
months at the Terrace Mental Health Centre. Call 
638-3325 for more info. 
! THE ARTHRITIS SOCIETY has an informa- 
tion drop-in the third Monday of each month at 
the Happy Gang Centre from 1:30 to 3 p.m. 
TUESDAYS 
LIVING WITH CANCER support group of the 
~. Canadian Cancer Society for patients, family and 
:i friends, meets at the Women's Resource Centre 
[ ~, the first and third Tuesday of each month at 7:30 ~i p.m. Call 638-3325 or 638-0296 for more in- 
;:: formation. 
T & K 8INGLES ~eot every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
for coffee night at Mr..Mike's. Events through 
: November with T & K Singles will be: Nov. 13 
Games night at 8 p.m.; Nov. 19 ~ Dessert 
Nite at the Northern at 8 p.m.; Nov. 21- -  Hotspr- 
ings 1:30 p.m.; Nov. z7 ~ Xmas party dine and 
dance at 7 p.m.; Nov. 28 ~ Ski hill 1:30 p.m. 
% 
THE KERMODEI CHORISTERS invite boys 
ant! girls ages 8-12 to come sing along on Tues- 
days from 6:30 - 8:00 p.m. at the Skeeua Band 
Room. Call Terry Anderson 638-1183 for info. 
- j 
! 
I 
i I I ] 
_ ~ S E  PREVENTION group meets Tues- 
day evenings from 7 to 9 p.m. Call 638-8117 for 
further information- 
THE SPCA meets on the second Tuesday of 
every month at the Terrace Women's Resource 
Centre at 7:30 p.m. 
W'EBNESDAYS 
SKEENA VALLEY QUILTERS meet every 
Wednesday at 7 p.m. in the sewing room at 
Skeena Junior Secondary School. Beginners and 
more experienced quilters welcome. Call 635- 
2230 for more information- 
HUFF AND PUFF Asthma Group holds its 
monthly meeting the third Wednesday of each 
month at the Women's Resource Centre on Park 
Ave. from 7 to 9 p.m. 
LADIES KERMODEI LIONS club moots at the 
Inn of the West. Call Karen at 638-0707 for times 
and more info. 
SOCIALCREDIT WOMEN'S AUXILLIARY 
meet he second Wednesday of each month. New- 
comers welcome. Call Mary at 635-2577 or Lil- 
lian at 635-5888 for more info. 
TERRACE NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS 
"Steps to Recovery" meets at 7 p.m. every Wed- 
~:. n~sday at the Kermode Friendship Centre. 
THURSDAYS 
THE TERRACE BRIDGE CLUB meets the 
-:: s e6ond and fourth Thanday of every month. They 
: g~t started Ocf:'-14 at the Legion- Call Pat at 635- 
( 2.537 or Ethel dt 635-5046 formore info. 
i" OVEREATERS ANONYMOUS meet every 
i~:~ Thursday at 7:30 p.m. at the Women's Resource 
~.: Centre. ~ , 
i: MOTHERS' TIME OFF - And' your Invited to 
l 
'~!,drO:in'and meef other morns, do a craft, loam 
7:. something new; or just enjoy a break while your 
W children play close by with our experienced care 
i :I givers, Vee're open Men, Wed, Thuts, and Ffi 
:~:~ 0:00~a.nL. ,-11:3p a,m.j at ~ Kn6x United 
/ 
! : ..... L 
!1 Help stop the bloodshed 
RED RIBBON DAYS: Connie Araujo ties one on as a sym- Alcohol and Drug Services. So far this year, 20 people have 
bol of the victims of drunk drivers. The ribbons are being been injured and two have been killed by ddnklng ddvers. 
distributed at gas stations and other outlets by Northwest Please don't ddnk and drive under any circumstances. 
! i i  
Daisy's death recalled 
ON A SNOWY DAY a year ago, 
a woman died under a ~arp on a 
vacant city lot that was her homo. 
Her name - -  Daisy Wesley 
within days became a household 
word in Terrace. 
For many who never realized 
there are homeless people in Ter- 
race, it was an eye-opener. 
People from schoolchildren to 
community activists vowed to 
keep the same thing from happen- 
ing to other homeless people. 
Paul Burton was one of the 
myriad volunteers who stepped 
forward. 
"It was a phenomenal com- 
munity response," he recalls. 
"Just an incredible volunteer ef- 
fort." 
Homeless woman compelled city to act 
Dozens of people who had 
never before been aclive in any 
group were out selling Daisy but- 
tons, collecting clothing, and op- 
erating an impromptu shelter for 
the homeless in the Skeena 
Health Unit auditorium. 
Volunteers were there 12 hours 
a day, seven days a week to run 
the temporary shelter. 
The ministry of social services 
and housing promised action, and 
delivered. 
A permanent shelter is now 
being established in a heritage 
house on the south side of town. 
The doors should be open by 
Hospice seeks adoption 
contributed 
IN LESS than a year since its first board meeting, the Terrace 
Hospice Society has established a program, trained volunteers, opened 
an office, and has now begun to offer assistance to families caring for a 
loved one with a terminal i lness at home. 
Tremendous enthusiasm has been shown for this project since its be- 
ginnin~ in the spring of 1992. 
The government also showed its support by providing a generous 
one-time grant which covered the initial office expenses and salary of a 
)art time coordinator for six months. 
That grant will run out the end of January, 1994. 
The society has boon actively fund raising t~ough a variety of moth- 
nds, which has helped provide funds for various ociety proj0cts. 
However, they still need financial assistance tocover the basic opera- 
ting costs of $1,520 per month. 
Therefoi6 the soctety is embarking on a major fund.raising effort. 
We're looldng for organizations and individuals wilLing to adopt us 
financially for whatever period of time they can afford. .... 
This will ensure Continuation of compassionate care for the t0rmi- 
nally ill in our community. 
If you can assist, all donations are most welcome. 
Cheques maybe made out to the Terrace Hospice Society, #21.4506 
Lakelse Ave., Terrace, V80 1P4. A tax-deductible r ceipt will be 
issued. 
Heroes up for election 
LIBRARIAN Gilllan Campbell is looking for a hero. 
Or a heroine. Or even a popular author. 
She's canvassing local children for votes on B.C.'s heroic and 
literary greats in preparation of next year's Summer Reading 
Club. 
That program, a favourite of young readers at the Terrace Public 
library) is organhed by B.C.'s Library Services Branch each year 
to i~romote literacy and an appreciation of books. 
The 1.994 program will focus on popular B.C. heroes and authors 
as determilaed by a province-wide poll Campbell says children can 
vote for favourite teachers, writers, sports personalities, or anyone 
else they admire. 
"Basicallyp the question we're asking Is, who do you lo0k up to?" 
She says last summer's program registered nearly 200 youngsters 
reading over 750 l}ooks in July and August. 
"It)s a popular program," she says. "And it's great that kids 
have a voice In setthag up next summer,s theme." • 
Who can vote? Anyone aged 12 and under. Ballots are available 
• • at tbeTerrace Public Library. ~- . . . .  
Clu-istmas. It will offer interim 
aceomodation for men and 
women for three to five days. 
" In other communities amtma 
the province, people like Daisy 
die every winter and nothing is 
done," says Burton- 
What made her ease different? 
People remembered seeing her 
around town, pushing her shop- 
ping cart along as a kind of a 
mobile crutch, Burton says. 
"She didn't die in some morn- 
ing house somewhere," Burton 
explains. " It  was very visible. It 
was shocking. ~And people 
couldn't ignore iL" 
On Nov.28, the anniversary of 
Daisy's.death, a.group of about: 
30 people met at the Kermode 
Friendship Centre for a memorial 
service and discussion. 
The Daisy Wesley Housing 
Society, which powered the drive 
for the emergency shelter, could 
soon be looking in other direc- 
tions. 
"There are all kinds of needs 
out there," Burton says. 
He said the group agreed that 
there is still a great need for some 
kind of safe house for teens. 
1 Spirit of giving 
11S THE SE/~SON: Six-year-old Jenna Sam gave the Salva- 
tion Army a boost by making a donation to the kettle.in ~e 
Skeena Mall last week in aid of the Red Shield Appeal. The 
Salvation Army also became a staging ground for Incoming 
donations of non-perishable food. A giant sleigh loaded with 
food arrived from the students of Uplands Elementary School 
on Friday. The items will go to provide Chdstmas food 
hampers for the needy. DAN RODQERS PHOTO 
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Nomadic pianist 
wanders the north 
Port Simpson,Hartley Bay and 
Kitkatla. 
Northern B.C. gets Spitzer part- 
ly became her sister, Ann Hill, 
ltves in Terrace. 
Homo is southern California for 
Spitzer, and she did three cross- 
continent ours of the U.S. this 
year, mostly in smaller com- 
munities. 
She drives around with her con- 
cert piano ina  large moving 
truck. 
IN LAURA SPITZER's world, 
everyone is allowed to listen to 
classical music. 
"You don't have to be well-read, 
or know how to spell 
Tehaikovsky. 
" I  don't expect anyone to know 
anything more about classical 
music than I know about brain 
surgery," she says. "That's only 
fair." 
" I  always assume my audience 
is as intelligent as I am in one 
"Classical music really is for 
everybody;" Spitzer says. "But 
you start to wonder about when 
you spend decades in solitary 
confinement practising." 
To prove it to herself, she took 
to the road and played the small 
towns. 
way or another." 
Fitting therefore, that the 41- 
year-old concert pianist 
determined to debunk the high- 
brow image wanders gypsy-like 
through the north's tiniest com- 
munities. 
One of her biggest venues last 
week was the R.E.M. Lee Theatre - " I  mot track drivers who would 
where she played for students cry whdn they heard Chopin," 
&ore cassio Hall and Uplands she recalls."I said 'Damn It all, 
Elementary School. this is goodl '"  , 
But she also plays the stages ia . : 
Box.22, : ' " : 
IMPROVING Terrace, B.C. , MaiorC~dit Ca~ 
YOUB A~ 
ODDS VBG 4A2 
AGAINST MarJorle Park Your donal~ Is- 
CANADA'S 638-1167 tax de~uctib~. 
#1 ~11~ . .  
I-EAqTAN0 
SMOKE 
FOUNDATION OF 
D,C,&~UKON 
Your In Memodam gift is a lasting tribute. Please send your 
donation to the address above, along with the name and 
address and the name and address of the next.of.kin, for an 
acknowledgement card. 
MUSIC 
• MANILLA BOYS are playing Gigi's from Dee. 13-18. 
CATCH-22 plays Dee. 20-31. 
• JACK O' CLUBS plays the Ladies' Auxilliary New Year's 
Eve Dance at the Legion on Dec. 31. 
• KARAOKE NIGltT is every Thursday (9 p.m. to i a.m.) and 
Sunday (8 p.m. to midnight) at George's Pub in the Northern Motor 
Inn, every Friday night (7 p.m. to 1 a.m.) at the Thornhill Neigh- 
bourhood Pub, and every Sunday (8 p.m. to midnight) and Monday 
(10 p.m. to 2 a.m.) at Hanky Panky's in the Coast Inn of the West. 
MOVIES 
• CARLITO'S WAY with A1 Paclno and Scan Penn plays at 
7:15 and 9:30 p.m. (R) at the Tillieum Twin Theatres untii Thurs- 
day. Also playing Wednesday and Thursday are LOOK WHO'S 
TALKING NOW with Eohn Travolta and Kirsfie Alley, and 
ROBOCOP 3. 
Starting Friday 
• MRS. DOUBTFIR£ starring Robin Williams and Sally Field 
plays at7 and 9:15 p.m. Dec. 17-30. Playing Dee. 17-23 is THE 
THREE MUSKEWEERS, starring Charllo Sheen, Kiefer Suther- 
land, and Chris O'Donnell at 7:15 and 9:30 p.m. 
~ The2Vorth'sOnly 
Log Cab=n Pub 
Book Your Chr istrnae 
KX,, I~ . . -~~ gxcellentMenu &
'~~.  z~.(.,. " Frienclly Seroice 
THE PERFECT PLACE FOR FUN. .~ 
FRIDAY. KARAOKE 8 pm. Closing 
Free Courtesy Van Thurs. thru Sun. 638-8404 
11_,30 am to 7:30 pm 
MOnday ........ i ....... Shepherds Pie, w~ 2 ve&~i¢ 
TU~Ly....L:". Ro~t l~r bi,,er:~!Xoi~hi~ 
Ju~. tcc~ee .................................................. . .... ;=,.. 
HOUR 
SLUMBER LODGE : ,: 
" ,, 7~011~"  Terrace, 4702 Lakels¢ Ave' " 
Phone 635:6302 ~, 
• ben ^ ~ut  . . . . .  :, 8 ~. 8 
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Delicious Holiday Favourites 
. . . . . :  
N 
You've never had homemade coddng sogood, Our 
decadent desserts aremade fi~m scratch ~ day, 
DINNER SPECIAL 
This month we are feattadn 8 
festive holiday favomites 
• Licenced • Expresso • Cappucino 
Anka 's 
Fres~ 7oo£ & Dess~ Carl 
Located in the All West Centre 
635-1510 
Mon.- Fri. 10 am - 8 pm, Sat 9 am - 8 pm 
/ 
( ~  Terrace 
Blueback 
Swim Club 
TICKET RAFFLE DRAW 
i i i i i i i i i i~  ~ [ ~iiii~iii~ E~i~ii i~i  ~ii ili~i~i~iliiiiiiilliiili ]L:'~t`'~:'''''v~'iJ '~'t '~;' ']'' ~ ~.:!i.i.:>.:!.::.i.i.i.!.:.~. .l.ii~ .:. .:   ~ .:. :. .L :~::.i.:.,~::.:%i.:~:~:.:.:. "." .:. '.~
• T ickets  a re  sti l l  ava i lab le  at:  
Safeway Farwest Fuels 
Drifters Western Wear Hair Gallery 
All West Glass Hill Top Grocery 
and All Blueback Swimmers & Parents 
l'i 
:../~" .'~.7"v~., 
: --' -':.2---'_ . , ' -  ~- -~ ==_=-, 
" " t . . ' *  q 
1994 , : '  
SANTA CLAUS ! 
.6 
PARADE ;'i 
~3 
Another success thanks to the ,.; 
following individuals and ~ a 
'Charlie Meek .. ",St. Matthews Sunday , '~ 
Bob Lafleur . heel 
Kathy and Terry GunnY: . . . . . .  Eddy Pub i ,,i 
Brian and JoanneArchibaid .Skeena Home Builders- r" ; '~ 
Victor Almeida : Association ~ 
Tony Ippel ,. Terrace Figure Skating Club : 
Alfreda Price , Overwaitea Foods 
Howard Ritchie, West Point Elan Travel 
Rentals Terrace Community Band .~ 
Bob Price Salvation Army - " 
Trevor and Mikel Excel Terrace Art Association .:l .} 
Trucking ;Judy Appler ;!:i. : McD0nalds^ ~_~^ , ~ ,,:~ 
Ruth Halleck & Sister ~ .~ 
RCMP n *? iv  
Elks Club a Ambassadors 
Kiti K'Shan Scl pment Centre .~ 
Roadrunners I~ dcasting i 
I Club ~orth ' 
~ii!~ : ,,..,, . . . . .  ,,., Department . , 
" .::~::i '~ ,!'~ : I 
:,:,~:.: Pictured above are the winners in the Santa Claus parade float competition. 
/~: 1st - St. Mathews Sunday School 
! . • 2nd"  Terrace Figure Skating Club 3rd - Kiti K 'Shan School 
I . - ' Special appreciation to the Skeena Home Builders Association for the Santa  Claus Float. 
I ': Ch~L~,Tz~.s /£ynda  Bre-~e ld .  
Thank 
You 
LE-I-FERS 
Thank 
you all 
Dear Sir. 
The producer, director, cast and 
crew of Father of the Bride want 
to share with our community the 
gratification they feel for the sup- 
port given to our 40th anniversary 
production. 
From the inception of the idea, 
through rehearsals, to the moment 
the curtain opened last Thursday, 
all of us on the show felt this con- 
tribution to the fabric of our com- 
munity was held in the greatest 
respect. 
The members of the original 
cast of 40 years ago, who made 
the effort to come and be part of 
this' project deserve a special 
mention. 
They are troopers in the truest 
sense of the term and their strong 
eormeetion to Terrace, in spite of 
the. distances that some of them 
now reside, speak volumes about 
the kind of place in which we are 
fortunate to live. 
Madlya Kerr, 
producer 
Merry Hallsor, 
director 
Dear Sir=. 
We at the Mills Memorial Hos- 
pital Auxilliary would like to 
thank everyone for thir great sup- 
port in the recent craft sales. 
With your help we are able to 
give the hospital help in getting 
some of its much needed equip- 
ment. 
Thanks to the Terrace Standard 
for getting oar pictures and news 
out to everyone as soon as pos- 
sible. 
We still have some tickets left 
for our Christmas Raffle draw on 
Dec. ~8. Tickets are availaMe~.~!t 
the ~.~rrace Co-op or the hospital 
gift shop. . 
We wish everyone a very merry 
Christmas and happy new year. 
OUr next meeting is Jan. 17 in 
the hospital board room. 
For more information contact 
Sandy Bullock at 635-9202 or 
Mauline Patterson at 635-3904. 
Sandy Bullock, 
Mills Memorial 
Hospital Auxillinry 
Dear Sir:. 
A big thank you to'all wh0 ~havc 
made our Cafiadi~ Diabetes -
Terrfiee campaign successful. 
Thank you each and every one 
for your donation add thank you 
to all the canvassers [or their 
dedication and hard vcork. 
Thank you to tlae press and 
news media for their publication 
and to Frank Donahue for faithful 
support in organizing. 
The total amount raised was 
$9,946. 
Jane Braam 
HEARING TESTS 
SET FOR TERRACE 
Electronic hearing tests will 
be held at Beltone Heanng 
Aid Service at Terrace Inn. 
Anyone who has trouble 
heating should make a lime 
to havethe test. Many people 
with headng problems don~ 
need hearing aids. But only a 
modern headng test like the 
one being held by Beltone 
canreaJly tell for sure. 
Everyone should have a 
headng test at least once a 
year -  even people now 
wearing a hearing aid or 
those who have bean told 
nothing could be done for 
them, Only a hearing test can 
determine if modem methods 
of hearing amplification can 
help them hear better. 
Hearing Aid Service 
will be holding a Service 
Centre on Wed., Dec. 22/93 at 
the Terrace Inn 
• For more Info~atlon call: 
1 -800-667-9077 
QST EXEMPT 
He~n~ Aid DeNer~ & Consultants 
Around Town 
Games pool features Vickers 
TSIMSHIAN ARTIST Roy Viekers has helped add native style to 
the new $22 million Commonwealth Games swimming pool in 
Victoria. 
As artistic advisor for development of "Saanich Commonwealth 
Place, Vickers most dramatic touch is a nine-panel frieze that 
graces the front of the building. The sculptural band depicts fig- 
ures of elders and chiefs from five different Pacific Northwest na- 
tions. 
Future plans for the aquatic entre include cawing and erecting 
two welcoming poles and a 10'metre coast Salish pole depicting 
the legend of the salmon people. 
The 47-year-old artist was born in Greenville. 
"During my life, I have witnessed a cultural genocide and its ef- 
fects on our modem-day civilization; the gradual erosion of tradi- 
tional values - -  our spiritual, physical and intellectual relationship 
to our land,', says Vickers. " I  remember the half dozen or so 
totems that stood in my childho0d village. I still have warm 
memories of community and I 'm glad for the opportunity to share 
that sense of community with the world." 
Malaspina reunion planned 
MALASPINA UNIVERSITY-COLLEGE in Nanaimo is invit- 
ing all alumni to attend a 25th anniversary celebration of its 
founding in September, 1994. 
There's ahotUne for past grads to call in and get more i.nforma- 
lion on reunions and special events running in 1994-95. You can 
call the hotline at 741-2724. 
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You Are Invited 
. . . .  To Our 
Christmas Office Party 
. Friday, Dec. 1 7 
Luncheon Buffet- 11:30 am 
Garden Salad with your choice of 
dressing - Onion &Tomato Salad - 
Coleslaw-Potato Salad - Caesar 
Pasta - Dill Pickles - Pickled Beets- 
Olives - Cranberry Sauce 
Roast Turkey with sage dressing - 
Cabbage Rolls - Perogies - Lasagna 
- Oven Roast Potatoes - Fresh 
Steamed Veggies 
Finger Cakes - Trifle - Puddings - 
Jello - Coffee - Tea 
*1 0.95 
If your office or business is too small or too busy to put on a Christmas 
Party this year, join us for a terrific luncheon buffet with all the trimmings. 
Reservations Recommended, Phone 635-6630 
Terrace Inn, 4551 Greig Ave. 
U Fo 
@ 
~'~ ;~:1~]:[:~{~I'_~ :11:1:1 &'/@l :fill ~ [el" I:[,lli :I: [*I*]']l-'f-4 ;I~W.N&I O]fl :l- 
o, 88 a JUICE ~inute Maid. Frozen Concentrate. 
Assorted. Min. 295 mL 
'With this' coupon you will receive one rain. 295 mk tin o} Minute Maid Orange Juice [or'onl~ " 
.88 ea. Price withoul coupon 1.18 ea. Limit one coupon per customer and one tin per coupon. 
Not to be combined with any other special offer. Valid until closing Saturday 
Dec. 18, 1993 at your Neighbourfioed Sefewoy stores. PLU 6 1 99 
,.0,., s/48 COFFEE 
Edwards. Regular, Fine 
or Extra Fine Grind. 300 g. . ................ . e~.  
, W th thscou p on you will receive . . . . . . . . . .  one 300~g~ pkg, "~t~ Edwards, Ground Coffo~, [0i',.c~ ill;/~11:48. ~.,,. " 
Price with0ut coupon 1.98 ca. Limlt onecoupon per customer and one p~g. per coupon, mot 
J to be combined wilh any other special offer. Valid until closing Saturday Dec. 18, 1993 at 
i your Neighbourhood Sahwoy stores. PLU 600_8__ 
L,--,. q :N]~ :F~J:~ :l1:1:1 |'(~lll:| ~ 1:1 [d: I :{ell J :P [eI*],l¢~:1 ~:VsVNJ-1 ['1:1 ~ 
ULTRA 
CHEER 
Laundr 7 Detergent. 
6 Litre box. 
With this coupon you will receive one 6 Litre box of Ultra Cheer for only 8,48 ea. Price without 
coupon 9.48 ca. Limit one coupon per customer and one box per coupon. Not to be com- 
bined with any other special offer. Valid until closing Saturday 
Dec. 18, 1993 at your Neighbourhood So[away stores. PLU 6202 
$84 a 
- -  i] :~,] :l + ?J.,1:11 ~.'~1 ~[,]11:1PJ :1 [r] ~l :[*lll:i'- [*I°]']l:f'-~ ;I~W-'V+t ['] :] $ - -  
KRAFT 
DINNER 
Assorted 
175-  225 g pkg. 
With Ibis coupon you will receive one box oF Kraft Dinner for only .58 aa. Price without 
coupon. 68 ca. Limit one coupon per customer and three boxes per coupon. Not to be com- 
bined wilh any other special offer. Valid until closing Saturday Dec. 18, 1993 at your 
Neighbourhood Salleway dares. P [ I .U  6 0 4 4  
[ 
A S Who an n Pr,de 
Approx. 101bs. Limit 1. 
77 
lb 
3.90/k 9 , 
(, ,!!iiii ~i~,ii!iiii~i!'~,i~i'i 
i :~/•ill 
$~e~ ~ 
.~\~ e O~ ~.,~ 
Sa~r LaY 
. ;o~ '~ 
~a B°~s 
~'~e~ ce 
Regular Brands, 3- 7 kg, 
(Frozen) 6- 15 Ibs. Limit 
1 with family purchase 
!8 
Ib 
2.60 /kg  
. . . . . . . .  ll Prices in effect at your Neighbourh .ogd Safeway stores unti! closing Saturday Dec. 18, 1993.  VISA • Quantity rights reserved. Some items may not be exactly as shown. Store Hours: Everyday 9 am - 9 pm I Friday 9 am - 11 pm ~:~ :/!: ~,i~ : ,.~  ~ .  . . . .  ,,~,~,,,,~ , , . .  ==,,,,:~.~.3, = .. ....... , ~ Carl For 
Customer Service 
................................ 635.7206 
Manager ................ "635-7280 
Deli ......................... 635-1374 
I 1 ~  Bakery .................... 635-1372 
A Floral ...................... 635-1371 
.~ Pharmacy. ............. 635-i375 
• Fax ....................... 635-4569 
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: echnicsoHOME T'HEAT.RE RECEIVERS 
i~ :>4~•~•~,~• , - -  
• Paul  LeBrun Manager  
With every SA-GX550 
or SA-GX650 SOLD 
I will personally come to your 
home and give you a free 
consultation on how to set up 
your Do/by Pro-Logic System. 
Another Service Offered by the 
Professionals of 
Techn ics .  SA-GX550 AV Stereo Receiver 
• Dolby Pro-Logic Surround Sound : ~ .... 
• Home Theatre Mode Reconfigures Amplifier Designfor~ 
7 I~ :77 /  ¸':~• ; 
Home Theatre Use. . . . .  
• 75 Watts Right, Left & Centre Channels 
• 30 Watts Rear 
• Powerful Stereo Mode 110 Watts per channel i : 
: 4 i :  • , 1 7• • 
i ¸  i { i  i ,  : • : • 71  r 
• ~ ~i :  i>, ~:i ~~ <~ i ~ ~i ~!~~ i' ~!(~(~ i~ i ~ ,~~ 
Reg,~$649,00 ~ SI 
Techn ics ,  SA-GX650 AV Stereo Receiver 
• Dolby Pro-Logic Surround Sound 
• Home Theatre Mode Reconfigures Amplifier Design for 
Home Theatre Use. 
• 100 Watts Right, Left & Centre Channels 
• 45 Watts Rear 
• Powerful Stereo Mode 125 Watts per channel 
I 
• Programmed/Learning Remote . 
,~  " 
~ ~ ' Reg. ,749.00 - SALE 
~ ~ . 
" ~anason ic  Panason ic  Wechn lcs  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  "~" "~ ~:i i;~ , ®. ' ,  ; : . ,  o; • 
SC-$2400 Audio 
t....: .... .. -! . .  ["i' , 
I: " A . i  J 
i "  . . . .  - 
2 . . . .  . i.:.,'. ~ i: 
PV-4351-K 
Package 
7 :: ~>, :",.~-"--:: ':'"~>'::..._:'~"~ ;: ~:~; QI"- '~ ~ ...... : ...... 
t 
~;'>:.~.-. :,.- 
r 
PC-29G15 
• . .  ~,,,, • Hi-Fi Stereo, A must for home theatre 
! " . .  
• Program Director Remote . 
L ' ,  C, 
• 5 Disc Changer • Auto Head Cleaner ~ 
• Auto Reverse .iiii!i !~'~ 
Auto Digital Tracking ~ : 
. "  Dolby Pro Loc ~-,~:~ ?~;:<: 
Watts per cha Auto Channel Set  ' ~"~'>'~" • 29" Colour Monitor 
• Quartz AM/Fry, ,u,,~, ~ , • Stereo Dome Sound System 
. ~ '• '~~ ' .... ,~ ,  • 181 Channel Capability 
. . . . .  j l: ~ ""e' '"°'°° S899 SALE S . _~ : 
~1,  r : 
PURCHASE ALL PIECES AND RECEIVE AN ADDITIONAL $50 OFF AND A FREE 
SIMPLE REMOTE VALUED AT $49,95 BRINGING THIS TOTAL TO $2899-AWESOME PRICE!l! 
I 
I 
:~  12=00 TIL 5:00 TO~ERvE YOU BETTER ~ " ~~~'"  "~f  t  
: i Where  The  Pro fess iona ls  Are! . 
Phone 635-9220 • 
FAX 635-3202 
• . : ,  ~ ~ j ~ ~i ~ ~ ,ii'i ~iiii~ ~ 
mmersion workshop held 
Contributed Information was provided by sample homework assignments, 
by Sue Trombley, C.P.F. the teachers on their philosophy and ways in which parents could 
A SMALL but enthusiastic on homework, homework skills, assist heir children. 
group of parents and teachers met 'l 
at C~sic Hall School on the eve- , ;/ 
ning of Oct; 27 tO hear a presenta- A poem / lion fi'om the pmsidmt of C.P.F., for Bobbin Harrison Suc T~omblcy, on "I-Iclping your 
cldld With homework." Some days I like you a lot 
Some days maybe a tad less, Prats¢ was given to the efforts 
Of dedicated teachers who con- but every one of my days I love you. 
'tinue to work so rdentlcssly to 
mak~ French i~cB ion  the suc- Some days we argue just a touch 
Ccss it has been in S,D. #88. Some times we can't get close enough, . . . . .  
iii Recogrdtion, too, was given to but every one of my days are for loving you: : 
• c students in the French Immer- 
sion program for their achieve- Our days are like the usual 
mcm in Icandng a second Ion- yoyo life of people who are alive 
i :~gc and in coveting at th~ same with each of my days for loving you, 
time Lho curriculum mandated for 
:B.C, students by the ministry of Oui" days are not always the way 
~ucaion. you make Xmas such aspecial day', 
:~ :~c  intent of the workshop, but my days are given to bewith you. 
above all to assure interested 
parents that they need not be fa- 
miliar with the French language 
to  bc able to:help their child in / 
French Immersion, EW 
M~:, Tmmbley thin gay0 some 
general precepts a parent might 
follmv in helping with k l l i~  A ~i~ i~  I ~lal~ 
homework, and followed ~,ith a ~ l ' l  ~ '  
comprehensive catalogu0 of 
resources available, ranging from 4 E 
computer systems to French dic- 
t ionS0, . ,  the  
There am also several sources 
of assistance in the schools and 
the community for any child in L ec j  i o n 
F.I. who encounters any dif- 
ficulties in th~ program. 
13to next step in the workshop " The Ladles Auxiliary of the Royal Canadian 
was for the parents to break up Legion Branch #13 cordially Invite 
into throe groups, whore they 
were given more specific advice M embers & G u ests 
on ~c parental talc in homcworL 
Ki.m Gcllatly presented the pri- " to attend a 
New Year = Eve Dinner 
mary level, kindergarten tograde I~ . 
3 with Catherine Croucher as the 
resource teacher. 
Sue Tromblcy handled the And Dan< 
clcmcntmy level, p'ad¢ 4 - 7, :e 
with Mary DcLccuw as the 
resource teacher. + Friday, December  3q  
Patti Barnes facilitated the 
secondary level, with Urs Gasser at the Royal Canadian Legion 
as the resource teacher. 
Parents spont 15 minutes With Doors Open 7 pro, Dinner 8 pm 
each group cxpericnci,g first FREE RIDES HOME 
hand tcxtboo~ used by children, Dancing to Jack of Clubsat 9 pm 
proccdur'cs for homework soolf. Tickets $20.00 each  avai lable at the  Legion 
ing,~:metbods of cndching- a 
child's education at home. ; . 
Buy a Big Mac. 
Be a Big Help! 
Help us help the ~. 
TerraceChurches 
F00dgank 
Thursday, 
Dec. 16  
from I0:30to 11:00 p,m. 
, . . and  . ,:... 
Friday, + 
Dec. 17." 
f rom lO:3O toMidn ight  
Bring in a can of food 
or othernon perishable 
food item and you will 
receive 
$1.00  o f f  a B igM 
- and  you ' l l  be  a b ig  he lp  - 
- .  A Communi ty  Suppor t  P ro jec t  by :  
- - - ~ ~ ~ - - - - -  - 
STANDAR: ) 
4647 Lazelle Ave., Terra~, BIG. V~ 1~ (SO4} 638-7283 Fax (604) 638-8432 
4740 Lakelse Ave. Terrace, B.C. 
- -  + -L :  7. ~ : ' .  
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. . . . .  + 
20% OFF 
All Tripods 
in stock 
NORTHERN PHOTO 
 PH' C t 'ER IS -" THE K-0-1 AK ! ,, OTO D P HERE 
,, 
I 
I 
I 
I ,  
I 
I 
, Now View Photographs  On Your TV In Sharp, Vivid Color 
I m The new KODAK Photo CD Players are available, and we've got them. Imagine the 
convenience of putting up to 100 pictures on a single disc and viewing them on your "IV, 
I Super high picture resolution, powerful editing features and the ability to also play audio 
CD discs make this a truly unique product. 
Discover the new way to view your photos. Come see the KODAK Photo CD Player today, 
MODEL PCD850 
Full featured remote control, 
edit features 2x ,role, pan and 
rotate, change playback 
sequence, skip unwanted 
photos, save edits for future 
viewing, autoplay, bit,stream 
audio D/A converter 
With  Coupon 
'+ :::':P2 2 9 99 ,~ 
SAVE 
' 50  
with this 
MODEL PCD5850 
5 disc capacity, full feature<l 
remote control, edit features 2x 
"role, pan +and rotate, change 
playback sequence, skip 
i $279.99 without coupon +~ 
unwanted photos, save edits for 
future viewing, autoplay, 
bltstream audio D/A converter 'I 
With  Coupon 
I 
J+ " $549.9g without coupan i 
I ~ m m m m i 
) 
KODAK 
CAMEO 
Features: Ultra compact 
35 mm camera, red eye 
reduction, auto advance 
& rewind 
Reg. $95.49 
Sa I(.= ~)  
Save  Over  $36 .0  
VIVITAR 
LENS 
F3.5 -4.5 "q I Iml l I IB IBv  
28-105 F 3.5 -4.8 
Fits Canon, Pentax 28-70 
or Minolta • . Fits Canon, Pentax or Minoita 
Reg. $349.99 ' Reg. $235.00 
=279995Z~~ 199~ . .  
HAMA CAMERA BA?S 
Small Medium Larg 
Reg, $9.95 Reg. $39.95 Reg. $59.95 
=5.99 =25.99 $39.99 
15% off II 
Al IPhotoA Ibums II 
in stock I I 
NEW. Panoramic packet 8lip J J 
Inalbume Ji s.ow.ox ,,, ll 
... ,! ~.=~-~,+.+. ::  :. " 
If 
..... • - . ' :s+ +,,-.:.,++,++, ,..: Ho+ I I  
• ;, +~~++:+, . :  +Pc I/ 
, ~'++~+:  40 I I  
;: : ~+~.. ~"~,i ; :  ' photos i I 
to show off one great shot after I I 
another. Reg. $24,95 J J 
+19"  II 
ENTERTOWIN II 
I I  
FIr#t Prize - i J 
Pentax 300 mm 60x II 
Second Prize. i J 
Handy Carry All Bag I I 
No Purchase Necessary ] I 
,÷~ I /+ , , ,~ .y  vsG.~,+ 
Stou HouRs: ,, p , .~  ,~;~ 
MON. THURS ,gAM 6PM # "d~'~ 'i~ "e'r 'TEU (604)'638-1888 
FmDAV- 9 A.M.- 9 P.M, vP  ~ ~ FAX: (604) 638-1440 
S~U~AY - 9 A.m. - 6 P,M. 
CLOSED SUNDAYS & HOt]DAYS 
Sale Ends December 21 
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Gerry's twisted deathwish 
I KAVE AN interesting puzzle in Cranberry Nut Turnovers ~ ~ ~ ~  
my life. (adapted from Jane Brody's Good Food Book) 
I cat nutritiously most of the 
season, wlen I have company cup sugar75 ml 
over, I always run out and buy cup water 75 ml 
those foods that I don't usually 1-1/2 cups cranberries, fresh or frozen 375m1 
have around the ]~ouse: butter, 1/4 cup golden raisins, chopped 5Oral . l 
white flour, cream for the i rco f - f e ,and the Hagen Datis ice 1/4cup finely chopped pecans 50 ml ~ ~  ~ '  
All this some times makes me i cup allpurpose flour 250 ml - 
wonder. Why do I eat so capful. 1/2 cup whole wheat pastry flour (or whole wheat flour) 
ly, but then buy extra foods to • _ > , : 125 ml :~ 
NUTRIT ION NOTES give my friends heart attacks? i r ES  [ 2 tbsp sugar 30 ml Maz ly  thanks to our customers  
Is this some kind of GERRY [C~STEN 1/2 tap baking powder 2 ml fo r  El. flue_ fLrst ycar !  
nutritionist's twisted death wish? .... tsp salt, it desired 0.5 ml 
So I thought I'd give you (and recipes that you can share with 1/2 cup vegetaole sn r:e ling 125 ml ~i~/aHr4~ ~ / ~  ~ ~fA~z¢~,¢~_,~ 
me!) some delicious dessert your company: 1/4 cup milkSO ml 
Mandarin Pie l=;1/2tSp water 7 ml ~ ,,~topr~ ¢;j[ (~&r¢ ,~ .:4 
(fr°m Ch°ice C°°king, Canadian Diabetes Ass°c' alien) In amediumsaucepan, onlbinethecupsugar,waterandcra~berries. ~ L . . . ~ . ~ !  i 
Bring the mixture to a boi~ and cook it, stirring it often, for _70 minutes, or until 
1 pecket unflawoured gelatin 1 packet the sa~tce thickens. Stir in the raisins, and cook thefilling o~,er medium heat for 
2 tbsp co ld  water  30  m l 2 minutes longer, stirring it. Remove thefillingfrom tile heart andstir in the 
1/2  cup boil ing water  125 ml nuts. Set the fllling aside to cool while you make the dough. 
1/4 cup orange juice 50 ml In a large bowl, combine tile all purpose and whole wheat flours, the 2 !bsp i~ 
1/4  cup white sugar, or granulated sweetner  50 ml of sugar, baldng powder, and salt. With a pastry blender, or two knives worked -~ 
1 tsp gra ted  orange  pee l  5 I"111 in crisscrossfashion, cut in the shortening until the dry ingredients are crumb- 
1 cup plain yogurt 250 ml ly. Add the milk, and stir the mixture with afork until the datJgh can be formed )~. 
1-10 0Z can unsweetened mandar in  o ranges ,  into a ball.Turn the dough on a lightly floured work surfac~ and knead the :~ 
dra ined  1 -284  m l can  " dougll ° few times to make a smooth balL On a lightly floured surfac~ roll out ~ 
1 9-inch graham cracker crust the dough toa thiclmess of inch. Using tin inverted glass or cookie cutter, cut :~ 
1 cinnamon out 3 inchcircles, andplace them on ungreased cookie shee~s: 
Mixtheeggtogetherwiththewater.Placeateaspoonoffillinginthecentre ~ ~ ~ _ ~ . ' . ~ . ~ ( ~  ~ 
• ofeadtcircle. Withapastrybrushoryourfinger, brushtheedgesofthecircles . .~- -~. . . '~  ~ '>I~ .--<~...~. ~ '~, .~ "~'~.~. :~ 
Sprinkle gelatin over cold water in raedium mixing bowl; let stand5 minutes. "" with tile egg/l~,atur mixture, and fold the circles in Ital[, pre~.~ing the edges to- ~ 
Add boiling water, stirring until gelatin dissolves. Stir in" orange juice, sweet- gather to make a tight se~l. (Do one circle at a time to prevent the egg mixture Congratulat[orts to ;~ 
net, and orange peel Beat in yogurt until thoroughly mixed. Refrigerate about . from drying before you seal die dougl~ ) When a of the circles are sealed, brush . .~. 
45 minutes, until parttallyset Fold in orange segments. Taste [or sweetness, the reraaintng egg mixture on top of the turnovers with a p~try brttslL Bake the Ja  c k [e  H oe~s t ra  
add more sweet°°r, if desired, Pour into pie shell Sprinkle lightly with cin. turnovers in a tar°heated 375 oven for 18 rMnutes or until the crust is a light :'~ 
name°, Refrigerate 4 hours until seL golden brown, winner  of  a ~ 
8250 Shopplng Spree/ ;~ 
LUCKY DOLLAR B INGO /b, " - ~; : .  3231 Kalum 638 :!711 .:;~ 
DECEMBER 1993 PALACE DECEMBER 1993 . . ~ . . . . . ~ r , ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ r ~ ~ ' ~ ~ ' ~  
. , . . , v , , ,  WARI IIOUSI'. 
1 r%a;se ~ Brolher, ~ Recy,ling . .~t 
K i tsumka lu~ K i n ~  • - -  
Gy11111astics 8isterho0d 
Club s Elders SklClub ~ " - .,,'7" Why buy V-COM ? 
 iii ! , 
a Tort,c0 IO.c,nU,., "1"1 T0,,,oom ~-:~ 
5 6 Terrace 7 8 , _ =. 
Pea°t= C0¢ltlon " Minor Kerm0de ' Theatre Paraplegic ' Terrace *kmowledgable sates:staff..*': ': : ;: ' : i .~[ 
i forthe Youth Soccer '~trained in sLore service)technicians, - "~z~ 
kdvoecornoet : Hockey Friendship Terrace Nizga'a Tribal Terrace Figure *over  IO years o f  SuccesS; with Io'cations :~o, 
I~Teu,,¢~ ='°ledu©ilton Association Society Anti.Poverty CoundI.Terrace Skatln~ , * Inte l  48 f iSXr25MHz processor. Computer Systems, Printer Canada. .  : . . . .  : 
*2OOmb hard drive. Software al|d Accessories are across I I .~ ' t  I~ Ordoro! 1 7 CanadiAn 18 " " "°"  o,, . . . . . . . . .  ,o,t.,,,,,,.,= ~ .,,,-,,,,, ,.,,e,,,,,,-, or h,,,:,.,~,~ a,,~ .:, .,~ 12 ~li:3t=race . . .  . . . . . . . .  1 ,,~ " ~ Royal Curli~g t,- ,r~x]inotJ~xn, a l ,swm-i l | ,machi .~ : 14 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . .  
,Can, P0r~lslor. ~'.'." *DO~/:.',~ifi~lo~[~'-W6i:ks, Quicken pnces, soea~ oraropvy~oaayr'~ ~**~= " ' ,  'C ~ ~ ~ "" 
-,~Rt=C° itim' . '~  . -.-. , . . . . . .  ~,~. "" """ "~ : .... Frehch" V-COM Computer.Wat~'~),~Q  i ~E~'TO~i~"FREEI : 
, '~ ,~ '~ ~ . .M l l~ '  ~,, -~F~O~t~ .~ ~!~Tefooe, i~; , -  " '` ~ Purple : . . . . . .  P.r~pe91~, 
• .~.. *3:~eats v,,arranty t"'~' . _ ; . Adyp.©m~nt ~i HockeY , rrlen~snlp, , ~.&~Olstrlc|,;~ Terr'~ce~';;: ~'HsOaaTdba[ " Terrace Figure " " "  " C , !..:.~ 
1 (ll["°[l~U0~ ' " ' Soclet , ~:  andmore  ,~ . .  . , .  . .  .,.,. ,~  gift certificates arc also a g/eat , "t ~J'IUk ~ECl I[~((,~ • bT, rm¢e Association • y . ' S,PIC,A. An!-Poverty C0unciI.Te~race Skating m: .  '" ~, ' l= l ,~zuw , . . . .  ~:+, ,.~' , , .: , ,. '~ .L -O~m-gUx-~'o~u - :~  
"' ' 2 ~: a l l foronly ,ll, 41'"~1~,,~ " . . .  gm.loea, v' - . . . .  . . . . . . .  
19 OTerrac e ~)1 Kermed. 22 23 E,k, 24 25  I ~:~1"~':.c. 
Fdmd~hlp "~ ' Apthorized Reseller: sOz~-~" . . . . . .  ' • Parents ¢oilltlon Satiety 1425 ~: . . . ~ [ . . . ' 
tmmo Minor . Terrace CLOSED CLdSED . V2L3B3 
..Advancement r" Hockey l Ter. Peak= Blueback .' Terrace [~.. A I~ ()  p,  . . . .  ,:, SCO " n ~  : , ;  
olEducage~ kesocletion Gymnastic= Swim Club Anti-Poverty - .~" t A~4 v'~'t~ - ~ ,.-_,,,,,,,,,~ I Local' (604)562-9696 
07- -  ~!.,.., C;I~IPA~ " '~'" '"  ~ J . . . . .  .~ax.:. ( .(~..)562..~. ! 6.1. ,, ..," 
26 
f , ,m0 Minor Kerrnode Terrace A0aodation CLOSED 
Adv.©oment 'Baseba l l  Friendship Blueback. Terrace 
of Ed=.~;o, Society Swim Club HOTEL" MOTEL $teil,¢° Association Anti-Poverty ~' , , , ,  
SatiAfternoon Games . Doors. 11:30 a.m. Games 12;45 OWNERS 
Even ing  Games  . . . Doors  4:30 p.m. Games6:15  . WELCOME 
Thurs, Frl., Sat. Late Night Games Doors 9:30 p.m. Games 10:00 p.m. I1~.~ - -  
Family Bingo 1st Saturday of Every Month i ~  ~ .......... 
T.V. I MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION ~1 
,4410 Legion, Terrace 635-2411 . 
t 
% 
:'. q 
DCaU~ : q 
I 
cmRO-EXCELLENCE POSTURE-DELUXE 
I I~IN 
2 PC. SET 99 "1' 1991'  299 '1' 339"  
t 
:,ooum, s 
2 PC. SET 
qUEEN " 
= PC. SET 
* 259 " '339  "1' 379 
199"I' 299 * 379"1' 459" 
U • / J i ] ~''~'t~r'a"°',,,,,,,omma,,~ a ! Prices as little as 
I m~y. ~ Fur°" r ~ ~ , 
72 ' . . . .  
• '.: r : i~0pE~,,r0T,E pUBLI O .4730 Kedl Avenue ~l ~: . . . . .  . Monday-Thursday&Saturday: lOarn -6pm h:TEO 
Sunday: Closed 
I i : ; :  ~ : . . . . . .  , 
I-t.udson and 
Ii)=rnback wed 
THE HISTORIC Halg-Brown 
home along the banks of .Camp- 
bell River was the site o[ a lovely 
late summer wedding joining for- 
mer Terrace residents Stephen 
Ross Dirnback, son of Ross and 
Evelyn, and Dawn Patrieia I-Iud- 
son ,  daughter of Gordon and 
Lynda, 
The ceremony was performed at 
: 2 p;m:Saturday, Sept. 18, by 
marriage commissioner Connie 
Btrchard. 
The bride was given away by 
both her parents and was attended 
by bridesmaid Michele Bertleffof 
Campbell River. 
The groom's nephew and niece, 
Erie and Katelyn Buchner of 
Prince George, were adorable as 
i ring bearer and flower girl. 
For  the informal, outdoor 
i ceremony, the radiant bride wore 
i a traditional, full length, white 
satingown with a drop waist and 
ruffles in back. The short sleeves 
were accentuated with bows and 
the bodice was overlain with lace 
and tiny irridescent pearls. 
She carried a beautiful lavender 
rose cascade with touches of 
stephanotis, freesia, ruing fern 
i i 
: 
:: Ter race  
Shopzwng 
Ce ~ i--~e 
/ 
~4 
Scratd 'n 
¢~LI Win 
Prizesl 
and ivy. 
The bridesmaid wore a simple 
white and lavender floral gown, 
and earied a posie of roses and 
eamatiom in purple and lavender 
to match the bride. 
Best man Colin Soutar, of 
Burmby, and the groom both 
wore black tuxedos highlighted 
by purple bow ties and cummer- 
bunds.  
Following the ceremony, a 
reception was held at the Elks 
Hall in Campbell River. 
The head table was draped by a 
white linen table cloth and a silk 
centrepieee in purples designed 
by the bride. 
Toasts were given by the best 
man and by the bride's uncle, 
Barry Hudson, who did a fabu- 
lous job as master of ceremonies. 
Grace was given by the bride's 
aunt, Gall Hudson Lapi, and the 
guest register was attended by the 
bride's cousin Jeanne Hudson. 
Attending grandparents were 
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Dirnback of 
Vancouver, Mr, and Mrs. Art 
Hudson of Winnipeg, Mr. and 
Mrs. Ken Watts of CohblehiU, 
arid Mm. Terese Roach of 
C.I .A.O, 
Cl'V'.0' 
Session one: 
HAPPY COUPLE: Dawn Hudson and Stephen Dirnback on their 
wedding day, Sept, 18, in Campbell River. 
Burnaby. 
Guests were from as far as 
Pickering, Ont. and as near as 
Comox, B.C. 
The newlyweds spent their 
Winter 
Art 
~~T Camp 
for Kids Age 7-11 
December 20-23: 
drawing, watercolour stencils and more• 
~ession two: 
December 28-31: .. 
drawing, colour, paper making, collage and more. 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, December 15, 1993- B7 
"rime 9-12 am. 
Fee: $75.00 snack  and supp l ies  provided. 
For more information or to reserve a space call: 
Consulting in Adult Education 
Instruction in Art & Education 
Art . . . . . .  , ,,~ 
Originals . . . .  
": j . . . : . ,  : '  
;'i.." . . . .  ": : ' :" L 
Fashionable and Affordable 
Maternity and Infant Wear 
* Casual 
* Professional 
* Lingerie 
* Infant Wear 
* Infant Accessories 
461 3 Laze l le  Ave .  
635-5606 
" • 0 li Congratulatmns 
Congratulations are in order for Gayle Schmidt 
and Shannon Botelhq of First Choice Travel. Gayle 
and Shannon successfully completed a 5-hour 
written ACCESS exam for travel counsellor 
certification. As part of an  on.going travel 
counsellor educational program Gayle and 
Shannon are mak ing  sure their skills are 
consistently updated in order to offer their clients 
the best in professional service, Call Gayle or 
Shannon at 635-2277 or drop in for superior 
assistance with your travel plans. 
i 
FrZST CHOICE TRAVEL 
%,i~c ~ 47s6 ~,~k~l~oAve. 
U ~ . ~  i Terrace 
_ ::. : 635-2277 
, ,, . . . . . . .  , ,  - _  
Joanne Thomson 
Phone & Fax 
(604) 635-7445 
wedding night at the bcauliful 
Tsa-Kwa-Luten Lodge on Quadra 
Island and are planning their 
honeymoon for next year. 
They now reside in Black Creek 
on Vancouver Island. 
CP 
Your  One Stop  
Shop _ 
TIll]liltS;! 
For Great Gift Ideas~ 
Let us solve your gift 
giving problems, We're I~ 
not just a hair salon. // 
* Professional 
Product Gift : 
Packs 
* Hair Accessor ies • 
* Bath Oils 
* Sterling Si lver 
Jewellery 
* Gift Certif icates 
Availablel 
HAIR 
4711 D Keith 
M e r r y  
C h r i s t m a s  
ERY 
635-3729 
:From now thru the Christmas season 
our store and pharmacy will open q 
hours convenience ~_ extra for your 
Open 9 :00  am - 9 :00  prn 
Every Night 'till Christmas 
9 am - 6 pm on Christmas Eve. 
Closed Christmas Day 
11 am - 5 prn on Boxing Day 
THflI1H~! 
• B lOe O I  
I 
% 
®I® 
Fri. 
Dec. 17 
9:30 am to 
11:00 pm 
While 
Quantities ,~ 
Last! ~R i  
AN ADDITIONAL 
ON ALL .PREVIOUSLY REDUCED 
ITEMS IN THE STORE! 
DISCOUNT GIVEN AT POINT OF SALE. 
4717 Lakelse Ave., 
Terrace, E].C. 
STORE HOURS , 
.'rhursday &Saturday ..................... 9:30 am - 8:00 pm 
.......................................................... e,,3o am. g:oo pm 
L SundBy .................................... ; . .. .. ..12:o0 mort. S:O0 prn 
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TESS THE ADVENTURER 
She lives for the road 
T 
HIS WEEK I would 
like to tell you about 
Tess Brousseau, the 
author of the recent 
children's book Iceberg Tea. 
Back in 1959, Tess decided to 
pack up her family of six boys 
and one daughter, and loaded up 
them and all their worldly posses- 
sions, dogs and cats into a 
homemade bus. 
They headed for the outback of 
B.C., homesteading atRosswood, 
first living in the o1' Telegraph 
cabin that once belonged to 
pioneer Walter Warner. 
lceberg Tea is .based on Tess's 
true story about a trip to the 
Northwest Territories with her 
first canine friend Gigi. 
There they actually had the op- 
portunity to make tea with water 
they collected from the top of an 
iceberg. 
Her recipe for iceberg tea? 
Simple. 
First you find one huge iceberg, 
one pair of mukluks, one skin 
bag, a cooking pot and tea leaves. 
Pilalyakti, Inut for "Iceberg 
Tea", is as good as any classic 
children's tory. 
Tess and her canines have 
travelled the four corners of 
Noah America. Along the way, 
Tess retrieved half her crew from 
SPCA's. 
In her fusehia coloured motor 
home, Tess and her crew bring 
their message:of earing and shar- 
ing to others. 
If 12 dogs of different breeds, 
colour and size, living together in 
their home on wheels, could all 
get along with one another, why 
can't we? 
Their presentations in schools 
were a favourite among students 
and faculty... 
Two years agoi they were in- 
vited to join "Dream on" with 
6,000 little Beavers at B.C. Place 
in Vancouver. 
They've visited senior homes 
and rehab eentres. 
Tess believes that directing 
people's positive energies and 
self esteem towards fulfilling 
their dreams' will bring love and 
harmony and peace to the world. 
Tess has spent much of her 
1ERE "N THER E 
YVONlq'E MOEN 
Waterway, now Fort McMurray, 
named "the end of steel." 
She had a flal bottom boat built 
called a scow with an inboard 
engine and a tent in the middle 
for her quarters. 
She set forth on the 2,700 mile 
journey with a 10 ton load, mer- 
chandise and supplies of e,¢ry 
description. 
Starting In May and again in 
August she broke ice ahead of her 
scow, reaching Aldavik at freeze- 
up time. 
Now a little about Tess' mother. 
Zoe Tessier was Canada's first 
woman jockey in the western pro- 
vinces. 
She had won so ruany races that 
the male jockeys decided to bring 
the issue of a woman rider to the 
Jockey Association, which then 
banned women from racing. This 
Was in the 1920s. 
Tess's father, as trainer, was 
also a veterinarian and a 
specialist in race horses. So now 
we know where Tess has in- 
herited her strong enes from. 
When Tess left the arctic to 
visit Alaska, she worked as a 
photographer in the Mt. McKin- 
ley region. 
There she met and married 
Clarence Broasseau from 
Michigan, and moved back to her 
husband's home town of Alpena. 
Soon theFhad a family of six 
sons and one daughter. 
After the birth of their last son, 
Tess wanted to return back home. 
So they packed everything and 
everyone and headed for B.C. 
They arrived in Rosswood in 
1959 and homesteaded there until 
Tess Brousseau 
Vancouver hospital. 
She hovered for nine days be- 
tween life and death re-evaluating 
her life. 
She made a promise that if she 
had a second chance in life, she 
would ]now do the many things 
she always wanted to do. 
When her family all left the nest 
she s01d everything, bought a, 
motor home, once again loaded 
everything up, and took to the 
mad. 
She has spent a total of 19 years. 
on the road, travelling, as she 
says, to .all the flowem every-; 
whom, 
One of her projects lms been 
recording the memories and im- 
ages of people who had a direct 
effect on the development of the 
"Canadian arctic. She hopes this 
will tur~ into a series of books 
called I~orthern Personalities. 
Tess now is back living in Ter- 
race and has settled in with her 
- son Michael and Patty and their 
family of seven children. 
Yet another book she's working 
on is 2'ke Great Reindeer Trek, an 
.international multieultural super- 
heroes storyfrom Scandinavian 
.countries, Alaska and the North- 
west Territories. A story of the 
most spectacular livestock drive 
in history, which began Christ- 
young life in convents and gifts' her two oldest boys, David-and 'mas day In 1929. 
boarding, schools in Canada and . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  school - - This story was first '^~'~ 'r'ess: 
u,~ ,~.. and they then moved to Terra~ ). In l.~Jy ano again m 19.39 oy nor 
Whenshe was 1Syeam old, she Tess at the age of 50 was grandfather,+.,Vincent Kost, .who 
went to visit her grandparents,: 
Mary and Vincent Kost, who op- 
erated a hotel and trading post in 
the high arctic at Aklavik, NWT. 
Her grandm6ther, a nurse, was 
sent north by the'government dur- 
ing the 1916 flu epidemic.. 
She fell in love with a trapper, 
Vincent Kost, married and they 
later constructed the largest wo. 
storey log structure in the north. 
Mary Kost was a very highly 
motivated and energetic little 
woman. 
She was the only woman ever 
known to have navigated the- 
northern waters from McMurray 
to Aklavlk (including the 
.Alhabaska, Slave and Mackenzie 
Rivers,) 
In 1937 she took it upon herself 
to make two trips. 
She 'had decided to bring her 
own supplies in from Edmonton 
to Aldavik tO save.shipping costs, 
She would fly to Edmonton, 
selling her furs on the market, 
buy her supplies for the year,.take 
the train from Edmonton to 
seriously burned In a ear accident 
near the Nass and was flown to 
The Terrace Art A'asodation 
mould like to express their 
thanks to the following for 
their kind donations and 
support in o~r Christmas 
Arts & Crafts Fair 
City of Terrace 
Volunteer Bureau 
Terrace Co-op 
Overmaitea 
safewa  
Tim Hortons 
McDonalds 
Terrace Kinsmen 
We'would also like to tlmnk 
~he mahy volunteers .for 
their time, energy and 
commitment ~ohlch elped 
make this 93 Fair a success, 
later died in "1978 in Terrace. 
Fireplaces in a motel room? 
i don't believe itl 
Relax with us while shopping, skiing, or on business 
COPPER RIVER MOTEL 
F i rep laces  Remote  Control  Cab le  "l'V 
411 8 H ighway 16 East ,  Terrace,  B .C.  
Phone 6~k~-6124 F.aO( 635-9766 
~;:ii., !,: ~ :PLEASE:RESERVE 'AHEAD: : ,  
I i I I i i  1 
Praticante-Walker exchange vows 
On September 4, 1993 Tommy 
Walker and Mike Pratleante 
exchanged promises i.n front of 
family and friends at the Sacred 
Heart Parish. 
The bride was given in marriage 
by her father, Dale Walker. The 
bride's .dress displayed a 
beautifully beaded V-neck liodice 
with iridescent sequins and pearls. 
It was made of satin and had a 
traditional train, featuring lace trim 
and a peplum back. 
Her head piece was a tiara 
crown made with pearls and 
sequins and had a flowing veil 
sprinkled with crystals. The bride's 
hair was pulled up with a few 
cascading curls falling around her 
neck. She completed her elegant 
look with a strand of pearls and 
matching earrings. 
The groom wore a black 
double-breasted pin-striped suit 
with a white rose stefanotis and 
ivy boutonniere, 
Tammy carried a trailing 
cascade of freesia, baby's breath, 
lily and stefanotis with two 
casablanca lilies and white roses in 
the centre. 
The bride chose as her Maid of 
ltonor her sister, Trieia Walker, 
with Stacy Ruth, Dennise Kluss 
and Fatima Botelho as 
bridesmaids. All four wore street 
TAMMY & MIKE PRA]IGAN I I: 
length turquoise blue satin dresses, 
each carrying abouquet made up of 
white roses, elegance, freesia, 
baby's breath and turquoise ribbon. 
Leanne Pratieante, niece of the 
groom, was Flower Girl, wearing a
white satin street length dress. 
Leanne carried anosegay of baby's 
breath with white roses and 
turquoise ribbon. 
The groom's Best Man was his 
cousin, Max Da Silva, with Russ 
Billson, Cory King and cousin Luis 
Tieixeira, as ushem. All wore black 
tuxedos with the Best Man wearing. 
a paisley cummerbund and tie and 
the ushers wearing turquoise, 
Justin Demedeiros was Ring 
Bearer, wearing black tails and 
carrying awhite satin pillow (made 
by the bride's grandmother). 
The reception was held at the 
Arena Banquet Room where Cliff 
Van Horn gave the toast to the 
Bride. Family and friends came 
from as far away as Toronto, the 
lower mainland, Vernon and 
Vancouver Island to help Tammy 
and Mike celebrate heir special day. 
Facts about KCP 
Number 12 in a series attswering the qttestiolzs most often raised 
with Alcan about the gemano Completion Project 
Q.  How will Fraser Lake water be affected by reduced 
flows on the Nechako River? 
Q 
NEED T0 KNOW. 
SoMETHINg ABOUT 
NEW 
Call oorvIMUNIT '?
Pliorie Elaine 635;3018 
Pl~o.ne Diana 638-8576 
Phone Gilllan 635-3044 
A. Nechako flows do not affect water levels in Fraser Lake. Levels depend on the tributaries that flow into the lake. Outflow into the Nautley is controlled 
by a rock weir that has maintained the same elevation for 20 years or more. 
Because of prolonged ry periods, annual inflows have consistently been 
below average since 1980. Average levels in the lake have gone down 
correspondingly, ashave the annual outflows as recordedby the federal 
Environmental Surveys Branch (ESB). 
Alcan's published figures on the Nautley River flow, by the way, .indicate a
higher rate than the ESB's figures. This is because Alcan wished to include 
all the contributions of minor creeks and streams entering the Nechako 
between Cheslatta Falls and Vanderhoof which add up to a significant amount 
~. FOr example, the amount attributed to the Naudey in:the Special-Report on 
...... :.L:+;-fl6ws i~ 1,620 cul~ic fe~t per Se'cond" includes the Nautley flow recorded by " 
the ESB plus the contributions• of minor sources downstream to Vanderhoof. 
Del~iciion of the Stuart flow was simplified in the same way; it includes 
.... :; ili[n~Ltributaries from Vanderhoof to Isle Pierre. People tend to think of the 
river in three sections -- the upper, middle and lower portions -- and this is 
+' f  - ,  , 
howwe trted to represent i in our document on KCP flows. 
. . . .  i " Water quality in Fraser Lake is unaffected by Nechako flows; Kemano 
: .'Completion would not change that. Weed content is higher than it used to be, 
+ ' ' "but<ilais i  not surprising in view of residential and industrial development. 
Verylittle flushing goes on through the System in the summer wtien high 
temperatures and nutrient levels promote vceed growth. - i 
. .  ; .  , , ,  + • . 
KCP Information Centre open in Kitimat i 
'Alcan has opened a Kemaao' Completion Project lnf0rmation Centre"ihKitim;ii'i+ i f  you i i  
have'any Cluesti0ns Or just want to know moreabout KCPi drop by M0nday;WedneSday, :
or Friday from 10 a.m. to4 p.m. The Centre will be elosinz on Dec'eml~6r 17for  the + . . . .  
holidays and reopening'early in the ne 
KemanoCompletion Pr 
KITIMAT 
INFORMATION CE 
224"City' Ce ntre. 
Kitimat, B.C. V8C 13"6 
Tel: 632-4712 
. • • ?•. 
SOUND SYSTEMS 
KRA 5040M 
Complete package, 160 
Watts, 5 disc CD, double 
cassette 
Only 
*1 199.00 
Make It A 
KENWOOD Kr is tmas 
only at .  
TN J  Sound Systems 
Downtown Ter race  
.+  638-1200 
I I [ I I I I I  
Master Card'> 
f 
Midnight Madnes.  ' 
at t 
Ske~ 
C 
} 
. ~) 
:, IJ 
Dee :" ' IJ 
f 
,Hazrbusters, let one of our stylists show you 
• the possibilities. 
PLUS 
Here are a few gift suggestions for those 
hard to buy for on your list 
* Joico Gift  Packs * Rusk Gift Packs 
~* Hair Accessories * Tanning 
* Nai l  Technician 
:~ Gift Certificates Available In Any Amount 
l HA IRBUSTERS 
Skeena Mall 635-2432 
~ Aft 
Day 
Friday 
Dec. 17 
Only , 
EverythinK. 
INCLUDING CHRISTMAS LINENS 
(except "Dickens" Pieces) 
The Christmas Store Skeena Mall 
7 Piece Paramls 1810 Stainless Steel 
POT-SET 
Reel, $289.00 p,~y O~ ~. 
Sale ' ~,~'~-h 
=198 °;;' 
Gemma's Kitchen Boutique 
Skeena Mall 635-4086 
30% Off 
All Plush Animals 
Gemma's Gifts & Collectibles 
Skeena Mall 635-5577 
Aft Day Friday, Dec. 17 
9:30 am to Midnight 
Selected 
Magie B 
Cosmetic Bags 
20% Off ' • 0 4  
with every purchase of a Duvet ~ I  " \ ]~L I~~BI  
Cover, receive a Pillow Case at 
1/2  Price ~1 a 
GEMMA'S BED & BATH BOUTIQUE 635-3392 
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l]Wo Suggestions" For Easy HOlidaY" Shopping:i" 
,t 
SANTA'S SCHEDULE 
Dec, 15116 .11am-12:30pnn/2pm-4pm ... 
Dec, 17 11 am - 12:30 pm/ 2 pro- 4 pm/ 6 Pm - 8 Pro:, " 
Dec, 18 11 am - 1 pm / :3 pm- 5 pm " ' " " ' ;~-, 
Dec, 19 12 pm- 2 pm ' ' i::i
Dec, 20 10 am- 12:30 pm/ 2:30 pro- 4:30 pm -, ~Pr:i~)~ :~:~ ,~ 
Dec, 21 10 am - 12:30 pm/ 2:30 pm - 4:30 pm . ,~"...~ 
r , .  
• Dec, 22 10 am - 12:30 pm/ 2:30 pm-  4:30 pm ..:. _ 
Dec, 23 10 am - 12:30 pm / 2:30 prn - 4:30 pm 
Dec, 24 11 am- 1 pm " : 
;? 
I l l l I " J I i l i Y l | l l | i I I - ' I I  . :~-.. :, 
OPEN LATE FOR YOUR SHOPPING 
CONVENIENCE 
1/2 carat "r.w. 1/2 carat "r,w. 
1/2 carat T.W. 3 Sapphires with 2/5 
14 Kt Go ld  ~ carat of Diamonds 
Reg, $1 500 00 ~ y ~ - % ~ ' - ~ . ~ ,  Rsg, $1,040.00 
10Kt. ;~ 
r" ................................ '1 ~ 
I ~ ~@_.- Win this Beautiful I/2 Carat I 
I Diamor~d Cluster Ring I 
I I~ 
I RII out the belial and drop In the ' -  
I bo; oi the dare, = " 
I No Purchase Necessary ;, 
I Draw tabs held Dec, 20, 1993 I 
I 
I Name: 
I I 
I Address: Tel: ,. .. ., lj," :" 
L m u n l l l I m l m l l l l m l l m m l l l  I I I l m m I  I " i 
Th is  F ine  Jewe l le ry  Is Ava i lab le  F rom " ~ ~ 
Skeena Mall ,  
635-5111 - " --- : 
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t dness  
Frida,y, December 17: 9, Midnight . No  Rainchecks- 
"- - -  I 
CHRISTNAS 
CANDY 
~ %'~7~,~ t : (Only) 
Vou~ ~, 
Chance To 
 PIN-&:WIN 
FREE 
GROCERIES 
On Friday, Dec. 
17 between 9:00 
pm and Midnight, 
when our special 
alarm clock rings 
one customer 
who is at the 
selected till Will 
get a chance to 
SPIN AND WIN 
CHRISTMAS 
NUTS 
(All Varieties) 
30% Off 
Buy One 
IAM & PiN 
OR PEPPERONi  
At Regular Price And Get A Second one!:~iil;; ::: 
Fresh Cut 
CARNATIONS 
Assorted Colors 
,:: I0  IbBa 
1 
Fraser Valley . . . . . .  
REGULAR 
BUTTER 
. : :  ~::!::ii: 454 g.ram 
: Limit3 :- 
~ F Western Family 
SNACK 
CRACKERS 
225 - 250 gram, Regular, 
Cheese, Fancy Snacks 
Value Priced 
BREAD :::::::::::::::::::: 
: - .  
White or Brown,':: ~:~ ii~/::::. 
450 grams 
' Kraft' Cracker Bare!. CHEDDAR ~,n,==o= IV  
"Mild Only" . . . .  I 
907 gram .... : . . :  
.9"8'  2.  
'Kraft 
MIRACLE 
WHIP 
Regular or Light 
• " 1Lt ,~  
Western Family 
WHOLE 
KED OYSTERS 
104 gram 
Limit3 . . . .  
.48  
Value Priced 
ORANGE 
: ~ 34:1. 
W Fraser Vale ~..,. 
NED FiSH 'N' ' '~ 
BATTER :::::::::: 
..... 600gram Box : : ,~  
9.00  pm to: I 
M idn ight  Only. 1 
1 We Reserve The Right 
In The Skeena Mall, Terrace Sale Prices In Effect I~riday, Dec. 17 Only To Limit Quant]tieS i~:/::i 
;/!• 
[•% ".  • 
. :  . . . 
i ! , , • 
:!ii 
i ¸  
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Sorry No 
Layaways 
i 
TOYS 
Holiday shopping is a cinch when you 
.shop the store that has so much 
V' 6 -  8 pm 10%* Of f  Entire Store 
V' 8 - 10 pm 15°~ * Of f  Entire Store 
10- Midnight 20% == Of f  Entire Store 
Offering you quality educational toys and crafts as 
well as a frlendly and "knowledgeable staff 
I f  We Sell It .... We Guarantee  Itt 
• Regular Price 
To l l  F ree  1 -800-661-2990 
Skeena  Ma l l  635-5236 
MIDNIGH 
MADNESS 
PET WORLDS' 
T . : 
• ° 
SPECIAL 
50% OFF 30%o   
• ALL  F ISH DRY GOODS 
9 p,m. - Midnight 9 p .m. -  11 p.m. 
PET WORLD Suppllerl of Oulllty 
Pet Productl 638-1864 
MIDNIGHT  
a A D N E S S 
: Av, oE  oN .FRID 0.17 LY "~"  
Time Specials 
915m- l Opm 
Cotton Company Kids 
Swecdshirls & 
T.Sidrl= 
20°~OFF 
10pm-11pm 
All T.Shirts 
~plain & prints 
20% OFF 
11 pm-12am 
Colton Company Plain 
Sweatshirts' 
.S2999 
Cotton Company 
All Night Special: 
2pc. Jogging 
Outfit Reg. 89.99 
S4999 ~. 
Time Specials 
9pm- l Opm 
Accessories 
20~OFF 
10pm- 1 l pm 
Outerwear & 
0.1'. Team Sporlswear 
20"~OFF 
11 pm-12am 
Dresses 
30"~OFF 
Reg. Priced 
Jeans 
15SOFF  • 
Sweaters 
20"~OFF 
i~i Northern Drugs helps you wrap up Christmas with every toy [ 
purchase of $25.00 0r more receive a FREE package of R.F.I. 
• as Gift Wra * $7.25 value) *Whde quantt=es last, 4-  Roll Christm p ( " ""  
i I i  i Lumilite Flashlight Combo .- :i~:R;°bin:~H00d 
3Pack NANAIMO BAR 
Sale Price $8.99 i:~:i 760gi 
($12.~R le~ $4.00 Moll In Rebate) =2.99  
ELECTRIC WO K Peak Freans i :  Anti-Freeze 
I1!~ with Silverstone In1 COOKIES  WINDSHIELD WASHER 
I 
All G.E. 
Martigras Color TV's and VCR's All CHRISTMAS SERVIETTES or 
FASHION JEWELLERY JUMBO PAPER TOWELS in stock 
Including Watches (Assorted Designs) 
25% off Reg. Beta. 99  = 20% Off Reg. Retail 
* Skeena Marl locat ion only  for  M idn ight  Madness  
i 
REGULAR HOURS 
Monday to Saturday 9 am - 9 pm 
Sunday 11 am - 6 pm 
CHRISTMAS SEASON SPECIAL  HOURS 
Dec, 24:9 am - 6 pm Dec. 25: Closed 
Dec. 26 :11am-6pm Dec. 31 :gam-6prn  
Jan. 1" 11 am-  6 pm 
"Skeena Mail 635-6555 
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25% Off 
All In Stock 
JEWELLERY BOXES 
Citizen 
MICROWAVE 
1 cu. ft., Reg. $189.00 
=169.00 
Earthen Ware 
TURKEY 
PLATTERS 
Reg. $14.97 
$,n t t~ 
Floral Touch 
16" VASE 
Reg. $14.97 
s'9,97 
TOY SHOPPING 
Assorted 
WALLETS 
Reg, $9,99 
=7,99 
AM/FM CASSETTE 
RECORDER 
Citizen, Reg. $31.97 
=26.97 
Monaco 
FOOTED 
CAKE SET 
2 Pce., Reg. $19.97 
=14.97 
Heart to Heart 
RAGGEDY 
ANN DOLL 
Reg, $14.99 
=9.99 
K.Mart 
CHRISTMAS 
9:00 pm- 9:30 pm ..................... 
Selection 9:30 pm - 10:00 pm 
K-Mart 
BOXED CHOCOLATES CASHEWS 
900 gr, Reg. $9.97, Limit 4 325 gr ~n, Reg, $5,87,Umit 4
*5.49 *3.69 
10:00 pm- 10:30 pm 
ULTRAABC 
Laundry Detergent, 
4 Litre, Reg, $4,97, Limit 4 
s2.77 
10:30 pro- 11:00 pm 
VIDEO TAPES 
Hi.Tec, "1".120, 
Reg. $1.97, Limit 4 
99 c 
11:00 pm- 11:30 pm 
Selected 
CHRISTMAS WRAP 
Reg, $4.99, Limit 4.  
11:30 pm- 12:00 pm 
POT OF GOLD 
CHOCOLATES 
450 gr, Reg. $9.97, Limit 4 
OA"TS I  EA"S 1,2 I Plastic, Reg. $9.97 Reg, $15.00 '6.97 ' o.oo .49 =4.49 
,,t 
o 
Friday, December 17 
'k O All Day- 15'~ off Entire Store 
6-8 pm*20% o. Entire Store 
8- 10pro *30% o. Entire Store 
10- Midnight*40% O. Entire Store 
*Regular Price 
¢ 
! i  : 
• ' . . . . .  se lec ted  .... " "~ .... ' 
• ,, 
[.IGHT HIKERS 
s39 .90  
, Reg. $69.99 (While Supplies Last) ~ i i~  
SHOES 
Te[race's Family Shoe Store I BANK 
,. Skeena Mall CARD J 
INSIDE 
sPORTSrMENU C2 
_ - , . . . '  . . . .  . 
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SKEENA ANGLEf f  
ROB BROWN 
No luck at all 
T HE GLOWING letters on the 
digital clock said 6:15 p.m. 
Harold had seen a lot of changes 
in his 81 yearn and this was a 
good one. 
He didn't need the tick of an old alarm clock 
to mark the passage of time. 
There were a lot more pleasant reminders 
and the change of colours in the Kispiox Val- 
ley was one, the return of the steelhead anoth- 
er. 
He pulled the chain on the lamp illuminating 
a briar, his glasses and a box of flies. 
His joints told him the temperature had 
dropped again. It had been getting colder and 
the river had dropped and cleared alittle with 
each day. 
• In the firstseasons ofhis 23 on the fiver, he 
had ct~rsed the fall rains. Now they were wel- 
come, for the increasing scarcity of wild fish 
had more fishermen on the river, younger, 
agile fishermen with drift boats. 
In the last five years it had become hard to 
find a spot. This season he had yet to wet a 
line. 
.:i~f:" But the flood Waters had changed all that, 
,'~~'thCydimgstcrs leaving in droves. 
j::i: 'I'fie fish would be older and slower now as 
'!!( well, but then so was he and he would have a 
:ehance  at them. 
~, The tops of the yellow trees were shrouded 
,~ : in fog. The day woiJld be clear and cold. 
I ~'' Harold made a mental cheq~-,-,w~ers)ivesti !', 
I",'" ,bridge.. The walls of the canyon were wet and 
::.~ He turned toward the fish camps and pulled 
: over at the cottonwoods. He could hear the 
:i:: rush of water as he pulled on his waders -- it 
took a long time. By the time he had finished, 
/ii:::.: there was enough light to see the river. 
It was clean and cold and it was holding t,
": ~sh. Beautiful, large, unmolested fish. 
Harold watched i~ 
~ amazement as Fay found 
• : ,  fish aflerfish. While playing " 
'::~, the sixth, however, he 
stumbled. 
But in that horrible instant Harold realized he 
~, idtdn't:have the stamina to fish them. The com- 
~:bination of cold joints and a poor sleep had 
, .sapped his strength. 
.!;~% What to do? Here were fish, and they had to be 
fished. Someone had to catch them. 
:/Then it came to.him: who better than Fay? 
• Fay who for the past decad0 had fished this run 
?'~?almost exclusively and probably knew it better 
than anyone. 
" iHarold dragged himself back to the car and 
~lrovc the mile to Walker's. Thankfully, Fay was 
• already up, drinking a coffee and looking out 
~aeross the frosted fields. 
':: Hall ld told of the fish. 
, "Why didn't you cover them," Fay asked. 
.~: "Aching joints," replied Harold. 
Fay understood. He skipped breakfast and the 
two of them got into the car and returned to the 
run .  
)". It was still unoccupied. 
. Harold watched as Fay knotted fly to leader and 
• stripped off some line. Though not described in 
',any book, his technique was l~ffectton. 
He east with economy, fishing an impossibly 
.heavy line so the fly would sweep through the 
~vater inches from the bottom. 
In no time he hooked a fish. Harold shouted en- 
;COUragement. Fay released the creature and soon 
'found another. 
Harold watebed in amazement asTay found fish 
after risk While playing the sixth, however, he 
stumbled. 
Harold realized the strain was too much; after 
'; all, Fay was only five years his junior. 
"Come on out now," he czlled. But Fay con- 
tinued fishing, finding two more steelbead in the 
next hour. 
• When he finally emerged from tla6 run he was 
breathing hard and shaking f~m the cold. Harold 
led him up the path like a trainer leading his 
flghterfrom the ring. 
... The sun had burned off the mist and started to 
warm then as they put away the gear. 
.i "A car full of young fishermen pulled up, their 
":vests clean and rods sparkling in the sunlight. 
"Anyluck?" one enquired, 
"No luck," Harold replied. '*No luck at all." 
He folded himself into the car, closed the door 
ilnd looked at Fay. - 
:~':',!~i sldli~'jmt a hell of a 10t of sell ," ~- 
Strong start for wrestlers 
WEIGHING IN for a new season is Matt Kerby, returning to the - 
Terrace schools wrestling tear~ after a year's absence. And he 
made it a golden one at the opening meet in Prince Rupert. 
STRONG INDIVIDUAL per- team's next outing, the I-Iazelton 
Invitational Dec.4, coming home formanccs, including three gold, 
powered the Terrace schools 
wrestling team to a strong sea- 
son's debut. 
Picking up where hc left off last 
year, captain Greg Buck domi- 
nated to take spot in the 70kg 
division at the Prince Rupert In- 
vitational. 
Buck was last year voted the 
northwest zone's outstanding 
wrestler. 
Back in the fray after a year off, 
Matt Kerby showed he'd lost 
none of his edge as he added an- 
other golden gong in the 82kg 
c lass ,  
In doing so, Kerby made team- 
mate Frank Carpino, one of the 
team's top performers last season, 
settle for silver. 
Completing Terrace's trio of 
golds was Agit Jaswal at 39kg. 
Lakhbir Jaswal, another returnee, 
added to the medal haul with a 
silver at 63kg. 
And Terrace took two of three 
at a couple of other weights, Jim 
Edgar and Shane Wilson picking 
up silver and bronze in the 57kg 
division while John Veilleux and 
Rob Donne duplicated at 60kg. 
Wilson went one better at the 
with a silver. 
Buck also had to settle for silver 
at that meet, losing the final bout 
to last year's provincial bronze 
medalist. 
Agit Jaswal, I.akhbir Jaswal 
and Kerby all took bronze in their 
divisions while Vcilleux and 
Edgar both turned in strong per- 
fortnances in fmtslfi.ng fourth. 
Although third at Prince Rupert 
and ninth of nine at Hazelton in 
the final statldings, coach Joe 
Murphy was happy with the sea- 
son's start. 
Because the Terrace team was 
comparatively small, it was im- 
possible to score more points than 
most of the others, he explained. 
"These meets are basically 
trying to gel our wrestlers as 
much experience and variety as 
possible," he added. 
"It's a long season," he added. 
By the time it's over, Terrace 
wrestlers will have done a bit of 
traveling as well. 
Apart fxora other regional 
meets, they'll be sending a group 
to the Northern B.C. Winter 
cont'd page B15 
/ 
I I  House breaker 
ALL EYES are glued to this attempted freeze in first round 
action at the weekend's boys curling zone playdowns. The 
winner would earn e berth in the B.C. Winter Games in 
Smithers. See next week's Standard for news of the winner. 
Narrow defeats cost Cai 
A FEW EXTRA points hero and 
there would have meant a very 
different result for the Caledonia 
girls volleyball team. 
That was the" assessment of 
coach Clayton Lloyd-Jones after 
the Kermodos finished 12th at the 
B.C. championships. 
"We won a lot of games, just 
not many matches," he said, 
noting the. margin of defeat in 
several was a narrow one. 
had been about what he cxpcctcd 
going in. 
Cal found themselves in tough 
from the outset, facing Lower 
Mainland top team Richmond 
who dropped them two straight. 
That brought up the Fraser Val- 
ley's best, Simiamoo, and a 
match that in some ways was a 
turning point, 
gdmes, Cal dropping the decider 
15-10. 
Recalling the match had pro- 
dueed excellent, rallies, Lloyd- 
Joncs said the result could hay0 
been roversexl if the Kcrmodes 
had boon able to take some of 
those. 
After opening day two with a 
dreadful hammering at the hands 
i 
take the rubber 15-12 for their 
first victory. 
That left Cal tied for eighth 
with Terry Fox at the end of the 
round robin. 
Whipped two straight by West 
Vancouver in their opening 
playoff ganle, the Kermodes uf- 
fered probably their most frustra- 
ting loss against O.P. Vanier. 
Having built up a 13-8 lead in 
the first game, a string of mental 
errors saw C~I give up seven un- 
If Cat had been able to convert "We had them on the ropes, but we ]ust  a~wered points. 
on a couple of their round robin 
games, they could have found coo ldn  ~t f in ish thelD o f f , "  .......... LLOYD-JONES There were similar problems in 
themselves playing off for a game two, a commanding 9-2 
much highe r final placing, he ex- lead slipping to a tight 15-12 Carl 
plained. "We had them on the ropes," of Panticton; the team rebounded win, Vanlcr than swept the 
Lloyd-Jones said the team Lloyd-Jones said, "but we just following a "pep talk- from the K0rmodes aside in the decider to 
dvfinitely missed the presence of couldn't flnishthemoff." coaches, sea them to the playoff for 
starter Tina Mtnius: As a result, Simiamoo were However, the winning formula 11tll/12th. 
And that brought hem full cir- A German exchange student, able to squeeze out a !5-13 win continued to elude them and 2-1 
Minim helped the, Kermodes to in the deciding third game, losses to Terry Fox and Queen cle, their opponents being Rich- 
the zone title but had to ;return Had it gone the other way, Elizabeth followed, mend once more. Lloyd:Jones said bottt teams 
home before the championship. ',They (Kermodes) would have The goose egg was finally" used the opportunity to play their 
"She would have made a b,lg learned whatit takes to win," he broken against John Oliver, entire roster, Richmond taking 
difference to our attack," he suggested, razed number six at the start of 
pointed out, noting her knack of And that lesson would have the tout'no- . ~ rite match 15-8, 15-10. 
come H1 nsOEUl  m i t  r :  - ' .  ...... , . . . . .  coming up with the big play when " 1" '- "bet- next out Y. ': ,, Summarizhng" the Kermodes " 
in~.. a~tnst Max Cameron, V_an . . . .  In whatLloydJones described championship bid,, Lloyd-Jones 
a point was really needed, -'" - -  ' -" , , t ,  har ~,e  as"a  Rood battle", the, Kermodes c0neluded, "We had some ex- 
Howev( . . . . . . . . . . .  
l. ~•Sized; the .~~'~-~-.-:7--: took~ game one .15~4, &0pp¢~l;. cellOnt,matches, we were on !he " 
I ::/:;-i.:lmd~.:~ffo he fa l l  three thasecond:134.5, then hung on (o. v0rge. ~ "~ " 
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Menu 
TODAY 
Ree League Hockey 
9 p.m: Convoy Supply v 
Terrace Timbermen .... 
10:30 p.m: hrM[ Okies v 
THURSDAYI DEC. 16 
Luge 
NORTHWESTERS Luge 
Club general meeting takes 
]place at the Student Body 
Fitness Centre at Northwest 
Community College, 
starting at 7:30 p.m. 
Everyone welcome. For 
information, contact Todd 
Taylor at 635-4189. 
Rec League Hockey 
10:30 p.m: Skeena Hotel v 
Back Eddy Pub 
SUNDA'Y~ DEC. 19 
Curling 
TURKEY SHOOT being 
hosted by the Sunday Mixed 
Curling League. Starts at 1 
p.m. and all Curlers 
welcome. Win a turkey for 
the holidays! 
Fast, faster, fastest  
TH~ EMPHASIS on technique at 
Blueback training sessions over 
the past couple of weeks has done 
nothing to slow its swimmers. 
That was plain at the Elks In- 
vitational meet in Kitimat Dec. 3- 
5 with Bluebacks recording per- 
soml bests (pb) in two thirds of 
the races. 
Enjoying perfect weekends in 
that respect were Jennifer Kester, 
Ham Murphy, Mareie Pritchard, 
Judy Stevenson and Julie Vander- 
tee. 
Slashing more than six seconds 
off her previous 50m Free mark, 
Stevenson also blazed to her first 
AA qualifying time. 
Vanderlee added three more 
events to her list of provincial 
junior championship qualifying 
times while Pritchard came in un- 
der the AA standard in her IO0m 
Free race. 
Although a couple of seconds 
back in that same race, teammate 
I Randee Lee Armstrong also 
broke the AA mark. 
Coach Mike Carlyle said it was 
speeiallysignifieant because Arm- 
strong has now qualified in tcam had been without heirusual 
enough events to make the trip to complement ofsenior girls. 
the Port Alberni championsldps Despite the absence of those 
in February. reLiable point-getters, Terrace had 
Leading the Bluebaclc medal still managed to squeeze Prince 
parade in the Sam Lindsay Rupert out for second overall. 
Memorial pool was Chris The relay teams (six wins and 
Kerman, winning hJs first gold in three seconds) had helped pro- 
the 11-12 years boys division, duce that result, he said, as had 
Fending off a strong challenge performances from individuals 
from Frince Rupert's Adam Mar- likeKylaRice. 
einkiewicz, Ken'nan finished with The 13-year-old had turned in a 
five wins and seconds in each of win and a second on the way to 
his other two races, collecting a higher than usual 15 
Noting Kerman had also gone points. 
six for seven on pbs, C.aflyle Dylan Evans, 9, was another 
pointed out that's the third lending a helping hand, his 18 
straight meet he 12-year-old has points leaving him sixth overall 
lowered his times, in the boys 9-10 years division. 
He also picked up another AAA A newcomer to the club, Evans 
qualifying time, in the 400 Indi- has been quick to make an im- 
vidual Medley. pression. 
Bringing homo silver were His IQ'timat times included six 
Audrey Erb (girls 11-12 years), personal bests including a AA 
Tristan Brown (boys 9-10 years) qualifying time in the 100m 
and Kevin Andclfatto (boys 13- Breast.' That takes his junior 
14 years), provincial times tally to eight. 
Noting only a small group of After a break next week the 
Bluebacks had taken part in the Bluebacks will be back in train- 
Kitimat meet, Carlyle added the ing immediately after Christmas. 
MONDAY~ DEC. 27 
Minor Hockey 
ATOM & NOVICE division 
tournaments begin, run all 
week. 
TUESDAY~ DEC. 28 
Curling 
SUPER LEAGUE finals at 
Terrace Curling Club. 
TERRACE BADMINTON 
club plays every Tuesday 
and Thursday evening at 8- 
10 p.m., every Sunday 7:30- 
9:30 p.m. at Thornidll Jr, 
Secondary school. For 
information~ contact Diane 
at 635-3564. 
DUPLICATE BRIDGE 
club mee~ 7:15 p.m: every 
ledonia ~'Sr; ~S'e~onda~. 
~¢ic:~"(t;~:i~t#" t~ ~ ~i~" 
information. 
FUN MIXED DART 
LEAGUE, plays. 8 p.m. 
Wednesday nights at the 
Legion. No need to sign up, 
just drop in. Newcomers 
welcome. For .. more 
information, Clare Greet at 
638-8493:" 
L)  " • 
ADULT NOON hour 
hockey goes every Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday, 
11:45 a.m. to i p.m. First 20 
players only and 19 years 
minimumage. 
LADIES DARTS league 
plays every Thursday night, 
8 p.m. at the Legion. New 
members always welcome 
to drop in. 
To get an event on to the 
Sports Menu, bring the 
details into the office at 
4647 Lezelle Axe;, phone 
Malcolm at 638-7283 or fax 
them to 638-8432. 
'To make next week's 
paper, subndsslons must bc 
in by 5 p,m. Friday. 
Ooopsl 
AFRAID WE were offside in 
our story about the fourth 
place performance of the 
Caledonia boys soccer team at 
the provincials. 
The story credited them with 
achieving :&e best ever 
provincials :result ~by a Cal 
team in any sport. 
While it was file best by a 
soccer team, Cai ~n boast 
second place finishes by a 
badminton and boys volleyball 
teams pies third and fourth 
places in girls basketball. 
WHAT'S  
DRIV ING 
Y O U  
TO SPEED? .  
i l  On the prowl 
THORNHILL TIGERS came away with the grade 6 championship title in the annual 
elementary volleyball tournament held on their home court Dec. 4. The "tiger squad of Buck 
Karrer, Matthew Kennedy, Ryan Nester, Tom Sagar, Chds Johnny, Greg Hull and Keith Allard 
swept Clarence Michlel 15-6, 15-3 in the final of the eight team event. 
i 
K'Ri tcuders close,,z, } new 
If grant requests to the BC 2Z program and the 
Winter Games Legacy fund arc approved, construc- 
tion of a new curling rink in Kitimat could begin 
next spring. 
The curling club has been without a rink since it 
closed its crumbling facility 10 years ago. In recent 
years it has been using the Tamttik arena to run a 
small mixed and school leagues. 
Club spokesman Jim Boguski said groundbreak- 
ing for the new building will go ahead as soon as 
the clnb has a total of :$625,000 either aised or 
promised. 
To date, he said, it has raised $59,000 on its own 
and is continuing that effort. The municipality has 
also commited $150,000 to the project. 
Now the club is waiting to hear fi'om BC 21 
-($333,000) requested) and the local committee 
which is handling disbursement ofthe Legacy fund 
($100,000) requested). 
Boguski said the plan is to Conslruct a four sheet 
rink which could be expanded at a later date to six 
sheets. Off-ice facilities would include a pro.shop, 
kitchen, banquet hall and locker ooms. 
The building would be located adjacent to the ex- 
isting Hirsch Creek golf clubhouse and the off-ice 
facilities would be shared with both the golf and 
cross country skiing clubs. That translated to poten- 
tially 1,000 users, based on their combined mem- 
berships. 
Total estimated cost of the project $1.03 million. 
Volunteer labour and donations, including in- 
kind, are expected to cover a quarter of that figure. 
L.JK.=d 
' ECT  
RN 
A 
SHAMES 
MOUN/AIN 
IS YOUR 
EQUIPMENT 
READY? 
Well skiing is here, are 
you ready, And is your 
equipment ready? Here 
are some sure fire tips to 
ensure your first assault on 
Shames is the best. 
The most important is to 
get the bindings checked 
and adjusted by a qualified 
technician. They will check 
the adjustment to your 
boots, the release tension 
settings, the condition of 
the anti-friction devices 
and lubricate all parts. 
Director of Skier Services 
For your skis it won't 
hurt to give them a 
complete tune. A complete 
tune involves repairing all 
of the gouges and dents in 
the base. Give the edges a 
good working over. Wax is 
added to the bases to keep 
the moisture in the snow 
from sticking to the skis 
The technician should wv:x 
them for the current 
conditions at the mountain. 
Combine this with 
regular  maintenance 
throughout he year to help 
provide you with a trouble 
free season. 
I 
mou--'rAuN I !  D=V LOPm=--'r 
Ip=,m,,- 
ARE YOU INTERESTED IN TEACHING SKIING? 
A 
: 
Office 635-3773 
Canadian Ski Instructors Alliance Level I 
Instructors Course D~ember 17 thru 19 . 
, You can gain first hand e~enen~' into the skimg techmques 
and teaching methods of the Canadian S~ Instructors Mliance 
(CSIA). This three day course is a prereqursite oteaching skiing. 
Using lndoor sessions, outdoor sees-ions and video analysis, CSIA 
examiners will develop your skills by using the' technical model 
as a guide. All successful candidates will be offered a position 
with the skier development centre. To Register, contaEt Shames 
Mountain or Tim Foster at 6:35~3773. 
A great place to purchase your 
Christmas golfing gifts. 
We have a lot of stocking stuffers, golf 
bags, clubs, gloves and balls. Great 
prices. For those who can not guess what 
-to purchase, we have gift certificates. 
Pro Shop Hours Noon. 6 p.m. 
Dec. 10, 11, 12, 17, 1~, 19 
"~-/~e'z"*~/'(~'~ 1 Box865, TerraceiB, C. V8G4R1 
LLGOL~ & COUNTRY CEUB]] : (6041 635-2542 
I I  
- a 
,,.Cannoni)a(e Cfiristmas, 
SUPERIOR CANNONDALE 
MOUNTAIN BICYCLES 
Built for Hard Core Cycling! ~ 
• Lifetime Warranty 
• Exclusively at Vertical ~ . 
• 1994 Models In Stock - .  
CALL TOLL FREE |.800-667.6770 
Make this Christmas 
a piece of cake, 
At this busy time of year treat yourself 
and your family to a mouthwatering Dairy 
Queen frozen cake or log. Take one 
home from our display or call in advance 
for one made to your order. 
' . : - . -  , ' 
!:iii~ - We treat you right! ® "~ii~ii:i.ii! 
,Registe~ Trade Mark TraDa~i~ Markc~e  C~Cn: (dOat~nacWal~jCad:da).UAr~r.edcan Dai~  ~,'i; 
4.532~ Lakelse Av t. Terrace i ;:! 
 !Ph0ne 635 2561i 
STILL ROLLING. The Skeena Girls Junior basketball team gave the KitJrnat Oroas a taste of what 
they missed by passing on the Snoball Classic in New Aiyansh by laying on a dernonstratJon of 
overpowering offence that left the visitors floundering in Skeena's wake in acUon last Saturday. 
Skeena running high 
ii!: SKEENA JR. Girls are surging 
on to the basketball courts with 
the force of a tidal wave this sea- 
son, sweeping all before them. 
: Although it's early days yet, the 
first annual Snoball Classic in 
New Alyaashunderlined just how 
farthe otaher regional teams will 
have to go if they're t0 stop the 
Torracites. 
ii : First victims at the'Dec. 4eveni 
~:. :.were Charles I-Iays of Prince 
• Rupert who were routed 44-16. • 
: Skeena then cranked up its?0f, 
i':. fence a couple of notches in club- 
. bing:the host Nisga'a squad 62- 
! , And.they kept up that pace in 
the finhl; a return match against 
i '~ : Hays, crttising to a 62-28 victory. 
-. 'l"ae - comfortable winning 
Skeena has also twice take, on 
the Kitamaat Villag6 team', that 
series squared at one apiece to 
~te. 
Pointing out the Haisla had 
taken a North American In- 
digenous Games title last year, 
' Gook said they offerad Skeena 
the the calibre of competition 
,:. needed to sharpen theirgame. 
And come the New Year: there 
will be furtherchallenges forthe 
girls. . , 
First up is a Jan. 7-8 hdmetown- 
tottrney which will include teams 
from Prince George and"Burns 
Lake. 
!'-:" The Lakers will include" mem- 
bers of: the go.ld medal team ,i/t 
last year's B.C. winte[Games. 
Foi their part, Skeena have 
margins, were a repeat of results three playem Who ~vere on the 
from an earlier playday in Prince zone team at the B.C Summer 
Rupert, said coach Bill Goo~ '~:c ....... ':GmrieS'~":~ r . /  !:~, ",,~:'~,; "i<:..'¢':~ : ~ 
The following weekend Skeena 
takes to the road for a tournament 
hosted by Duchess Park of Prince 
George. 
There Gook said they hope to 
run .up against Blackburn" Jr., 
ranked number 14 in the province 
in the early se~0npoll. 
Indicative of the enthusiasm he 
• says the .team shews is.. the fact 
seven of them took time out dur- 
ing the summer to attend a team 
training camp in Prince George. 
Crook said it was run'.by Ken 
Stanley, captain of the 1980 boys 
high school champions and now a 
coach in Fresno, California. 
' Fivo~girls and seven boys teams 
took part and, in the mini-tourney 
finale' to the camp, Skeena'took 
top honours, he added. 
Judging by results to. date, the 
team is usingthe lessom:leamed 
thereito g6ott effed. '¢ ~'~ ~:.~  
from B13 
W~stle 
Games in Fort St. John. 
"The last time we went there 
were 300 wrestlers," Murphy 
recalled. 
Also possibly on the agenda 
is the provincial Age Class 
Championship n Kan~loops. 
But how many go down to 
that event will depend on how 
the athletes progress over the 
course, he said. 
Ultimate goal, of course, is 
the B,C. High School "AAA' 
championship, to be held in 
Victoria. 
But, noted Murphy, "That's 
a long way off." 
Now in its fifth year, the lo- 
cal program has 20 members 
from Skeena, Caledonia, 
Clarence Michiel and Thorn- 
hill schools. 
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to Learn! 
If you have six years valid working experience in one 
of the following trades .... 
Automotive Mechanics 
Heavy Duty Mechanics 
............................... Transportation Mechanics 
Industrial Mechanics (Millwright) 
.... then it may be time to obtain your 
Provincial T,Q. (Trades Qualification) 
If you are interested, call NWCC, Trades/Technology Department, 
635.6511, local 314 or the Ministry of Skills, Training and Labour, 
638.3211, for more information. 
',,~ , .,::~, :~.~ ; ....... 
Yamaha accessories": offer o w~de roncje of products for 
outdoor and indoor winter fun. Whether you are planning a 
weekend excursion .with the family or a day at the races, 
everything you need ~s here at your Fingertips. 
KEN'S MARINE 
Ken G ibson  Trevor  G ibson  
.... ~.~ 49.4.6:_Gt, e.Jg~.~: ~._., J :: ~ . . . .  .-::Zerra.£e':'.i~/:",:::i 
. . . . .  - . , :  , , ,  . .  
Keenleyside , :Thanks.to you, Insurance we're 
Se ces ..... Ltd.  :expandlng our ffice 
................. ............................................................. ' f0 r  the third t,me! 
~' l i  t~ I~ ! ur office has runneth over. To keep up 
with our increasing clienle~e we're 
: tripling our size. We'll still De in the Co- 
op Department store, bul in a new 
location. That.means we'll still have 
plenty of parking giving !rou easy 
,::~:: accessibilityto our services. 
O~ the co.opc~tot~ 
AND ........... # It' 
Watch For Our ': I~urance  ,' 
OPENING-  - 
~ Se~ces  Ltd. ,o°,,=,~:,,~, 
.................................................................... COMPANY 
<""  OPEN 6 Days A Week sp~cmz,.g inInsurance for: 
in our new location ~-~ 9 a m - 6  pn l  .Homeowners  .Auto 
... ~ 4617 Greig Avenue • Travel  
=soon! Co-op Shopping Centre I pment  ° Commerc ia l  
Terrace, BC, V8G 1N2 .: • Mar ine  
~k Phone:  635-5232 ~~" • And much 
' FAX:  635-3288 " " "r}' ~ " ': ":"' morel 
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Elks Invitational (Kitimat) 
OVERALL MEDALS 
Chris Kerman 
(GOLD, Boys 11-12 yrs) 
Audrey Erb 
(SILVER, Girls 11-12 years) 
Tristan Brown 
(SILVER, Boys 9-10 yrs) 
Kevin Andolfatto 
(SILVER, Boys 13-14 years) 
- -  Have the men of your house ever dreamed of being an 
S c o r e  Board  ace pilot, car racer, train engineer, boat racer, or astronaut? 
. . . .  .~']~b.,, .~ .~, ,~3~"\  " Introduce Them .~, . ,  ~ ~ ~  
TO The Next 
MEN, S RECREATIONAL LEAGUES l -'---~"" BestThmg 
I - ~  Remote control model aircraft, 
4 ,~[ Seasons 3 I . . . .  ~"="  remote control racing cars or boats. . t .=,.  ,__ 
9 Skeena Hotel 0 ~. ~-~'~ , Why not build a model train layout o f ~  
~>': ~"~ the town.Fly a model rocket up into 
5 Back Eddy Pub 5 , ~ the sky. All this and more can be ~_- - " r~=~_~=~ 
coast Inn of the West 5 ~ - ~  found at Pictures Plus. 
Recreat ional  Division 
December 2 
Skeem Hotel 
December 4 
Precision Builders 
December 5 ~ - 
. _ • . • 
BLUEBACK TOP SIX FINISHES 
Kevin Andolfatto (Boys 13-14 yrs) 
1st - loom Breast*, 200m IM*, 
dOOm IM* 
2nd - 50m Breast* 
3rd - 100m Free*, 200m Free 
4th - 400m Free* 
Randee Armstrong (Girls I i -12 yrs) 
4th - 200m IM 
5th - 100m Free*, 100m Back 
6th - 400m Free*, 100m Breast*, 
400m IM* 
Tristan Brown (Boys 9-10 yrs) 
1st - 50m Free, 100m Free, 10ore Fly 
2nd - 200m Free*, 50m Fly 
3rd - 400m Free, 200m IM 
Ka~ya Downs(Girls 9-10 yrs) 
3rd - 50mBreast*, 100m Breast 
5th - 200m IM* 
Norm's Auto Refinishing 
All Seasons 
December 7 
Back Eddy Pub 6 All Seasons 6 
Skeena Hotel 9 Coasl Inn of the West 5 
GP W L T GF GAi~TS 
All Seasons 18 10 7 1 106 88 21 
Precision Builders 17 8 6 3 92 74 19 
Skeena Hotel 17 9 8 0 101 99 18 
Norm's Auto Refinishing 1"/ 8 7 2 3.00 89 18 
Back Eddy £ub 1'7 6 9 2 76 102 14 
Coast Inn of the West 18 6 10 2 83 106 14 
Oldtimers Division 
Deeeraber 4 
Riverside Auto Wranglers 11 
6th - 50m Free*, loom Free* 
Seth Downs (Boys 13-14 ym) .... TEA1R GP 
2nd - 100m Free, 200m Free, Riverside Auto Wranglersl7 
200m IM Convoy Supply 16 
3rd - 400m Free, loom Breast, Terrace Tirnberrnen 15 
400m IM* -- :: : - i .  :-i :: Northern Motor Inn Oldesl6 
4th - 50m Free* 
Audrey Erb (Girls (11-12' yrs) 
1st - 50m Breast, lOOm Breast* 
2nd - 400m Free*, 50m Back*, 
400m IM* 
3rd - 200m Free* 
Dylan Evans (Boys 9-10 ym) 
3rd - 100m Breast* 
4th - 50m Free, 100m Free*, - 
- lOOm Back*• 
5th - 200m Free*,'400m Free* 
6th - 200m IM* 
Maria Farrell (Girls 7-8 yrs) 
1st - 25m Breast* 
2nd - 50m Breast* 
George Joseph (Boys 15 ym Up) 
2nd - 200m Free*, 2Gem IM 
3rd - 400m Free* - 
4th - lOOm Back* 
5th - 100m Free* 
6th - 50m Fly' : . 
Chris Kerman (Boys !1-12 yrs) 
1st - 200m Free), 50m Back*, 100m 
Back*, 50m'Fly*, 400m IM* 
.2.nd - 4Gem Fri~e*, 100m Breast 
~Jason Kumpolt (BOys 9-10 ym) 
1st - 50m Back*,50m Breast 
:,2.nd - loom Breast* 
3rd - loom Backi 50m Fly 
5th - loom Free, 200m IM 
Daniel MacCormac (Boys 13-14 yr) 
2nd - 50m pack* 
3id - 501ii Brc~ii 
4th- ioomFly" " : " 
5th- 2OOmIM :.: ,-. 
Dylan MaeCormae (Boys 13-14 ym) 
3rd - 50m Breast* 
4th - 100m Breasl IM, 
4Gem IM* 
5th - 2oomFree, 50re'Fly*., 
fan Mai/conmae (Boys 1i-12 yrs) 
• 1st - 100m Breast* 
2nd - 50m Back*, 200m IM* 
3rd - lOOm Free, looni Back 
4th- 5~ Fly': !,. " 
5th - 400m Free* 
Liam Murphy (Boys 9-10 yrs) 
",5th - 50m Breast* 
6th - 100m Breast* 
Bryan Palahicky (Boys 11-12 yrs) 
'3rd - 50m Breast* 
4th - 2Gem IM : 
5th - 5ore Free, lOOm Breast 
Marcle Prttchard (Girls 11-12 ym) 
3rd - 50m Free*, lOOm Free* 
4th -loom, Bgeast*, 5Om Fly* 
Kyln Rice (Girls 13-14 ym) 
1st - 400m Free* 
2rid - 100m EY 
4th - 2Gem IM 
J udy  Stevem0n (Girls 9-I0 yrs) 
6th - 50m Hy* 
Ian Taylor (Boys 11-12 ym) 
6th - l(]0mFree*, 50m Free • 
100m Breast* 
Sarah Thompson,(Gtrls 11-12 ym) 
1st - 200m IM*~ 4OOmIM* 
2rid - 100m Ba~ 
3rd - loom Breast* 
6th - 2oomFree*, !00m Hy) . 
Julle vandedee (Girls 11-12 yrs) 
2nd - 20om IM* 
3rd - 4Gem Free*, 50m Fly* 
4th - 2Gem Free*, loom Back*, 
400m IM* 
5th - loom Fly* 
* denotes personal  best t ime 
Northem Motor [nn Okies 3 
W L T GF GAPTS 
8 7 2 75 72 18 
7 6 3 59 55 17 
8 7 0 68 54 16 
5 8 3 60 81 13  
Perhaps a member of your house has a favourite picture 
or needlework they would like framed. We offer limited 
edition prints and quality framing, as well as friendly 
service. 
ptus ..,o,0,,,. , • Fine Art ~ • R/C'., 
, Framing Equipment 
We don't do all the framing in town, we just do the best. 
" i - iOURS:  
#1 - 2912 S. Eby Street Men. & Tues, 10 am- 5:30 prn 
Southside of Overpass "i'hurs. & Sat, 10 am - 6 pm 
Terrace, BC V8G 2X5 Friday 10 am-  9"pro 
OPEN Wednesday & Sunday 
635-7211 until Xmas only 
FINAL 
4 
DAYS 
.-: ,  ,:,,,% 
=mBw. , , .mF===' -  ~ ' - - ' .  - . - -7  , - '7"=-' ,~" ' . "  ~ ,~ ' !  . "C~ Y : ,  ~,~, , -  
Example # I - With A Trade 
. , .  ~ " C . ,  • , - . .  
If your old lemon is leaving you sour, then push, pull or drag it to 
McEwan GM in Terrace and we will give you a great deal on one of 
our used cars or trucks or on one of our. New 1993 or 1994 cars or 
trucks that qualify 'for this sale. 
No Trade-In? No Probleml We:will double your down payment*. 
Example #2 - Without A Trade 
1988 
CHEVROLET 
BERRETA 
SALE PRICE 
YOUR TRADE 
OUR DISCOUNT 
YOU PAY ONLY 
$7,995.00 
$1,111.00 
x I_ KA!Lg_q 
$5,773.00 
1,988 s,  P CE 
: YOUR CASH 
FORD. DOUBLE CASH 
CLUB WAGON B cE To 
88,995 .00  
:.- $1,111.00 
$1,111 ,00  
$6,773.00 
Wednesday Night Mixed 
GP W % 
Bob Bennett 70 46 65.7 
Phil Smith 84 51 60.7 
'Randy Challfoux90 54 60.0 
Ray'i'ank' :i,!~::'i 63 34 54.0 
J. Whlttingt6n(.":~79 42 53.2 
Bflan Mclniyt~:,~98:' ' 52 53.1 
Keith Norm~i~':.li4 ' 60 52.6 
Clare Otoot '%!~i ' l i4  : 57 50.0 
Jbhn O~t:,' ~i:i~'i!iii4 55 48.2 
Mare Desehesn~ 106 51 48.1 
Ncal Not~tmm :106 50 47.2 
Frank B~s~i~fi:" tJS ; . 45 ' 45.9 
Sally Ryaa- ..i: ,i:,114 52 45.6 
O'glna Ratcliffe'!; 88 "? 40 45,5 
Laurel Melnt~rq98 L 44 44.9 
M: Challfoux'.":~ ~!9¢ '42  44.7 
R. WhlttlnglolL,'::91. ~ 39 42,9 
:Joe Siib0fitltl;: L/1i4': 48 42.1 
~Ben Sousa  ~.:i~_~,'<100,42 42,0 
S~lt M a ~  i0~~: 44 4L5 
Dariend Hal!~i~iii :,!88 i::36 40.9 
Joan M~ieK~~[~¢:10~ ~: ,~2 39.6 
McEwan 
Ter race  
S ings 
. . . .  - ! i i  
! ~i~ ¸ .: 
!~i~i!~i::,:~ ~: : :~ : : : : :• :i:~!~ii:: ~ ¸
. . . .  : ~ ~ i~ :~: 
~j 
Watch  the  
Ter race  Standa  , .  
: i  
~ Skeena Marketp lace  
fo r  the  BEST  g i f t  suggest ions  
every~week  until Chr i s tmas .  
i " " ,  +..  
VISIT 
i t 's  Chr i s tmast ime 
at  the  Co-op  
TOYLAND 
TURKEY AND TRIMMINGS ON THE FOOD FLOOR 
APPLE JUICE ¢ JELLY POWDER 
Co-op Pure, 1 L .............................. 88  Jell-O, 85 g ........................................ z for 99 ~ 
SS Co-op, 1 L, from concentrate ......... DISHWASHER DETERGENT 
~P~i ,  ............................... *5 .99  COFFEE S~ 09  Electrasol, Automatic, 
Nabob Traditional, 1 Kg Tin ..... "~ . ,~ ' 
.~.~R~.~ ~S ~ .~c~ ~OR~ST.~, 
Fleetwood $4  *'~*'~ Co-op, Sof~, ~s4 g .......................... , ,  ................................ , I . ,~ / J .O0  g 
STUFFING ' 99  ¢ MINCEMEAT PIE s~ a ~  
Stove Top, 120 g ............................ 630 g, Bakers Nook ................ ~- - , ,~  
CRANBERRYSAUCE 
Ocean Spray, 398 ml, APPLES 49 # ib 
whole or jellied ......................... $1 . ,29  iclntosh, BC, $1.08 Kg ........... 
MACARONI OR SPAGHETTI KIWI FRUIT ~/o8q 
Harmonie, 2 Kg $t  J~8 New Zealand ......................... v /  
. . . .  , ........................................ , , . ,  I lB I  I i  ~I~F 
BATHROOM TISSUE $,~ A,~ GREEN CABBAGE 
Co-op, 12 Roll .......................... ~,~,,='1~ Locally Grown, 64¢ Kg ............. 29 ~ Ib 
••• ~' ~ ~ , 
oN 
Shop Now 
While Selection 
Is Best 
FROM FAMILY FASHIONS ~ / ~  '1 
Hobby 303 from Pfaf f  ONE i 
A basic sewing machine for the beginner (~ '11"  t ' t  ID  I 
sewer, with 5 letllity stitches plus built in ~,,~ II i r I 
buttonholing snap on feet, converts to . . .  ,A . . , - . . . . ,A  I 
free arm - excellent valuel ~ .~ P IUIHI~I  I~IU. I 
Reg, $459,00. ~T' "190 '?ZI ~ / I 
i ~¢ml l  a $~l~90(~v in~ *Cafeterla- '~"--" I 
D#~¢4= " /QQ ¢~,~v~,~ vu , ,v  i ~ _:__~YV~ " I * Family Fashions | 
r . . , ,  ...u "-"~'U=" ~-~------~-:::-~ I *Fu, FoodFIoor I 
The new 2, 3, 4 thread overlock which ~ I Fresh Meats, Bakery, Dell I 
offers extra wide stitches up to 7.5 ram,  ~ ' ~ ~  ~ I Fresh Produce : : | 
rolled hem, adj. differential feed and ~1 ~ :  ~!1 I *Farm&Garden I 
powerful electronic needle piercing and ~ ~ ~ . J ~  I * Hardware & Sporting Goods I 
knife cutting power, plus optional fee~.  ~ : ~  I * Gas Bar I 
Reg. $1,199.00 ~..~.:.'=vI~, We also have a Home Centre and Bulk | 
__ i - -  S O a  aoo  <~. ~J.gg ~ Fuel Depot convenlen'dy located nearby. I
See o;~;~ ~ ' I w.'v.0=,,,,,.ForYou, I 
11~ce¢o~1~c!1~1~ I TERRACE CO.OP DEPARTMENT STORE I CO-OPrMMt~mNNCE,~Re G~lU~ 
, 2912 Molltor St. II 4617 Grelg Ave. I 4617 Grel~ Ave. 4821 Hwy.  l e 
I SmREHOURS: I I . cm, .  I ~=.~,.,,.,,.., ... ..... ~-~-*p... I"..~--. I I  *...~.~ ..... ;..,.,...~.~,-,~, ~'~'w'='~"'":~-'°"i'o~~ 
MONOAYTHRUBATURDAY ,RiffS/ l~u~,.rfl eu.m .¢pJn, " - - - - ' "  RId~/ . . . . .  eeu~,.t~p~, 11~uc~&RkW .......... :~o =mt~ ; p~ 
- ' ..................... 'O~.m' e 'Sliding O°~b ......................... :Oa.m .e ~ saiu,¢~/ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  e:~0,,,,,,.e..m, 
1 tt~.m.6 ,m. * /k~¢~,  & (1.0~DBUMC~rl~ ~B,~I~II ,  J~N~,Y ........ 11¢m.. p . 
6.,t=Lo~= | , 635~47 I ,635-6347 635-7419 
; I I - - - -~  . . . .  I I  I . . . .  I 
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Doing your Christmas hopping is as 
easy as 1 - 2 - 3 
1. Enter the store, where our courteous staff will 
help you find the perfect gift. 
2. Don't spend a bundle. 
3. Get your purchase beautifully gift wrapped 
for FREE! i~ ..,,.,...,'.','.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.','...',.','¢.'.:.:.:.:.:.:.;.:,4.: 
i!iiiiiiiiii~ 
HOURS 
Monday- Friday 10 am - 9 pm 
Saturday 10 am - 6 pm 
Sunday 11 am - 5 pm 
, . . /~ /~/~,1~ 
~ The Yellow ~ 
Gift House 
o .  ~ ~ ~ 638-1808 
i 
r 
(~ 
r~ 
m 
Just Some Of The Many -~~ i ' Pre.Christmas Specials I ~(~,.,OakFroG~.n, AC:nbsi,~let$469.95 ' i 
i~  Only C/W Turntable Electronic Touch J 
. oo,o, v . . . .  J 
Quasar, Swivel Mount Cedar Chest ] ~ / 
frofn Huppe I ~ 95 Special at I • 
Antique Look Oak 
Budt-m Dishwasher 
GE 
Santa Special a t  
=419.95 
COUNTRYWIDE 
I '1 I 
FURNITURE & APPL IANCES 
SINCE 1963 
1 
Double Pedestal Roll I 
Top Desk I 
'Winrlers Only" I 
~~5~Only~ ~,1359.95 
Large Oak Curio Cabinet 
From The Phi!ll p Renlsh Collection 
Reduced to Pre-×mas 
Sale of Only 
*799.95 
I CHRISTMAS ._ 
SEASON HOURS 
9 am to 9 pm 
Dec. 24 
g am to 5:30 pm 
4.501 Lakelse, Terrace 
638-1158 
I Owned and Operated by TotemFurniture &Appliances Ltd. 1 
'1 
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~re you loo~n~ for the ~e~cect 
attle gift for your office party or 
Oea=: San=a~ 
• 'vV t', :. ~ 'i" /. ~" T - W~ ~'~,/ h ,  ,,~;~ 
"~.  ' '  , ' " I " " 
• " - .,J" t I , ] 
~" P " : " ' -t : " _ 
n for  mqf )On O~T~,e  bOX ['i" bOJ; "/b~. 
wr i te  
re ,  
?' :!,, festive calls? 
Give A Gift Of 
q~ ~o~e~ 
125 gram- $6.75 
250 gram- $12.50 
375 gram- $19.25 
500 gram- $25.00 
750 gram- $38.00 
I kilo- $49.00 
We now have 
~ diabetic chocolate 
* Our choclolate Santa 
& Angelfigurines are 
- now in stock 
5 • 
i ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
o - fo ~,hcO~l fl,¢,.~: - AvailableExclusivelyFrom /@ 
Z~L ~3 ~ ~ ;~ - GEMMA'S KITCHEN BOUTIQUE 
t 
t=r o~ 
_~,~,,, ,~..:  .;-').':".::;:~".~:-"': . .  :..,
i t - - - - - - - . - - - . .  • 
. i~  "% ~_. . .=_  .. 
~.~.~--- - 
ftlltll!!lll! t" I~ ,; ,',,tl~ =~7!!etlll!!lt!tllll~ li~qtt~l~i, 
Santa Shops At Caleo Computers 
IBM C-  "'-' 
Imax 
Intel 4e 
I.~-diOq 
_=IL e . . . . ?  
"-=4_ B JC-600 
Color Bubb l~L .__ .  
. P r in ter / / / / , , - - - - -~ . . '  !i ~ ~ 
i ~ ii I ~i ~ i 
illlnllllllllll ! ~ii 
P 
L 
7¸¸¸¸  
• 4 MB RAM ,210  MB hal ~r colour personal printer 
• 3 1/2" floppy : litY correspondence black 
• Vesa local bus video : : ~.perhandling 
. . . . .  ii | 
• SuperVGA monitor . . . . . . .  ,. , .~, , , : , ,  ~,, . . . .  
• 101 extended keyboard ,i ~ ," Canon.bubble let 4 cartridge inking 
• Windows 3,1 and DOS 6 2 ~ system 
............................................... • Our SSle Price Local Our: S )r's 
.~  ; oo..r'. . ,89900 
,,~': Super *1 ( 
g ! SalePrlce 'C ° i°eo C mpute,...._ rs ' i We havepersonalized 4s58 Lazelle Ave, 
' service beyondthe salel 635-7886 
~0 
C> 
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uc c ~ lr)h. I; ~c)w 
:]it¢~ir?q 1-]~e ;!/elq~ ( . 
) " , c ivets .  - . . ,  ~ . 
- ~"c~Oll JoJoIb. 
S"  wo~:l~ I,'k~ 
X mO,  s. " .1 .... 
~,,~. ~.~,....% 
He, v : -5 i"72 
o, d~..~ fo r  
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AClnc. "IBM 
Doing Good Business • " " ~~_~ 
Since 1981 
• Retail & 
Commercial Sales 
• 12 Years 
Experience 
Programming & 
Repairing PC's 
• High-end Product 
Support 
EOI/l?.t~ 
[ /~p]  HEWLETT 
PACKARD 
Raven 
Multi Media Specials/ 
Fujitsu • Canon • NEC ,MAC Products 
Ai's Computers Inc. 
473~ Park Avenue, Terrace. BC V8G 1W2 
Tel Line: (604)  635-1340 
Fax Line: (604) 635-1341 
MAKE 
• SONY  Chrnstmas 
• DISC PLAYER "~ '  c~c~3~ 11 
• 5 Dlsc Changer * Custom Edit * Disc Excha!ge n 
"299"1' MURRAY FORD 
SON  soNY  SONY  " 
CAMCORDER TELEVISION STEREO 
..o~°, oooT~.~ '(,169" '"i RECEIVERModel STRD 511 ' 
• Dclby Pro Logic ~AAAOCg 
10 x 200 M~* Remote *PalmSize Model KV27TS29 * Remote Control ~" J~ lMI lU l~a~ 
" ~ '  * 27" Trinitron * Surround Sound ~l~1/ J~ 
I lll i ......... .~,, , * MTS Stereo 
SONY~ SON~-  
VIDEO RECORDER STEREO 
Model SW-700 HF WALKMAN 
/ ,  
, k  
* 4 Head HI-Fi Stereo Model WM-SXF30 ~ 
* Auto Tracking "" 
* On Screen Display ¢ AI AAQ_~ * E~press. _ , • ~ " - - i~ \  
. v i , , -  "~uper Mega i~ass j Dual Mode Shuttle J l t l l I I l l  ~ : = I~ I \ 
* Auto Head Cleaner - I rq1111~ = *AutoReverse.. i . /  i ~!. 
r_ • , : ' i,.-, ~ .: i i~_ ,  III ' ' ' 
r~ l  Skeena Mall 4716 Keith Avenue Ma l i~  
Phone 635-4948 Phone 635-5~3 ~i'~'~, 
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Northern Horse Supply Ltd. 
WHERE WESTERNERS GO 
FOR 
WESTERN WEAR 
o> . 
LAMP 
Brass lamp with 
It's never been easier to create such a wide array 
of unique documents. Starwriter 30 provides built-in 
features and print capabilities, like Fancy Headlines, 
making ita personal Publishing System for School, 
Home and Business. Quiet enough to Use anywhere, 
10% Ol~ll! the StarWriter 30 has a non'impact, high quality printing 
ENTIRE STATIONERY SUPPLIES 
Choose from a selection of Pens, 
system thai operates vitally in silence, s o i t can 
work wherever you dol 
INTRODUCTOm' i $56900 SPECIAL 
I. 
SPECIAL s199 °° 
MICKEY MOUSE 
STENO CHAIR 
SPECIAL 
$1s9.oo 
25% OI~U! 
BJ~I~FCASES AND P~FO~OS 
&. 
BANKER'S 
green glass. 
.~  SPECIAL 
$85.00 
~ Regular $49.95 
~ ,,,,,M" 
Dfflce Accessories, Mechanical 
Pendls, Art, Computer & Paler 
Supplies. Come In and see what's 
newlll 
I I I l l  I I  
"N o TERPACE - 4552 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
Vilklnson I PRINCE RUPERT, 737 Frasor St., Prin~e Rupert, B,& Tel: (604) 624-5714 Fax: (604) 624-5549 
BUSINESS MACHINES ~TOUSTOMERS 6325037 
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1KENWOOD It',.,._ *o,,,,,,>',,,, 
Surround Sound. ~'~ ~P~'~ ~o~ 
IP~ ~_..._ ForThs Whole Fam,ly ~N~, 
_ _ ~ t , ,  . . . .  Dolby surmundK~rSA~dO~,k/V Enjoyment 
Enjoy the extra depth and power of Ddby 
Surround-encoded videos. Rotary mufti CD 
; " player and double cassette deck expand your 
• listening options. 
KR.V5550 AudioNideo Receiver 
KX.W893 Dual Bi.Dlrectional Cassette Deck 
DP.R893 5-Disc Rotary Type 1-Bit Compact 
Disc Changer 
JL-535 Speaker System 
LSK-02B Rear Speaker System 
SRC-737 System Cabinet (Optbnal) 
Complete Package 
KENWOOD AUDIO AND TNJ SOUND SYSTEMS (~ 
Downtown,  Ter race  638-1200 
Talk To The Good Guys, Get Yourself A Little TNJ 
, . . . . . .  , . . . .  .~  -¢  ,< . -  ,~  .,.. . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  ' '  ' " " "  . . . . .  ""~. " ~, ,u  , ,  
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..: : - Fash ion  Wear  ..... ~, 
,. For gour Christmas Giving 
. :, . - j 
, Isotoner Gloves 
and Slippers:! 
• Sweaters~ •i:!:~;;;:'~!k 
<: -" "c" , L  
e 
e 
• Hats 
"tQ' 
.'!k- 
"><" i
• Jewelle W ~ii~ iii;~i~ • 
• PartyDresses 
i i  i 
HOURS 
Dec: 20,239:30am .9 pm 
D~i 24 9:30 am ,~ 5:30 pm 
638 1773 4613 Lakelse  Ave .  ~ , (Across  the  Coast  lnn . . . .  ~ . . ' - 
o f  the  West )  . . . .  _ .~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . , . , . . . , , . , , , . , . . , . . . . . , . , .  
F 
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EAL TATE 
PRUDEN & CU~RRIE (1976) LTD. 4650 LAKELSEAVE.  635-6142 
:7'Uc 
t~ 
~ ~]  
Style, 
Quality, 
Value 
. .  • • , 
3569 COTTONWOOD CRESCENT 
Style, Quality, Va lueare  apparent 
through-out this one owner home, inside 
this custom 3 level,split you will find 
many extras have ,been added. You'll 
discover cedar featur e walls and bay 
window in the cozy living room. Large 
country style kitchen offers patio doors ., v, x 1 1 1 1 1 1 i 1 
= i • , . . t _ 
• off dining room that opens onto the well . .. ~ .. I .  ~ . . . .  
laid + L~.~, + .... m i ,~,,[ i~  .- .  ....... ~+~ • : . . . .  + .  +, - ,  , .+ <,~ + + +++, ~:+7. j . :+ :+< 
play . . . .  offers I ' ' " ",, I~  . '"i .... " Is pleased to present the marketing of: ' -: 
recreation room, 2 piece ba~ihand .... • : ~ ' . ~ "\ 1 ~/..~ WEST RIDGE ESTATES 
' i i i ~ " " / "\ 
laundry area plus lots of storage. All this , -  O , ' ' B ~'  ~ ~ '` ~ r Lots  I thru 20 , 
i :. !'~ : i ~ /~,~ ~/ ; "  Offering a choice of city view or mountain view lots in 
is located on a quiet street in Thorheig hts !1 " ; i ~ " " . . . .  • ::. ~ ++~/~/an  exclusive ,subdivision on the bench above Lanfear 
Phase 1 and is offered for a reasonable ~ ~ ~ s + . o + ~++ • ~ ~' ., • . ' >~ "[~:RIDG E.~'..",~ ~L"~ / / /  Drive' and Donald Road. A fully serviced subdivision 
price of $119,000. i re  i!:!"i< ~ with Water,. sewer, unde[ground wiring and paved 
'~ ~ - - - - - ' l  , ,~":: i  ~ streetsavailable for spring 94 building. . .. 
Call Suzanne today for a i ,o,+ ~ ~"+: ~ ~ •  ~ \ : "  Prlcedfrom $32,500to  $65 ,000 
personal tour  o f  th i s  great ~ Mou~:~. , . - - -~/ '  ~ " FOr.Complete Details Contact ,  ' 
family home. DiCK EVANS I~ , /H I~ of Terrace 638-1400 4654 Lazelle Ave. 
Li• i i ~ ...... • 
• • 7! 
• : ~ i  I
i! ~ 
: ;i ¸i¸  ~:~ : 
PRUDE~N & CURRIE  (1976) LTD. 4650 LAKELSE AVE.  635-6142 
: ;  l~  ~, ~:  
.... ~'  :!.+~1 :,/U,: '~'; . . . . . .  
CELEBRATE ALl. YEAR 
In this executive style, 5 bedroom 
flnity home. Features Include marble 
fireplace country kitchen, J=c'uzzi tub, 
Best of all vendor will take a trade - 
Shell= for details. 
TIRED OF RENTING? 
Tike advar~ge of low Interest rates -, Ouee~wiy sewer when project le , , 
$1!,500 down - payment $351,00 padJally cleared, city services available, features a well laid owt floor plan, tilth completed, $18,9~0 MI.S. Call Ron or 
~' ' ~ ~ (principal & Interest) per month. 4 CaiISuzsr.'lelodwformorelrlfo. >. ,,..~,+..,, ~ +~,++:);~+~. .,:,,~: : lots of storage and closet space, Dertck, 
bedroorl~, 1 1/2 beth townhouse. Cell Situated on a 72 x 132 IoL For more , , . . . .  ~ ,..+++ , 
• . • . . . . .  t v ~ < ~ + # 7  "+>+' ~ ~, 
Joy Dover + 
635-7070 
. .  . . . -  ~ , • 
Dave Reynolds ;uzsnne Gleemon 
63_5-3126 . . . .  638-8198 
D~rlck Kennedy 
.635 .3042 
Wands Walberg Shells Love 
798-953,4 635-3004 6~;8.1916 
John Curds 
635-9598 
~ ,  ,l+ +.~A <i ' {;+ < 
HOME l ACREAGE $139,900 MLS 
Thls custom home Is extremely well 
maintained ar~ offers spectacular views 
of surrounding mountains. Features 
Include large country style kitchen, 
tinlque h~ter~ den ~d formal sunken 
Ilvlng morn. Over 4000 sq. ft. on 2 floor= 
and located on approximately 5 acres 
thls~home has potential for a Bed & 
'~ ~ ~1+<+ 
REVENUE OR STAR'IER HONE 
With kits of potential, located in towrl 
Features 1075 Iq. ft,, 2 lirge 
bedrooms, natural gas heat and hot 
water. Lots of storage ll~ cupboard 
space. For more Information call Dive, 
Alklng $63,000 ML8 
4720 lUCK AVE. $119,900 
central locatlon, new roof, natural gas 
heat and water, Cell forsn appolntment 
• Sl'lelle EXCL 
LIGHT ItlDUSTRIAL LOTS 
2902 & 2904 Evergreen, Approx. 273 of 
an acre located in an area of 
established businesses, Level & 
I.IGHT YOUR TREE IN 
4o31 Skoglund ,Ave, 2 fireplaces, mw 
roof & aldlng, covered sundeck, All thle 
can be yours for $135,900 MLS, Shell,, 
QUICKPOSSESSION 
This 1174 sq, fl, 3 bedroom home 
GIVE SOMETHING BIG 
Like this 5 bedroom, 3 bath, large 
fwnlly room, tn-law suite, Pdced to sell 
at $163T500 EXCL. Shelli 
VACANTLOT 
on Maple Street, drlvmay In- ~Mced 
with Thornhill water & will be on 
FISHING LODGE FOR SALE I 
Eatabllshed bmlnsss with a 12 year I 
client list arid 850 rod days on the 
SkeenL Clients enjoy the sech~lon of 
180 acres Md ~ pleasure of s 2 ntritlll 
walk thin the woods to the fishing bar, + 
$425,000 - call Joy to view this rare 
Inves~ent MI_S . . . . .  
Breakfast. or Flshlng Lodge. Call 
S~anne at635-6142 or at home 638. 
8198, 
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ELEGANT TWO STOREY SUITS NARROW LOT 
By M, ~nan 
At only 26'-0" wide, this 
design steals the showi 
A stucco exterior features a 
high arched entrance-way with 
pillars, and fashionable multi- 
pane windows. 
Enter into a high foyer 
brightened by and overhead 
~ndow and enhanced by the 
addition of glass block accents, 
open plan for the main living 
area creates a spacious and 
comfortable atmosphere, The 
dining room features a boxed out 
space for the hutch with windows 
on either side, The living room 
has a cosy gas fireplace, and 
receives plenty of natural 
sunlight for windows all along the 
rear. The kitchen provides plenty 
of cupboard and counter space 
and a pantry. An open counter 
acts as a pass through to the 
carousel breakfast nook. 
Upstairs, both bedrooms are a 
good size. The master boasts a 
walk-in closet and a four piece 
ensuite with double sinks. 
An unfinished basement 
awaits your own creative touch. 
Plans for U-822 may be 
obtained for $295.00 for a 
package of five complete sets 
of working prints and $29.00 
for each additional set of the 
same plan, Allow $25.00 extra 
to cover the cost of postage 
and handling (B,C, residents 
add applicable sales tax to 
plan total) (All Canadian 
residents add 7% GST to plan 
total plus postage and 
handling). 
This is one of our new 
designs. Many Innovative 
plans are now available in our 
HEW Two Storey plan 
catalogue for $13.65 Including 
postage and handling and 7% 
GST. 
Please make all cheques, 
money orders, and Visa or 
MasterCard autlmrizations 
payable to: 
The Terrace Standard Plal ~- 
of the Week 
13659-108th Avenue 
Surrey, B.C. 
V3T 21(4 
I 
TYNAN DESIGN LTD.  
13S59-108th Avenue, Surrey~ R,C. 
Phone: 581-5722 Fmc 581-4822 
. . . . . . . .  ; , . / -MAIN  FLO.Ot~ PLAN 
PLAN NO. U.822 
A]] plarm copyright 
1403 SQ.FT. 
90.3 ,£:~, FT, UPPER FLOOR PLAN 5OO ,~C~. FT, , 
TOTAL  FINI£:~iED AREA 1403 ~:~:;:L FT. 
n Pvr ' r tu ' 'o t ru lun ' -  5OUII'IBII~EI]I::LUXP. I . : :~ ' ,~  "]%v~:: ~.:~,:~.~.!,~,~ . . . . . . . . . .  ~,': ~ ' ;; ~:,~;~:~:~.~ " ............................... ~" . . . . . . . . .  :~  , :~ ' ,~: '  ~~ BUILDING .~'~:~ ...... ~ :~:~ . ~ Temple StreeL t features a p easemt INVESTMENT Very attra~ve 4 bedroom home 2 1/2 : :~ "~ ~ ......... :~ l  ..... ~::.~: ~,~' . RETIREMENT HOME ' ' euc 
- I : "'~-~~ll~'~'~ ~ ' Central ocated and presently ~ ~ own open design with attrectmm h Over an ecre of andwlthH hdens baths splitleve tote of~500sq ft. of ~ ~ ; ,  ~ ~ ly ~ ~ . . . .  Sp~cous two bedroom bungal g Ity ~ ~ ~ .~ ";~ ..... ~ "~,~, ls 3 • . e hghts glass bricks in dining room "mn,~ t,,i~ o e homethatcoudbo vln s ace ,us a fnshed 1/2 . ~ . :~ :~ .~...~j[~.~;';.~! o¢cupiedbya0hlrmems~.t. '~lia .! ~ ~ goodconditlon, raturelg=andelectrlc _~l.i!,.. . . . . . . . . . . . .  kl~h,~n _,.,.,,,_,..an Idr g P P . ; :  ~:~:::..,.~ ,~ ;~ ~ ~: =,~,yLu v,,~ ,w,,, -r" . . . . . . . . .  ', 
[ ]  rented for years. Home s n good basement. 2flroplaces n'mlnf]oorfemlly J~! ;  ; .~ ; ; , : ,~~~ a~ry butldl ,rig onereov, er l~,,uuu, s q. ~ ~ . ~ heat new gas hot water tank, e~[ ,rig ,~r . . . . . . . .  f.rl'~lrnnmwlthwalk-ln 
conditonwlth3bedrooms, 1 1/2sto room pus many extrs features Extra J ,~  OTcommercleuspane, uppe, rano/ower ~ ~  ares n kitchen plus dining room nicely 7.°"~;-~*;~'-.S..---'.-;~'"~. . . . .  1 
I©onetructio~o~kkitchonca~lnet~,ges I~elot, A~king $179,900 Exclusive I I~" i~:~J~:~,  develo...asof~ce~.~ceendbo.~,uet FAMILYPL~INGHOME I.endo. ,ce,~pdlot.lnc[ud.lng . .p ,  tub, Thishomeiso~afewrnon~old, 
I hot w*~er heat aM ~ good d0rage shed ~ I HORSESHOE STARTER . . . . .  ~ F "~ Roomv two story home on a dead-end a~t~c, r~..carl~on:,am paveo anveway, NoGSTappllcable.LidedExdusive~ 
i " REVENUE BUILDIltG IN Quiet l~catlon off Birch Hill. Quaffty' J ' ' " "  LS ' ..r"=vl=/nP . . . . . .  I with flrsplace, netund gas heat and hot ,IMrtll-~'l'l~l&l . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  &CREAGE. 
I THORNHILL core , .!~ I~ , ':J l&  1/2 acres of ndustral land on I .o, .~.  ,.,..,*~, ,,;~,=ted on leg QUEENSWAYAREA COUNTRYACREA • truct on with men s dalisatures' pnceof$t,,uwM . water, attached covered sundeck over GE 
J'lWodoroybulldlngwlthover1680sq.R. 31~t,,,,hswmce,,rem,~oz"e,g~ass,~oors°el  HlghweyleWest, and ~i large two story J ~'~=xc'i~l~S--~31"[~) ' Over ten ,acres d~ared and level Close to ten acres, l~at, edonKa, l um, 
1 of mall epace plusstorege0nthemaln ,mn],lly room, p,tens room a n.~,master / HORSESHOE DUPLEX older home that has been uses as a I ac . - " forme~usedas~rslo~dvard, southof Lake Ddvs near LOSt LaKe norm OT 
Jtkioremd2-threel0edroomeuitesup, ell oeo.r°°_n~.,M°o?m~',t~°.pemnK¢,nenw~/ . . . . . . . . . . .  farnlly based business and.horns, J ¢l't~l=l~l:Dl~l~R/l= ~[ l l  Creek, Iocat~ between DeepCresk.Landh~sbeon.~e.is~,'vely 
I I  pmse~ren~,~0ox~5Ott Iotonlhe noo K.ue~ ,l~owooo~n~m, sur~..ecKar~,j , LU/~rl,u,u,~e" , . ~ Househas3~ro=ae, p~tb~nt ,  I . .  __._"._~';'.~,.':':Y;"L~ .,.-QuoonswsvDdvesndtheC.N,R, track, logged. Property,is flat am i~.m. i! . 
~voo parKing:in ~ront enaa eepar¢e u,,,=,,,=x, .wqf ¢~m=~,.v=q~ .,.o,,,~p~u OT rep=r, Looare~ on me,~t.w D~0CK O.T storege ar~ lots o~ pamng, ioe=u ~ ' " "°"  ' '  . . . . . .  _ '  . ~ _ . o,., =.,.,,h e manufL---turlm et~ reason~ze oepms on neignoounng [ ]  
Itorase building In the rear. Price withalargeloL ExcluslvewithTerraca Scott Ave, thl.s,pro.,pe.rt/,.,r~s great industrial business ~xlaplecetollve, J w~new3.p, l a~.al~thro..~.~,L~mmv,, ~'d=~$~5.ara0~ ""' propertles, Exdusive$35,000, [ ]  
:~l~lnl~ ~nr i l in~kl  1 Inn C-mdlinski Rusty Llunah Christel ~OOIInSKi ~y lv ia  ~nmn ,Joe =a u 'Y Y '~ . . . . . . . .  ,~e .=ea'-~ 
EXCELLENT FAMILY HOME 
This 1064 sq. ft. 5 bedroom, 2 
bathroom, family home la located on a 
~ ulet no-thru street on the berch, enced back yad to keep the kids in, 
Cell Sh~unce for your appointment to
visw today, $115,000 MLS 
CLEAR ACREAGE 
1,98 ~ms. Cleared and within dry 
llmlt~, Call Ted 635-5619. Uded at 
NICE HOME, NICE AREA 
Check out this 1068 sq. ~. 3 bedroom 
home on s quiet ~-de-~c in Thomhlll, 
Call Shaunce for your appolnlrnent to
v~ew, $89,C00 MLS 
LAKELSE LAKE 
RESIDENTIAL 
Here is your ~ to live year round 
st Lakelse Lake. Excellent view with 99 
lest of fl'0ntage, Features 1553 sq, ft., 2 
$25,000 M~ bedroom home with 3/4 basement 
~rd is nlc~ landmped with eever~ 
end gaselx) wlth hot tub, Call 
WATERFRONT HOME Oordle Oison for your ~opolnt~ent to
.Locmd on tbe east ~e of I .~s  I vlow, F.xd~ve at$224.900 
• l.eke we have this one bedroom year l ' " ' , 
round residence located on:31,, ere I '" ' 
waterfront k¢ Home offm Over ¢00 J BUILDING LOT SPECIAL 
sq. It. of living n , ,  with hot tub, dual Don't ml~ this extra large residential 
he~ng of wood and natural gee md J 10uildlnglotwithovar 1DO ft dfrontage 
double OIVaoe, Boathouse, satellite I located in the Horseshoe. Cell Gordie 
dish, For more InfonmUon on this Oison for more Inforrn~o~. Prlc~ at 
exclusive listing, call Jim. $34,900 MLS 
Stan Parker 
835,4031 635.6688 
HORSESHOE 
CONVENIENCE 
Located In the Horseshoe, thls well 
malntalned, 1080 sq, ~ home may be 
lust what you'~ been looking for. 
4 bedrooms, 1 1/2 baths, natural gas 
fireplace, large reo room complete with 
wet bar, 68 x 132 lot and single carport 
round out thb fine package. For more 
Info, carl Hem.Asking $113,900 MLS 
POTENTIAL DEVELOPMENT 
Thlnklng of dweloplng some larxl? 
This 4.34 acres In town on the Bench 
could be what you are looking for. Call 
Sl'~u',¢e for rnora details, $115,900 
Exclusive 
2 LARGE DUPLEX LOTS 
94 x 130 fully s~m'lced, on paved sires 
$34,~00 e=ch MLS. Call Oonnls 638 
8O93 
638.1945 
Laurie Forbes 
635.5382 
NO O1 
Beautiful 1320 aq, ft. split level home 
on half nc~. Remodeled throughout, 
has shop, greenhouse, large deck 
,,nd landscaped yard, $113,900 MLS. 
Cell Dennis 638-6093, 
Cozy 3 bedroom home In the 
Ho~hoe. Large sund~ck and fenced 
yard, $82,900 01LS. Call Dennls 638. 
8093, 
REDUCED! REDUCEDI 
GOOD STARTER 
Excellent three bedroom bungalow 
offedng 1000 sq, ft., natural gas heat, 
single oarport and vinyl siding. Located 
near schools end downtown. For more 
info call Hans, Asking $74,500 MLS~ 
JACKPINE FLAT ESTATES - REDUCEDI 
Country living on 2,17 acres. 3 GOOD STARTER HOME & Approximately 2e00 eq, It, 3 bay'ehop 
bedroom bungalow with comblmd SNI,11 ) with (3) 10 ft. doom, (2) 12 ft. doors, 
, . . . .  grease pit, office, Ogress and peas 
k tohen and dining ars~ laundry morn, Cozy 2 bedroom home located on 75x. rooms and attached 4 bedroom living 
oli host, elsc. hot water, on septic ~h 100 fenced lot Large open kitchen ~ne. quarters Locmd on 2.73 =ms, Owner 
well, Propedy is half deared In rke Ilvl,ng room; Dou.,ble ~,¢,hed g='t ~ I asys mill C~llJohn to visw, Open to 
rural e~ng on Old Lakeise Lake Drlm . . . _  I offon~ Reduced to $120 000 Just minutes from town, Cell John to with ~ ¢ ce, lng, me= mr MLS 
Vlaw, Asldng $98,80OMLS sang'yeas, Pdced at $79,900 ML.,5. I ' • 
. . . _ . _ _ .  Call GordleOIsonforyour q~polntment : . • . . . .  ,. I SUBSIDI2~ YOUR 
to view 
• IN TOWN LOTS I ' " = ' J MORTGAGE 
Those21otsarew~'~lndtyllmitso~,the I ~ J Check out this comfodabis 2 bedroom 
Bench City water and city sews r i t  s LEVEL BUILDING LOT = furl basement home wilt a 2 I~room 
67' x 131' "fully seMced, on paved suite to help off-set your' mortgage 
are pdced at $27500. each, Cedl atrset. $21,900 M.S Call Dennts 638- payment. CaJI Gordle Obon today for 
Shaunce for more nformat on, 8093, ' your eppolntrmnt o view. Listed el 
Exclusive, $109,900 MLS 
I I  
Ted Garner 
635.5619 635-5739 
QUICK POSSESSION 
1973 12' x 68' Estate mobile home, 
Priced at $23 000 MLS. Cort, act Ted fox 
further Informstlort 
LAKELSE tAKE 
Unique, pdvm waterfront home located 
on the ust side of L~else Lake, Home 
Is year round reelderce and offers 1375 
r,q, fl,, two bedroorn~ den plus 
spectacular lake view. 21' x 36' carl¢~ 
• h workshop, Situated on ,81 mrm, 
• "or more InformaUon on this e)clu6hte 
Istlng, c~l Jim. 
i 
QUALIW HOME 
This bea~fui large executive home 
features 5 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms, 
double gsmgs, all done with quality 
finishing, Located in one of the 11nest 
J subdivisions In the Homeshoe. Ve~lor 
will condder trades, Call Sheunce for 
all the details, ~34,500 M.S, 
ON ABOUT IT." 
John Nagy 
635,9312 
Dennis Lisslrnore 
638.8093 
, / 
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"?  
EAL ESTATE 
' ';', : s • : f %  ' ! '~ ' . '  
, TOTAL 3089 SQ. FT.(286.8 M ~) 
t WIDTH: 52'0" (15.8M) . . . .  
t DEPTH: 58'0" (17.6M) 
I 
roilim 
BEDROOM ~ " railing 
i 0 ' ~  ~ ' ~ ~  ~ MASTER 
fo~ePe%~ow BEDROOM 
15 '1  x 16 '6  
• !•i 
nuU~ , : " m 
2;'~ x !3,8 ~.-~! , 
voulted' C eilincj iNOO KI,= ~" ~ 
. l l -~L i l  - -  
DEN 
11' X 10'9 
• . ,% • • *< 
: '  • ." • '- ... •L~.• i,{iii!~ ~ i~ ~ ;:~, •i ";TWO-CAR 
• .21'1: X 21'6::~;; ) ::,, 
I 
. . . .  " i :  ~ ~ ' ,  ) -::r 
I KITCHEN ROOM 
117'3 X 10'9 > pu._nshi, ne_;c_ei/in_gJ 12' X 10'9 
:- ' H 
• 
FOYER LIVING 
open ROOM .i: 
to above i5'1 X 18' , , 
"~ :i I : PLAN 
3'7S FTI (1 M =) 17: 6!,3 . 
. . . .  ~ 
• -SPECIAL FEATURES: 
- -~  v" round'top windows brighten expansive I 
I 
t UPPER FLOOR PLAN I 
1352 SQ. FT. (1 25.5 M =) I 
I 
I 
two.story fo , v" family room and adjacent nook boast 
yer . . .  '" le  : vaulted ceilings, sky'lights, fireplace 
kitchen feaiures sunsn!ne ceuing, amp . . . . . . .  ,_ and • access to covereo rear pauo 
counter space, large walk-mpantry and • , 
,i deluxe master suite is highlighted by a telephone desk. . . . . . . . .  
WE INMASTER 
luxurious five piece ensuite with a large 
walk-in closet. 
three additional bedrooms, all with walk-in 
closets, share a roomy split-bath. 
HOME DESIGN .... ,~,H°use PlanS Available ThrOUgrti 
'~ •,  Temee ~ 
• [PLAN ~o. 89591 ~, , ,; 
3207 Munroe~ Terrace 
' J ~  635-6273 . . . .  MEMBER OF_ T IM,BR-MARTS LTD. . . "  . . . . . . . .  " 
' :  '. ~.; ~ . ! , : , : , , t ; . : ' - ! "~ t ~':~;' i l .  i ' i  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  [ "}5:,,;~'~8,o:~x~-".~o!::~:r,r,~]2L;,'.~i'bi ',:~v.;,,I ,.,, 
/ 
nformation and : 
gifts especially 
helpful for you, 
Call your 
Welcome Wagon 
hostess today, , 
PhoneElaine 635"301 81 
Phqno Diana 638:8576 " 
Phone Gilllan 635~3044 :
. . ;  ~tu~i:~ ; . . ,  
i 
4723 Straume EXC $98~500 3804 Spr n.q Creek MLS $224~000 
• , .  % :, : 
2601 S. Boy St. MLS $78~500 , 
4 '  
5113 Keith ~ILS $79~g00 
j steve cook t 
4901 Craig MLS $279,000 ..... 
DarciAve (Off Dover Rd) 
Shopping L is t '  320 Sockeye Creek MLS $156,500 -1885 Queensway MLS $29,00~ 3308 Sparks IMLS $84,900 MLS $179,000 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~:~ : •::; ~,, :: ~ ,,: 'i i I~'!: ~!ILI.,, ,~ .~ i :  " : . -~ ~;  ~ ~ For : 1 FEATURE 
. • ,~ . . . . .  ~ ~.: 
""~"": ]~ ~o~ I ~ ~ ' J  ~ i  ~ I l l  I J 
. . . . .  .... "°'° " -  = '= ' HOME 
~ ~ 1  ~ ~  : c ! :~ ,~ l  C~Ue On ~e Corner ..... . . . . . . . . .  / 2776 Qarke [MLS $54,900 2711 Cramer MLS $831500 
. f~  ~'.~_/ ' ~"~"  ~ ~ " ~ i  " ~ s ~  ' '~ ' "~ ...... '~ 
Theii~s~:lni;Sur~ival i I 0134-4524 Scott MLS $49,900 I Lot4, FarkvamRd. MLS$195,000 I I ro=,~= wood stove. Sunken 4617Straume MLS$59,500 ! #63"3616LarchMLSS381000 
FasliJ°~JYh"appt°ved I I ~----------=~i ~ 1  living room with fireplace. 
Persona l  F loat ; t t ion  i " l  - ~ l  ~ ~ i l  Spacious kitchen leading to 
~e.~<~.~=mc~)= I I ~ ! ~ ~ ~ 1  cov~r~ d~c~, Gracious dining 
a fl°aiati~n?i:dev'ice I ~lq '.x.;~;~;,n ~ 1 1  I ~xp . r~~l  room with hardwood floor. 4 bedrooms with master having 3 
must never  replace I I 1~_7 '  ~ 1 1 1 ~ ! ~ 1  pleceensuite, lntheH0rseshoe, 
adult supervision' I II c~;cSk7:::n " F II only 4 years old and yours for er $140,900 MLS. Call Brenda 
.The Canad'an ; , : i i~  I 
Red Cr°ss s°ct~iY~"T ' ' I _ ! 
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ACTION DS ! i 
i i 
ACTION I ,D RATES 
638-SAVE 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 5 P.M. 
Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls on a Saturday, 
Sunday or Monday, the deadline Is Thursday at 5 p.m. for all display and 
classified ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLEAVE., TERRACE, B.C. VSG 1S8 
All classified and classified isplay ads must be prepaid by either cash, Visa or Mastercard, 
When phoning in ads please have your Visa or Mastercmd number ready, 
20 words (first Insertion) $5.62 plus 13¢ for additional words. *(Additional Insertions) $3,66 
plus 10¢ for additional words, 812.00 for 3 weeks [not exceeding 20 words, non-commercial). 
Pdces include 7% G,S,T. Birthday and Anniversary $21.40 up to 3 col inch [additional inches 
at $8.89 each). Classified Display $8.69 per inch {,635¢ per line), 
OVER 30 CLASSIFICATIONS! 
, 1, Re~l Estate 12. Motorcycles 
2, Mobile Homes 13, Snowmobiles 
3, For Rent 14, Boats & Marine 
4, Wanted to Rent 15, Machinery 
5, For Sale Misc, 16, Farm Produce 
6, Wanted Misc. 17. Garage Sales 
7. For RentMIsc; 18. Business Services 
8, Cars for Sale 19, Lost & Found 
9. Trucks for Bale 20. Pets & Livestock 
10. Aircraft ,'. 21. Help Wanted : 
11, Recreational ~ 22. Careers 
Vehicles 23,: Work Wanted 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to 
classify ads under appropriate headings and t~ 
eel rates therefore and'to determine page 
IocaUon. 
The Terrace Standard reminds 8dvertliere 
that b I= against he provlnclal Human Right= Act 
to dl=ulm]nate on the bade of children, marital 
flatus and employment when placing "For Rent" 
ads. Landlord= can state a no-smoking 
preference.  
The Terrace Standard reserves the dam to 
revls~ edit; dasslly Ol' reject any'advertisement 
end to retain any answers directed to.'J~e News 
Box Reply Service, and to repay the customer 
the eum paid for the advertisement and bo~ 
rental .  
Box replies on "Hold" Insttu~onl not picked 
up within 10 day= of explP/of an advertisement 
wil~ be dedroyed unlesi rolling Imtmctlone are 
"received, Those answering Box Numberl are 
requested not to tend original document= to 
=,void lees, " 
A]II dIIrn= O! error= In advw~=ement= must be 
resolved by the p~blkhar wlOdn 30 day= after t~ 
re'st publ icat ion.  . - , 
It Is agreed by the advedleer eque,=tlng 
apace that the Ilabillty of the Terrace Stal~dard It= 
the event of fagurw to pubnah an cdvedlsemo~ 
e= published shag be limited to the amount I~a'd 
.. by the advwltlaer fat only one Incorrect [mert~rt 
for gm portion of the advertising space occup~d 
• by the Incorled or omitted Item only. and that 
them shall be no IlablIlt7 In any event graM=or 
than the amount paid for such adve~alnff.. 
1. REAL ESTATE 
BY OWNER -well maintatned:1..500.sq~ ft. ,,
~d~ed,fe~d yard detached garage, ; 
3 bedroom, RSF furnace, located close to 
element=y school and shopping area. To 
view 842-6430. Located in New Hazelton. 
LARGE ~ HOUSE ON Quiet street with 
fenced ~ back yard on greenbelt, newly 
renovated kitchen and bathroom, natural 
gas heat and hot water, asking $122,000, 
phone 63B.0191/935.7146.. 
CU~SIFIED ADVERTISING :WORKSI 
You're reading this arsn~ you? 538-SAVE. 
ADAMS LAKE STORE LOCATED AT 
Adams Lake, B.C. 1/2 hour from Salmon 
Ann. 45 rnln. from Kamloops, 10 mln. 
from Shuswap Lakes, Fully renovated with 
very attractiv'e living quarters. Showing ex- 
cellent return in an area of growth and tar- 
rife climate. St~ the New Year on a posi- 
tive note. Phone 679.8.904. 
I 
EXECUTIVE.HOME 
FOR SALE 
This 2700, square foot 
• rome is .situated-on a one 
~.oro.v!ew :lot commanding 
~-i"~eauti fU[-vlew. o f  the 
town" Core .  It has al l-the 
modern " conveniences 
Including: .all flush mount 
b~ili!i]h!&ppllance& ground 
lev61 :l~undn~r-gas fireplace 
!n.:~.i: suni{en :living room, a 
n~a.s~e~i~isuite W th walk; in 
ol0set, ;~ensuRe; whirlpool 
bath and :.gas fireplace, 
three:~:bedmoms up and 
#o .down, 650 square foot 
[eg'kliill t~OnOrete driveway, 
edat'i~~ifence and more. 
i   fi!!s:!rnoving so it's 
;~i~idfoi a quick sale. 
CALL 638-8890 
i ii 
: 2;MOBILE HOMES 
i 
1992 2BEDROOM, 2 full baths. Vaulted 
ceiling In living and dining room. Nicely set 
up on well landsc~ed lot. Askl~l $55.000. 
WANTED, PERSON TO SHARE house in' 
Thomhlll, Call 635-1718, after 6pro. 
MOVING- MUST SELL 12X68 3 bedroom 
mobile home with 8x10 storage ~ and 
5 appliances, ~ed on pad in town. 
Sacrifioe $16,000, OBO, 635.4713. 
NE'W 1993 MANUFACTURED homes 
stadJng from $57400. No GST 635-3120 
buslne== or 635.6250 residence, 
1970 AMBASSADOR Mobile home asking 
$10,000 635.4894. 
I I 
3, FOR RENT 
ig ' 
LARGE ':1 BEDROOM: basement :=ulte;,:~!,~ 
I n t=v lewphone 635-~05& ~-~ .... '- ' 
24, Notices 
25. Business 
Opportunities 
26. Personals 
27. Announcements 
28. Card of Thanks 
29. In Memodam 
30. Obituaries 
31. Auction Sales 
32. Legal Notices 
33. Travel 
&FOR RENT 
2 BEDROOM DUPLEX. Fridge/stove, 
washer/dryer. No pets, close to hospital, 
Phone 635-3796. 
1 BEDROOM BASEMENT SUITE. Non. 
smoker preferred. Available immediately, 
$4501month includes, utilities. 635-4444, 
References required. 
1 BEDROOM DUPLEX suite. Fddge, 
stove, carpeted. In town, No pets. 635. 
5464. 
' ONE BEDROOM TRAILER. Wood heat, 
Available Jan. 1/93. $400/month plus 
security deposit. Call 635.2224. 
3 MONTH OLD 14X70 MOBILE HOME in 
mobile home pink dose to down town. 2x6 
construction, N/G heat. 3 bedrooms, 2 
bathrooms, ridge, stove, washer, 
dryer,dishwasher $750. Indudes pad rent 
635.5510. 
ROOM TO RENT in three bedroom house. 
C~ j.t o?,~ O V..~t.O.wj~r__ .$4~1r0 Oath includes =' 
utilities.'638-1304 or'~35.2262. • ; ~ 
FOR RENT, available Jan. 1, 3 bedroom 
trailer, recenUy renovated cM :. 4 
applianms, natural gas heat, woedstove. 
Has covered sundeck. Rent $625 monthly. 
References required i Phone 635,3858..., 
3 ~ .BEDROOM .MODERN DUPLEX, 
, Fridge/stove. N/G/'~heat. Carpeted. Yard. 
NOn.smokers on.ly, $7oo/month plus 
:deposit. Call 635.4368. 
ROOM FOR BENT, Call 638-B293. 
~ whes, 
drive. Rebuilt motor. Many new pads. 
Good running condition c/w st~lded winter 
tires on drns $3000 Obo. Call 6354216. 
(leave message), 
19771 TRAILER, 12X66 3 bedrooms with 
addition'. Asking $24,000. or will rent for" 
$700, per month. References required. 
635-7933. 
i 
3. FOR RENT 
HOUSTON HOUSE .for rant spadous 
three bedroom 2 112 baths 'with MI 
basement . Available immediately, 
reference required 638.1424. 
ARE YOU LOOKING for a nice, dean 
room to rent? Applications are being taken 
for two furnished rooms and shared 
kitchen. Included are: private shower, 
utilities, weekly deaning, 5 rain, from town, 
very quiet. Vehicle needed. $425 each and 
damage deposit (weekly rates available) 
635-3702. 
FOR RENT: Ten wide one bedroom Izailer 
wit h addition, washer and dryer, natural 
gas, upgraded with gyproc. Suit couple or 
single parent with small child. Thomhill 
area, unfurnished $400 or furnished $440 
per month, References. 635-9458 
appolnbnent to view. 
FOR RENT: ONE BEDROOM furnished 
apartment in Thomhill suitable for a single 
working person. Sorry, no pets. 
$350/rnonth and deposit. PK 63,5.2065. 
SIDE BY SIDE 3 BEDROOM DUPLEX. 
Ridge/stove, dishwasher. Located in 
upper Thornhill. $750/month plus $350 
daJT~ge deposit. No pets. 635-3752 or 
635-6995. 
2 BEDROOM DUPLEX, with ridge and 
stove, Located at 3911 Paquatte, Gas 
heat, $525/rnonth. Phone after 5 pm 638- 
1702, 
2 BEDROOM APT. for rent. Fddge, stove, 
laundry f~dlitJes, draperies and parking 
inoluded. Available Jan 1, '94. $505 per 
month. No pets. 635.2556, 
I BEDROOM DUPLEX suite. Fddge, 
stove, carpeted. In town. No pets. 635- 
5464, 
WOFIK]NG MALE looking for shared 
accommodations in town. 638.0691 leave 
message, 
~FFICE sPACEFOR RENT~ 
II ~ sq. ft., second g0or, II 
I[ " 4644 LazelleAvenue J J  
~'  Ph:635-3475 ~ ~'~ 
i L~ ,~  
FOR 
RENT 
4818 Hwy. 16 West 
• Sewice/Lt- • 
.. ", ' , , ,~;!Bays- - 
880 tO 7200 sq. ft. 
• • . .. 
Phone 635-7459 
Progressive• Ventures 
3. FOR RENT 
1400 SQ. FT. NEW 3 BEDROOM 
executive style to ,  house unit, 2 nat. gas 
fireplaces, washer, dryer, ridge, stove, 
nat, gas heat, ceramic tile carport, 
$950/month, Available immediately, 638- 
8084 
1 BEDROOM APARTMENT. Quiet, clean, 
security enlmnce, On site management. 
Downtown location, Sony, no pets, Call 
638-8762, 
PRIME VENDING oppodunities available 
in the Terrace area, high returns 
guaranteed ceil Eagte 1.800.387-CASH, 
EXECUTIVE 3 BEDROOM view home in 
exclusive area on Bench, overlooking 
Terrace. 3 fireplaces, jacuzzi In master 
bedroom, 2 car garage, no smokers, no 
pets. References. Avail. Mimed. 
$975/month, 635.4649 ask for Lucy. 
ROOMS FOR RENT Includes, furniture, 
hydro, gas, cable washef/dnJer, parking 
about 10 min from town $400/month, 635. 
5537 2 references required. 
3 & 4 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES 
featuring 1150-1300 sq. ft. plus basement, 
2 baths, private y~d, carport and satellite 
TV Houston. Phone 845-3161. 
5. FOR SALE MISC. 
CANON CAIVlCORDER includes 
accessories and caring case. E.C. $500, 
Canon E67 camcorder, lights, accessories 
and carrying case. G.C. $300. Panasonic 
microwave Genius, rotating turntable 
$100. Electronic table Donkey Kong game 
$50. 638-8474. 
SPECIAL CHRISTMAS OFFER. Complete 
indoor composting kit with over one pound 
of Red Wdg'gler worms. Included extra: 1/2 
Ib calcium caYooffaie time; 2 weeks extra 
feed. 16 litm md container extra wo~ 
bedding, For only $61.59 plus shipping 
and habiting. No charges for shipping if 
picked up at the hatchep/, sale ends Dec, 
31/93. Bulkley Vagey Earthworm Hatchery, 
Box 1552 Houston, B.C. V0J 1Z0, 845. 
7783. 
FOR SALE: 8 h. tablesaw with stan¢ 
$250. 11 ft. boat w/oars, $450. Electric 
,guitar & amp, $500, Sacs dolmar 
powersaw, $300, Browning, .375 stainless 
starer, $800. 5 hp. rototiller, $225. 8 in, 
shop grinder, $75. Call 638-0611. 
10" HEAVY DUTY table saw 1 hp, one 
year old, $450. Also 3 wheel band saw 
with 6" disk sander, $180. Or all for $550. 
" Call 6354557. 
SHORT BOX CANOPY for Chov. pickup. 
1525. 
SECURITY' GUN SAFES~ at wholesale 
prices. $169 up; Hemal, Frontier. New & 
used. Tel/Tax 564.4711 for catalogues. E 
& Sports. ' • ,. . 
FOB SALE KENMORE WASHER and~ 
dwer $,~.00 OBO, 635-9o58. 
£.: 
, "THE HOUSE DOCTOR" 
• Total Home _ . .a ra  an , i ra ,q / r  
RenovaUo~ 
• Interior * Exterior 
Duality Work At 
Affordable Prices 
For F'reo EStimates Call 
Nor~n 638-8198 
CANADA LTO 
NORTHLAND COMMUNICATIONS LTD. 
,..... l l  o Autotel Rental 
O 
, . Marine Security 
",, . , Home Automation/Security 
.. Ilo. 4- 5002 Pohle 638-0261 
When you gotta' have iL We'll deliver,~tl 
? - " . ~ ~  m,,.. . . . .  "~ . . . . .  s e nloiz"~T,,..., 
I~.~:~',~ I}isceunt,~,- ----:: .'~'-~ . . . . . . . .  . [7 ,. :..~' .. ' . .  ' ~ ' 
• ' :~ I!1 
"Our expediting service will save your company money" 
CHIMO DELIVERY 638-8530 
J 
COZY CORNER " ' 
FIREPLACE 
SPECIALTIES LTD. 
R6al & Barb LaFrance 
~': '." Terrah'e] B:C/VS(~ 3N9 : 
~635.6477 
MACKAY 'S  FUNERAL 
SERVICES LTD,  
Terrace Cremalorlum 4626 Davis Ave,, Terrace 
. .  '" D i re .c to rs :  • 
JAMES WESTERMAN & OOUG MAC FARLANE 
JEANETTE SCHULMEISTER 
Bronze P t~ques 
& n~onut~en~S 
Temce, Kit'imat. Smithels 
& Prince Rupert 
24 HOUR , .: f,~ 
Answer ng and Pager Service . ' 
R~. q .Da/ IZ l  ~.,,~i.. s, .. 
v v ~  I= 7-1r -T  -v  A Rl0~Jl~On 
TOLSEC 
LOCK & KEY 
CERTIFIED 
LOCKSMITHS 
r I I i i i l i i i ! 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
Terrace, B.C. 
- - -  -_ _n l, BED.& " v I 3238Ka lumStreo , ,  
Under  New BIZ~'~JL I~~T ~'Y ~ lk'/s~'dg~rn:¢bL : TOLL ,REE--,.eoo~e,-257,638"0241 
Management  
Summit Square ; 
Apar tments  " BEST VALUE IN TOIT'3: .... "~ / °""P%? I  I --  - ' -  - - - -  - " - i" --:' 
One~"wo Bedroom Units I INCLUDES ALL TAXES AND A "HEARTY NORTHERN BREAKFAST" I i ~ i i "-%'"'%.&-'?~oan"s I (O~e or Two Persons) I m m 
H".....law...Gymnasium I S ixnon  F raser  Inn  ! 
i 
Ca, ,  n=~.  , ,= ,  Iner  . I ~  , "In the Heel1 of Downtown . . . .  . • 
635  7 , 2 25968 I ooo ou..o s,., Prince.George, 562-3101 Fax $62.1768 , ' ] 'EBHTwoC) 
"11 ~ OallToll Free 1-S00-292-8333 ' ,' " CAODamVorMan~=Dra~ng& Design 
L I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I  J Cost Estirnates Ma~edal I Jets 
Can't Find That Special Home Plan? 
Let Us PutYour  Idea== On Paper 
3673 Juniper Terry Myhr 
Terrace, B.C. VBG 5E6 (604) 635-9129 
WEEKEND GETAWAY 
$48.o  
:17 
JL 
U,~v 
'.4" Z 
SCALe " . . . .  
PER ROOM/PER NIGHT 
(Friday & Saturday, Standard 3ingle, Double or Twin). 
Call Toll Free 
1-800-663-8150 
'i. WESTRIDGE ..' 
Victor P. 
.. OPTOMETRIST  . 
i i i i  I , i i i  
, "  //1 -4748 L~elseA.va App~ 
Terrace, BC " Fax' 
H wes, O.D. 
638.8055 
638-8087 
VsG 1R6 ~ Modem 
• ESTATES " " ' 
Newest, most exclusive 
subdivision In Terrace now 
., acceptJngoffers to purch~,se .  -Hepair/Replace . 
: VieWproperty, completely 
sen;iced, largecity lots i .~mo ~ ' . ICBC Rep l~t  .~  
,. overlooking downtown,/ "~, '  •Wind°we ,Sealed Linlts_~-- .... 
For more information : v~ - i IAJr,,G'SGLASS LTD~ ~'~ 
• 638'na n or 
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TION D 
5~FOR SALE MISC. 
FORGET-ME-'~OT'S ANTIQUES AND 
GIFTS. BEAUTIFUL CHRISTMAS GIFTS, 
FURNITURE,AND ACCESSORIES, 
OPEN TUESDAY- SUNDAY FROM NOW 
UNTILCHRISTMAS. HWY 16, ENDAKO, 
699.8812, 
ESTATE .SALE: Tr~line registration 
#O608T0O2, Topley, B.C. Send writle~ 
offers by Dec,' 22/93 to Public Trustee, 
600.808 West Hastings St., Vancouver, 
B./C, V6C 3L3, Attn: Brad Anderson. For 
information call (604) 660.4485, 
JENNINGS ELECTRIC WHEEL CHAIR 
joy stick control, dw 2.12v batteries & 
charger $2500. Bulk oil/fluid dispensing 
station consisting of 8.55 gal steel drums 
on 10 ft. stand, viewing gauges, hoses, 
and dispensing valves, electric bansfer 
pump & timer, $650 obo.; 4 ~. AT snow 
blade & frame $425.; Ezee-on loader & 
mounting brackets 60" bucket $1950.; 
New 5;7 & 8ft.. 3 point tiitch blades $275 
end up.Owners and service manuals for 
MH, MF, KUB, FRD, NF, BLS, NH, CAT, 
etc.: 2 only kids ride-on t~actor with loader. 
Again a new supply of new/used furniture, 
appliances, tools, gifts. S.I.T. NEW & 
USED Viewmount Rd. Smithers, B.C. Ph. 
847.2519, fax 847-2519.; Our wish is Ihat 
you n~ay experience the peace of silent 
night and the joy of goodwill toward men 
this Christmas Season and through the 
new year. The Stoelwlnder's. 
USA ULTRA WHEELS in.liner roller 
skates, Size 9-10 men's, Never used. 
$150 obo. 280 OPEE hockey cards. Make 
an offer. 635-3823 evenings. 
NEW PATIO VERTICALS wi~ valance 
light, brown colour. Valued at #335, 
asking $200 obo. Call 635.7043. 
RREWOOD nice mix hernfir pine cedar 
eplit dry $50 per load $100 cord 635.7492. 
LASER 286 COMPUTER with VGA cdour 
monitor, IBM RAM, 20MB hard d~ve, 
mouse, DOS 4.0 and geoworks ensemble 
software. $700firm. Call Peter @ 635.7117 
or 638-0208 after 5pro, 
SNOWBLOWER • electric start 7hp. 
Blows 26"<cut $350; 2 cemetary'pl0ts - 
Vaileyvlew :Gardens,,, Surrey..; Excercise 
bike. E.C $100 Phone, 635-1588, 
JUST IN TIME FOR X-MAS. Complete 
Soloflex exercise m~chine Including leg 
extension accesso!yJ ike new. Paid new 
$20oo. Asking$1500 o~; Call after 6 pro. 
. . , . ,  
635-9186. 
SEARS STOVE . Like new,:$350, new 
~-. European sHe<Oak trim kitCh~n <oabinets 
5. FOR SALE MISC. 5. FOR SALE MISC. 
I I I I  I 
1,890 SPORT CARDS, some unsorted, 
hockey, football, baseball and basketball MANURE FOR SALE $10,O0/Ioed, you 
$470 OBO, also 240 comic collection, pick up 635-9230. 
includes first edition of "Kids on the Block" 
$140 OBO, 635.5823. 
CASH & CARRY Cabinet Warehouse. 
Huge savings, warehouse Ixicing cabinets 
by Kitchen Craft of Canada. 3566 Massey 
Dr. Pdnce George 581.2240. Fax 561- 
2250, 
Owner movin_a.must sell 
jail household goods for 
/sal.e. Living room suites, 
[dinning room suite, 
I entertainment center, 
video camera, TVs and 
VCR, stereo, Microwave, 
deep freeze, video games, 
bedroom suites and much 
more. CALL  638-6890 
Cardboard  
Boxes  
FOR SALE  
10 for $2.50 
Terrace Standard 
4647 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
638-7283 
Look  What 's  
New at  
Body Matters 
Bath 0ils & 
Soaps 
The Yellow Gift House 
on Hwy 16 
\ i~t iI~ The Yellow I t 
WHEN IT 'S  HOT~ IT 'S  HOT! ! !  } ~\ '~ ~'°="  
WHEN IT 'S  NOT,  IT 'S  
~'~.,~,,2 ~ • 
6, WANTED MISC. 
WANTED USED PIANOin good condition 
fo r  grandchildren, Phone 635.7158 or 635. 
2913. Ask for Greg, 
,' : 
MAJOR APPLiANCE REPAiRS 
OLDER HOME with chatactarl With or 
without acreage. Must have sound 
elec~'idty and plumloing, Price range $80. 
$105,000. Phone 638.8126 alter5 pro. 
IF YOU ARE BUYING or selling childran'0 
fumiture, check with the Product Safety 
Branch of consumer & ~rs te  Affairs 
Canada (604) 666.5003 to ensure it meets 
oarrent Safaty StandaNs. Tba ~le of non 
compliant products not only could result in 
a bagic accident but also in a violation of 
the Hazardous Products Act. 
7. FOR RENT MISC. 
I I 
RV STORAGE. Boats, motorhornes, 
filthwheeb, can~pers d sizes. 849-5329. 
I I I I  
8. CARS FOR SALE 
T i i  i 
~9~5 ,~BARU~E ~ ~ - auto. Asking 
$3995.00 OBO. Call 635-62O5. 
Affordable Security Products 
Crime deterrents for family and friends, I - " ~ r ~ ~ l ~  
homes, personal items and vehicles 
635-5238 ~ ,. 
" 
H~n~'~ @dc~' ~' H~I ~ i~c  I LIKE A ~ ! ' ~ ' ~ ~ _ ~ ;  ~,- 
" -V0T 1S0 • , ~l , : , .&, ; (  ! -CUSTOM SMOKING OF WILD GAME & FISH 
Box 2470 Queen Ct~do~e, BG | '  I snt  it "dF...~ I ~ ,~, 
224 ~0c~= ~,~(~~o~)  "" 4 " 
' ul ~ vv~n~ # ~ "  F f  ~ ' -~ ~ " . . . . . .  ~ ~  ~ ~ "  
- -~"  -~:  . Call Top Dog ,, ~ . . 
, ', ::; ; ; ; . t l kLEATHER .,,,,^ . : . . .  Reriee s Gifts and Services 
ScottAv~Terr=e, BC -'~U&~ ,, ~. . .M]~3)e~ Of  Baskets .~md T ins  . .,~9..~',~1~ o~o-uoli, 
, , Phn:~.~51 DistrlbutorshipsAvailable ~ '1"o SuitAJl O~u~i0,-,~ "(Behind the Skeins Helth Unit), . 
Affordable, Original & Personalizedl We wlll ptovlde y u wllh ~ Mendly ~ 
Repalr: hockey equlprnent. Leather goods: To Place Your Ad - purses, luggage. Jackets, pants, wodd~oots,~ DiscOUlltS on volume orders 
Western bools, shoesand shoe dye. ~, In The Home r , .~  ~ox ~, T,.,c,, V~S,8~ 
Orthopedlc shoes.. --------'~-"- " ~ - "="-'-"- "~ ~'.~-~_: .~1 
- " ~ - - ~ - - " -  Based Business - - - - - - -  -~ ;~- - .~_~'  . . . . .  : ~ ~  ~-- .  ~ • ~"  .=~== . F - -  
~ .  - " ~..~_..~ : .  - .._~ - - . - -  . , , , , , ~ . . . . .  ~ --'_ 
~.L . .~~.  L~. . , _  I Directory List I I "~.,~', give our all to l true frimd- eur body. !~ 
~ .  - "~-~,c~- - ' "  . . . .  " -  i I . r l lU i i I l I u~ l ig  =uo I I I lakehl9hlnlh~cascadernoulaln~freofromilpol~ IIP~I 
~ l , F a ~ l l y  Hair Care . I I n l I c h~l~te~il~r~nlblgcitypolulio~lomlh~ih I I1 -1  
~ ~ .  ~-_~_.~:~ .e=,~. i' ~ 9u==~.~.~, i~  ~ = =~... I I1~1 
~__.~.]1~ ~SS=~¢e~an~ _ : t uthorlzedDIs~butor, JamesChi~enBor~Haugand, I~t  
~ a n l  Only 635-4 143 i ! . can be rea~ at 63~4953 • I I~'  
._  . 
I ~  ~ ~._ - - - - -  " " ,~  -_"~-'_~--.~ :.. ,=~-- .  
'-r~= ----, i ' -  " '~- - '~-~-"  T . . . . . . . . . . .  - GIAN I~l JOURNEYMAM CARPENTER I I I I - - , .  HOLIDAY I: 
I~1 ~,,.,,ls~ir~,reno,a~,~"c,U, et,,~Uo, I I ENTERPRISES I I r~  I,,JI .....~'.";..~;=.,.,. [ 
I 1: I I Wecmabautyourpet l  I I~,,]IIIlHOUSEHOLg HELP 17 
Preflnished Hardwood Floodng TLC i ~l I II . _ _ II I Complete House, Child I :  I~-I Map+.++.=h.o~.^++.~m.~ I II Nutritionioruog.~. 'l I ,~ ~o~.~,~,,.~,~_ I 
I ~._-I coburs.(~sandingrequlr~cl)Size3/4'x21~or31/4" I I Dellveryavdllable I I . . . . . . . . . . .  u . . . . . . .  l. 
_ 
~ ' ~ For Information On The II ToPlace Your Ad in The Li 
TERRACE HOME BASED BUSINESS ASSOCIATION Home Based Business Directory st 
Phone 638-72931 ;. ! : Meetings Held On 3rd of Each Month 
lea e Phone 635-9415 
i i m,  I I I I II , I I  I I 
i i i i i i i  
• : ~ -/ • ."~ :' i:::,~!i / ":i:~ ,~ , ~, 
I II I I : 11  
8. CARS FOR SALE 
I m 
9. TRUCKS FOR SALE 
1988 GMC SAFARI, 8 pass,. 96,000 kin', 
white, new snows, trailer hitch, $8900. 
635-9315. 
1985 HONDA V-45 Sabre. Uquid cooled. 
DOHC V4, 750 cc 16,0{)Ohm, well 
maintained, In excellent running condition. 
$1800, call 635-69O4 
1984 NISSAN SENTRA, 5 sp, 2 dr. 
Excellent running condition, Great gas 
mileage. $1600 call 638-0829, 
1985 FORD ESCORT, 4 cylinder auto 
transmission, Good running condition, 
$1600 obo, Call 635-3752 or 635-6995. 
1990 PONTIAC SUNBIR~) 4 cyL 
automatic. P,S. P.B. AM/FM cassette, air, 
cruise, tilt. Excellent fuel ecolnomy, E.C. 
$6400. 635-64O8. 
1981 FORD VANNERAMA, camperbed 
351 motor, 4 captains eats, air, tilt, fddge, 
new shocks, tires, mags. $6500 obo 635. 
4429. 
1990 NISSAN STANZA XE 4 door sedan, 
auto, immaculate cond, 2 yrs, full 
extended warranty. Summer driven only 
15,000 kin, 847.5392. 
FOR SALE '85 CHEVETTE, 4-door auto, 
good running condition. 2 mounted 
studded tires, new cam shaft, new cart). 
Phone 632-2454. 
CHINOOK 
SALES LTD, 
5506 Hwy 16 West 
635-2033 
1984 Volks Diesel STD 
- Sale $1,495.OO 
1983 Ford Ranger PU, 
Canopy, 5 Speed, 
$2,995.00 
1990 Pontiac Sunbird 
S E, C PE, Auto/air, 
Loaded, $8,995,00 
All RV 's -  
Boats  - Trai lers 
. Campe~,S,~tSti!!: .~
On Sale 
D 6106 
1988 FORD F150 super cab, 302 VS, 
4x4, P.S., P,B,, auto, canopy, new 
warranty paint, $10,000 obo phone 847. 
8785. 
1975 F250 TRUCK. Good running 
condition, c/w canopy. 5 spares on rims, 
toolbox. $1095 obo. Call 635.4552. 
1990 FORD 4)(4 RANGER XLT, fully 
loaded with air, factonj alloy dms, 
Immaculate, 71,000 Ion. Warranty, 
$14,000 OBO, Must go. 627-7222 
evenings or message 634-5031 
weekedays. 
1990 FORD X1.T 3/4 ton 4x4 super cab, 
loaded. Captains chairs 460 auto, wired 
for camper 40,000 odg. kin. 847.5392. 
1982 CHEV. SUBURBAN 350 4sp. 3/4 ton 
2 wh,dr. P.B.P.S. New paint, new interior, 
good rubber, good condition throughout. 
Must sell. Pdce reduced. $4750 obo 635- 
3080. 
11. RECREATIONAL 
VEHICLES 
1976 21' DODGE JAMBOREE motor 
home. I Ton chasis, Auto 360 3 sFI. 
Sleeps 5. Serf contained. 14" colour T,V. 
Intedor recond~oned, Reupholstered. 
New ceiling, roof, tires, Yaharna generator. 
$10500,1-692-3709 eve 1-692-7555. 
1976 AQUARIUS 19 1/2' motorhome on 
chev chassis. Low mileage, self contained. 
Sleeps 6. $95000 1-698-7627, 
12. MOTORCYCLES 
i i  
1979 HONDA 500. 12000 kin. Runs great 
$900 obo. 6354552. 
I 
13. SNOWMOBILES 
I 
ARCTIC CAT PANTERA, 500 cc G.R,C, 
$750 obo. Call 635-2279. 
1984 POLARIS with high perfc~ance 
600. Recent $944 ovedlaul. Pipes, studs, 
skins, cover, running gear in excellent 
cond. Wry quick. $3200. Ron 635-6128, 
1991 JAG AFS long track 440 co. $4500. 
Call 638.1339. 
1987 ,N:ICTIC CAT, 6000 stored 4 years. 
Low mileage, Excelent shape. $3200 tim. 
1979 Fold 4x4. F150 c/w.-Winch and 
snowplow. Rebuilt motor. Rune good, 
,-$2200, 692-7324~i , i ,<;'~. ~: ; ' v~, J ' -  ": ~ 
',~!-1990.'..N:IG11G' CAT,'4~ ;ia0~!~e " ne~i~b')'9 
miles. C0vei'i cleats and more'~x)obo. 
1993 Acre Cat 580 EX'I" long track. Delux 
cover, ski skins, bumper and more. Only 
250 miles. Like new $6900 obo. 635-1238. 
< 
I I I I  
:,• :, •i :~/:!i 17 1 ¸~•• " 
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13. SNOWMOBILES 
92 ARCTIC CAT EXT special. Excellent 
condition, includes cover and ski skins. 
1100 miles. Asking $5900 obo. 1.692- 
3881 eves. 
1990 MACH I SKIDOO. 5~3 CC. 126 HP, 
New skiis, and skins, paddles, twin pipes• 
$5200, call 635.7400, evenings. 
14. BOATS & MARINE 
1989 20' ALl CRAFT jet boat, loaded. 35O 
V8 3 stage Hamilton jet, custom trailer. 65 
total hours, Many extras, Uke new. Must 
see. Will consider trade on 4 wheel drive 
A'rv. $27900 oho. 635-1238 
30 1/2 FT, BAYUNER Encounter, ~in 
volvo penta, fresh water . cooled, 
dickensen's oil stove, shower, radar, 
trailer, $30,000 or will consider trade for 
aluminum boat with cabin call 635-48.94. 
15. MACHINERY 
FORD 8N TRACTOR. Has 3 point hitch 
snowplow plus 4 other implements• Call 
635-7809, 
5 INCH FASCIA GUTTER MACHINE• An 
excellent investment for stading a 
business or expanding existing business 
with this much in demand eavestrough 
$9500, Phone 1-765-1929. 
1981 INTERNATIONAL 4300 Cummins, 
400 Big Cam II, RTO 12515, 44,000 difs, 
non-spn rubber block, Brentwced log 
trailer & arctic dog logger. Certified to 
I~arch/94. Phone 846-5213. 
1980 PROTr 40 Feller bunched denis 
head. Good shape; Lots of spare parts, 
Big house. Rre suppression, case. 504 B 
engine, $23000 1-692-7072 Bums Lake, 
1978 JD 770 GRADER. Rebuilt center 
pins end txansrnissbn, Articulates. Good 
running shape, 847-3942. 
1989 663F CLARK GRAPPLE skidder, 
god condition 4974 hrs. Front tires 70% 
rear 25%, c~w.spam' tire, chains on all 
whees. (90%) asking $8900. Call 698. 
7353 sfter 6prn. 
220 VOLTS, 3 phase, all In one industdai 
woodworking:machine, planer, 1.6 1/2", 
Thicicass planer 16 1/2' x 8' 1/2'. Table 
saw. :  up. to. 14" blade. Shaper, 1 1/4"  
spindle, mortising and tononing, All 
accessories In.dad; 632.3546 (Kltim@. 
1981 WESTERN STAR" log track w/ 
;BreMwood IXdeb'a!.,er In excellent shape. 
Ready to,go'to 'work, Cummins Power, 
:tg~O",:WESTERN~':$TAR! " I09 " [~k"  wl 
Columbia pole trailer In .excellent shape. 
Ready for .w0rk. Cumn~lns Power call = 
Dwain (days) 992.-2679 or@yes) 992 . .^  
7658, " ,  . . . ' "" ~. 
I 
16. FARM PRODUCE 
I 
BARN STORED, square baled, quality hay 
$2- $3 a bale, Phone Amle 846-5827. 
GOOD QUhJJTY FEED BARLEY, Can 
deliver in 40 tonne lots. Seeking disldbutor 
for breaking into smaller quantities for 
local buyers, good potential income, 483. 
963-4352, 403.963.6445. 
HAY, ALL KINDS. Square bales• Some 
second cutting alfalfa, alfalfa brome. Also 
guard donkeys. Cumming Ranch Highway 
16 W.S. Hazelton. 842.5316. 
i 
17. GARAGE SALES 
I 
18. BUSINESS SERVICES 
ATrENTION SMALL BUSINESSES, Why 
pay high accounting fees for your book- 
keeping needs? For confidentJai, 
professional bookkeeping seneca, Manuai 
or Computer call 635-95.92. 
LOOKING TO MAKE ROOM in your 
I H E R BALI F E I c , . , , ,  
18. BllSlNESS SERVICES I 'NO~?~UDSE~oTr~rS°'~u=~I"~ORS I 
MIND'S EYE DECORATING, want to I Yvonne In Smlthers at 847-4825 I 
update your decor? Need ideas? Phone I Tracy In Hazeltort at 842-6857 I 
635.3620, Eileen Call,nan, Certified 
Interior Decorator. 
TERRA BOBCAT SERVICES. Snow A & R 
clearing and removal. Backhoe, concrete 
breaker, pdbt forks.Angel broom, auger, Renovat ion  
tracks, sweeper, 5 ton Dump. 6.38-8638. ar id  
SNOW PLOW1NG and dasring, Caw - 
West Bolxat service 635.1238. Co  n s t ru  cti o n 
COMPUTffl OR MANU/~'  20 YEARS 
BOOKKEEPING SERVICES• D0 y0u need Exper ience  
help ~ your bookkespi,g? 8 years 
expodence and all businesses conducted CALL  * 
with the strictest confidence, ~11 also do 
Wo,d P,=aing a~ Mai~ Marg~. Re,ab,e 6 3 5 - -  1 7 8 7 
service end reasonable rates. Call 6.38. 
1587. 
REBUILT AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION' 
& pa~. We ~ rebuild standard 
transrdss~ns, transfer cases and rear 
ends, Bel air automotive auto pars and 
sen/ice. 8448.5101, Telkwa B,C. 
ke~mode bobcat/amice 
terrace b•c. 
a ~  • backfill 
• grade work 
• concrete demolition 
•po=t ho~ m~gedr~ 
.~ng 
, ~ / f "P]  • snow refllO~aJ 
Dump Truck 
,~ng Your HaslaenualarKi : 
Cornn~dal Needs for the past 
~Y.m 
Ceil 6,,18-0004 , 
, DR.YTOP 
GUTTERS 
Specializing in 5" continuous 
steel or aluminum gutters. 
Installation, repairs &" 
cleaning. 
SERVING TERRACE 
& KI'rlIMAT 
Roofing and Siding 
Installation and Repairs 
Call Steve 638-0838 
Coastal Mountain 
Flight Centre 
*Aircraft Charter 
* Flight Seeing Trips 
* recreational nd career training 
Start anytime and finish at 
your own pace 
* four seat aircraft for rent 
Ph: 635-1355 
19. LOST & FOUND 
i 
Would the person who rdstakenly took a 
BLACK INSULATED, ZIPPER.FRONT 
JACKET (Sears brand) from the Terrace 
Legion doak room on Dec. 5 after the 
dinner please return same, Phone 635- 
2702. 
LOST: one pair of gold metal drained 
glasses• Call 638-8901 or message at 
CITY OF TERRACE " 
REGIONAL DISTRICT OF KITIMAT-STIKINE 
ADVISORY PARKS AND, -- 
RECREATION COMMISSION ~ 
The City of Terrace and Regional District of Kitimat- 
Stiklne are seeking volunteers to sit on the Terrace 
Adv isory  Parks and Recreation Commission. This 
group meets monthly to make recommendations to 
City Council pertaining to parks and recreation 
services. If you are willing to become involved, 
please submit a letter describing your interests in 
parks and recreation to: 
Steve Scott 
Superintendent of Parks and Recreation . ,, 
3215 Eby Street . 
Terrace, BC 
V8G 2X8.  " 
635.2507• Letters should be rece ived no 
MISSING BOYS BMX racer chrome ~ December31, 1993• 
frame. Red foam on handle bars. Black 
seat. Reward offered, if found phone 635- 
7043. ... 
LOST - TORTOISE SHELL RIMMED 
GLASSES, small Georgio Arn~anl oval 
frames. CallRuslyLjungh. 635-5754. ,. THE CHA~GING 90'S 
IT COSTS YOU NOTHING to place a Lost 
and Found Classified. Phone 63,8.SAVE z 35+ and Un(,m~loy( d?  ~)o you 
Friday 5 pro. different way to look for Work? 
20. PETS & LIVESTOCK 
later ' than  
Are you 35  and ne ployed? Do you vcant.a 
Jersey milk COW. $400, Call 638-0633• " 
PUREBRED black lab pups, First shots. 
Ready to go. $350, registered, Quesnel 
249-5767• 
BEAUTIFUL QUARTERHORSE gelding. 
Showhorse, and gentle for youth or lady. 
Call 692-3722 enyt~e. 
WHITE TOY POODLE male. Great 
personality• All shots.  Lovely 
temperament• Phone 692-3722. 
SIAMESE KITTENS and older cats• 
Beautiful colour and dispositioned• Call 
mornings 692-3722. 
CHESTNUT GELDING, well reined and 
fasL Makes great rope horse or games 
horse. Call evenings 692.3722• 
PURE BRED SHELTIES. CH parents. 
Registered. First shots, one show and 1 
pet, 2 males, Call 635.5339 Terrace $400. 
% 
Cheek out this new Program: .. 
* Voluntary . _ 
* Participant Control 
- * Changeable to YOUR needs 
New ideas included .~.-.. 
Contact: " " " 
Lar ry  ,Merril l  . . . . .  :,.~. :; 
~ In tereonnect  ::: ;. 
Phone635-7995 F~635-1516 ... ~:,,- 
1, , , -~  INTERCONNECT l#  " 20~-4eSO ~l lm Ave,, Ter ra¢ l ,  B.C. VSO 188 
~. ,  Telephone63S-7995 Fax 635-1516. 
5 EXC.&.VATOFIS; 4 loaders; 3 backhoes, '%;;;;;;(';;;:;;;'~;;;;;;'(;Z;"((d'd;~;'d~;~;~i~d~;¢¢ ~" 
.3:Bob.catS,:2.ambUlmces,6pups, 3em:l . . . . . . .  ~ , P T " ' - ' 
:dumps, 4wat~tmc~:3Gensets, 10,1t IF ~&11 EVERYONE NEEDS A p,O~AL AClnc .  
traileis, 3belydu~,!crewcabs, vans, L ~  ~lJ,~l /% stay protected with the PAAL, Quorurn's 
fuel md ~lvl(:e~cks, Snew equil~ment. I [1 |  L.~/--~ [ I l l  ~ dP~ Personal AttackAlamt hat blasts 103dR (rain.) Doing Good Business Since 1981 
P~'493-~781i ~ : . .  i : ~' Ir"i'~ ~ _  r~11 ~=~ ~ when you simply pull the pin. Choose either • Networking • Sa.les/SeNlce ' :  
693 :J•D: STROKE DELIMBER, 1990' II~M , ~ ~ "  Y',~I \~Y.A i the standard or sports model• Carry it to • Consulting/Training • Software Supplies . 
)~11~ / school the muq, the park, wherever you go. Weet~ double framo, i pull bailer ILIJ _A~'~',~ 13JI • Printers/Plotters • High End Product ~uppon : 
anddgglng, i981'TD20EEscoerapple. I~1 . 'q>~ f i l l  r~  ~ PAAL lete out a cry for help whenever you 
Good condition. Phone 392-6521 or398- I~'~ ~ ~'~'~l ~ need it. And o~ly Quorum gives you that Idnd Fujitsu • Canon • NEC • Mac Products :' 
'~ :  : " ,  Ik~ HARMONY PAl . .  of technology end secudty• AI's Computers  Inc.  
Uuor.m" _.__._._ . • 'ndel~ndent Dbbibut°r JOHN HEIGHINTON ~ vt ,~ I ¢=~== . l~ l .n  : ,: ;6;:1C'1~M "ROO"t~E,  I rPu'~ r. - -v  . i'=~,~,~ . . . s ' . i , I .  ~1~,~1 S~c~'#/gL/f~" =5"6183 -=='-  ~L~ v ~ ' : ¢ -  4734. P~kAvenue, Terrace, BCV8P= 1W2 
HAYFOR~.~:qual i ty; l~rain.  I1~ . . . .  ~....,,.~_,..,.,.:,._, ta l l  , .  , - , , , ,  
.:= ~ ~ o  : I1~1 ~~' ; ; ;~; ; ,  VAI " *" - '  " S j u e c i a l i ~ i .  s in  Wildlife Pr~'nts ~ Henry • ROLLED BARLEY or whole narrowly for Ik~l  so~,~o~¢om ~ I 
r' ~1 gr" "ix hey' PI~ s~°'7'm' [~:~ 6-3-e,,-8608 F~I ~ 6 H O ~  ~ St iksma 
saieand largeround baleS of aifaifa hey I[11 ~"~D.=r==m [(I]1 
Terrace Home H 
" ' ' : 4818 Highway ,6 West Terrace, B,C .  Mantel 
~ CAROL & EMILE  MARCHAND VSG 1L6 Ra~. 535-4054 
• propritots Telephone,(604) 635-7335 DEALER/OWNERS 
006 SCOIT AVENUE,~CF~ BPJTBH COLUMBIA VSG 4H6' 604-635-7081 Fax (604) 635-7301 WAN i ED 
0TTONW00D 
LOGS 
, is~al l  & large quantifies 
pulp grades:,: i ~:'~ ~ 
tck]oad ~' ~ ~ 
• de l ivered  to Kitimat ~ i 
• help with , .... trucki g ,::. !. 
. a r rangements  , 
• ' I ARE YOU STARTING. NORTH COAST 
,:Qu:eMe,!" LT.. 
Specializing In Parts & Service 
for Caterpillar Equipment 
Phone Toll Free 1.800-268-1611 
Ph: (604) 635-1611 FAX (604) 635-1633 
5108 Keith Ave., Terrace, BC V8G 1 K 9  
A NEW BUSINESS? 
Contact he Terrace Standard Ad Department before you open 
*You can't afford to start without aking advantage of 
our new Business Services package special 
Phone 638-7283 
EDMONDS COLOR 
LAZER COPYING 
4550 Greig Ave., Terrace Ph: 638-8802 
* Full color lazer copies 2" x 2" to 11" x 17" 
* Enlargements and reductions and cropping 
• * Transfers onto T-shirts, jackets, etc. 
* Sinde copies, volume discounts & B/W copies 
638-8522 
UUS, Be 
Courtesy Travel 
4718 A Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C, VSG i1"2 ' 
(24 Hour Service) Fax (604)638-8562 " 
Changing the way you tt wel, 
over tooo Indel~ndenUy owned md ol~mt~ Io=,o,. v,~ld.~. • ' 
®/11' licensed ~demdm o1Unlglobe Travel (International) Inc, 
=ram.  m" 
~739-2147 
A R w ~  NOW OPEN SUNDAYS AT " ~  .... OPEN ~DAYSAWEEK UNTIL 11 P,M,: . . 9 ,MJ 
; : :: 635-6300 ,~20 LakelbeAvenue:Terrace : ' ; . . . . .  
: • : : r. = ~ - ~ ' ~  .... ? :!; i'~ ••~:i!.  %:':~/i/:"•. ¸  ¸ : : 
: ,  ,E~RY:  .WEEKEND IT 'S  SOMETI t ING NEW.  CHE 
, ~ .= . .~  , I - ,  . . _ _  i:: ' OUT OUR O N G O I N G  W E E K E N D  P R O M O T I O N  
! ~ ~•~ii/•! i i ~ ~ • ~ • •,• 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday', December lS, 1993- C13 
T ION D " 
i / - . • . . . , • • , ,  . 
20. PETS & LIVESTOCK 21. HELP WANTED 21, HELP WANTED 23. WORK WANTED 
SKEENAVALLEY KENNEL CLUB, Dog ANA'r]ONALGREETINQCARDcompeny EARN UP TO $346/WK to assemble EXPERIENCED BABYSITrER, Been 
problems, looking for a pa~icular breed, needs p/t merchandiser, minimum wage Christmas and holiday decorations, year babys~ng since ten. I'm twelve. Happy to 
C.,anadia, Kennel Club questions? Call us. 10.15 hours per month.Retail experience round, at home. Work available across take any babysitting job. Copper River 
635,1311. helpful. Please apply in writing to Richard Canada. For mere info. send a S.A.S,E. to 6354928. 
Nellist, 342 West 15th street, North Magic Christmas 130 Sister St, Ste 750 RESPONSIBLE, HONEST, hard working 
21, HELP WANTED v=u~couver, V7M1S5 Telephone fax: 988. ext. 292 Ottawa, Ontario, K1P 6E2. lady looking to do house cleaning. Mort. • 
NEED THREEPEOPLEtoassist 9976. THE TERRACE STANDARD reminds Fri. Please call (leave message on 
advertisers that the human fights code in answering machine) 638.7954. 
manager. Must be neat with good work 
habits, Opportunity oeam $250 per week, Looking for energetic, self British Columbia forbids publication ofany 
C.a11:635.3066. starting sales person to advedisement in connection with 24. NOTICES 
employment which discriminates against 
EXPERIENCED LOG TRUCK DRIVER, cover existing and new any person because of odgtn, or requires JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES Is there 
Houston area. Please send resume to: accounts. Sales to grocery, a job applicant to furnish any infornation something about the Watchtower that 
Box 1390, H0uston,B.C. VOJ 1ZO. pet food and health food conceming race, religion, colour, ances W, makes you uneasy but don't know what it 
COPIER TECHNICIAN. Toshiba dealer stores in your area. Part place of odgin or political belief. Readers: Is? If so, you are not alone, phone 847. 
Haslton, Immedi~e opening for tech. will time, commission plus In ads where 'male' is referred to, please 5758 for recorded message, 
train the right person. Top wages and read also as 'female' and where'fen~e is PRO-UFE EDUCATION available to 
behest plan, Ifyou are hard ~vorking and expenses .  Send all used, read also as'hale', general public, vklees; i~mphiets, lending 
looking for a future with a gro~ng enquiries to: Richmond library, dealing with human life lssues uch 
company, join Williams Lake's Top Office Centre, P,O. Box 43124, 23. WORK WANTED as abo~on a,d euthanasia. Student 
Equipment Company. Resumes to: Kenar Richmond, BC V6Y 3Y3 RESPONSIBLE, REUABLE BABYSITTER enquiries welcome. Call 635-384~. 
JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES, For your free Group Ph. 398.7532, Fax 398-7487. who Iovesworking with children looking for copy of Crisis of Conscience by Raymond 
IS YOUR NEWYEAR'S RESOLUTION to PRESCHOOL SUPERVISOR wanted for full time child to care for. Excellent 
have a second income or start your 0wn Parent PartJcipatien prsschool in Houston. references avalabe 635:7915. Haveown Franz, lesveyour name and nunber at 1. 
PERSONAL UNES agent required for our 15, 1993 to Houston Parent Participation homes, restoration, hourly rotes or 
Pdnce Rupert office, minimum level 1. Preschool Hidng Committee; Box 791, ' contract, 25 yrs experience. 638.8274 
Contact Jocelan Werddl 1.624.9185. Houston, B.C. Pafticlpa~ 1ZO mornings and evenings only, 
RESPONSIBLE MOM will care for a con  EC 
' toddler or preschooler in a non.smoking 
home, 635-1391. i 
SERVICE ADVISOR I ) Terrace and area btlsiness. I am a tielese ~&a~dei:StS~ "~wl  n:~f~r~O~ sales representative. I work 7 days a game featured on I~ge 4 will be' 
- -~  ~ ~ ~ n t n n R n t i v n . ~  ~--~111~1 week; days and evenings. I wil present ,val,,bl. January 3 ,  1~4. 
We N C ~1111~ I Ralnchecks wUl be Issued. seek a dynamic individual with proven rCommission on all Servi es Plus Incentives your sales or service message to 19000 ~a 1L'J=wx Clean Plus' featured 
potential customers evely week. My past on page 29 Is selling at $i,57, not 
customer service experience to join our Reply: Site a, Comp.  20  hist0rypmveslspendanaverageof31/2 $4.99 ,=s st~ted. The A~r Sale Prlce 
organizat!on as  a service advisor, Haze~ton, B,C. VOJ 11/0 Phone 842-6061 .Fax :  842-5823 days with each consumerinyour maker. I Is $2,47 and the savtngls 35% OFF. 
am The Terrace Standard. Call me, I will We apologize for any 
This full time position will appeal to a person with All applications will be reviewed to work for you. Standard Advertising 639. nconvenlence fills may have 
the following skills. 72=. cau,,a. 
- Kmart Canada Limited 
- Keen listening skills 
: - The ability to communicate and work with others I • ' ... , 
- Computer literacy an asset '~ 
We offer a competitive salary and excellent 
benefits. 
Please apply in writing to ~~: ;~: , '~ :~:~:~:  
-Tim Wiebe PART-TIME COORDINATOR ! 
Terrace Totem Ford Sales NORTHWEST DEVELOPMENT EDUCATION ASSOCIATION ' 
4631 Keith Ave. NWDEA is a non-profit society, currently based in Terrace, BC 
Ter race j  B ,C .  whose Board members come from across the Northwest. The 
Association's goal is to expand the,public's,awareness .of.the := 
....... - ........................... " ... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~",--~ .................. :~::' ........ ~"  ' ' "  ' - ...... d6qelo~ing ~orlcli The 'position is 17  hoi.ir§ per Week and 
. . . . .  D IRECTOR commences in January, 1994. 
Under the general direction Of the Board, the coordinator will: 
COMMUNITY INFRASTRUCTURE . develop and maintain contacts with relevant community groups 
• coordinate specific education and cultural events, including 
providing leadership to a volunteer team, ensuring the 
Tl'azt'en Nation, a progressive First Nation located in the successful completion of all tasks and defining budget 
Northern Interior of British Columbia, is seeking a qualified requirements 
Director for the Community Infrasbucture Department. . support the work of non-governmental organizations in the 
region 
THE PO$1TIONI . complement he work of the public education system In the area 
Reporting to the General Manager, this full-time i of developrnenteducation 
- coordinate the tasks required to meet all criteda of the funding management position requires the incumbent to plan, source (Canadian International Development Agency) 
organize and control the following community Infrastructure ! 
i JOB REQUIREMENTS 
programs; 
• Infrastructure Development Program: the construction . Excellent communication and interpersonal skills 
and expansion of community buildings, recreational . Office management including basic bookkeeping, computer 
facilities, and community; water, distribution, fire protection, literacy in word processing, bookkeeping and operation of a 
modem 
sewer, road and drainage, electric/gas utility systems, . Experience In development education would be a detinite asset 
• Infrastructure Maintenance Program: the scheduled . Ability to establish a work plan in conjunction with the Board 
maintenance of community building; lighting, heating, and garry Itto completion with minimal direct supervlelon 
plumbing systems, recreational facilities, and community, . Some travel, regionally and provincially, will be necessary 
water distribution, hydrant fire protection, sewer, road & Applicants should send a resume with references to NWDEA, 
drainage, electric/gas utility systems. BC VaG 4A6, , 
• Community Building Custodial Program: the scheduled 
maintenance of community buildings through daily (routine) SHAJ~ESIr= "K IER 
cleaning activities, and annual (major)cleaning activities. I ~ MOUJ I~ l r /UN IB  DEVELOPMENT 
• Residential  Housing Program: the construction and , K ITSELAS BAND COUNCIL  I~  ¢mwinw~ 
renovation of community residential buildings through; , ~  
Capital Housing, and Residential Rehabilitati'on Assistance ' ' JOB POSITION THE MOUNTAIN MASTERS 
Shames Mountain Ski Racing Club 
Programs. Tem porarY Half Time: Sponsored By: The Shames I~ount~ln Skier Development Centre 
'~ TO ensure the effective and efficient delivery of all Youth Worker ~,e you interested in having some funl Beginning December lath 
community infrastructure programs, the Director shall be 
responsible for managing a twenty member Infrastructure Wage: $12 per hour, 15 houm per week the Shames Mountain Masters will begin training, The program 
consists of race training and ski improvement sessions from 1:00 
program delivery team consisting of; eight full-time village FROM January 3, 1994- March 31,1994, p.m, to 3:00 p.m, every Saturday, Included In these sessions are 
maintenance and custodian workers, and seasonal; (may be extended) Gate Training in all disciplines and Video analysis with individual 
equipment operators, housing construction/capital project Closing date for applications: December 16, 1993 feed back. This Is a great way to have some fun, meet new people 
workers. Interview date: December 17, 1993 ~.nd improve your ski racing technlque's 
DuUes: 
THE CANDIDATE - to liaison between youth and K]tselas Social Services During this years ski season there are a number of Races In the 
The successful candidate shall have three to five years - to provide counselling to teens • region to look forward to, so you can start training early to prepare. 
management experience In; engineering, construction - to work with youth and parents The masters will meet on theses dates. 
technology, contracting, or municipal public works. He/she . to provide a suppo~ve role for teens December 18 January 1 February 5 March 12 
should have a BASc, designation in Engineering, or have a - to work cooperatively with inter-agency and other staff December 25 JanusryB February 12 . : • 
graduate  d ip loma in C iv i l  and St ructura l  January15 "~ ;~ 
Technology/Building Techno!ogy. Qualifications: January 22 . 
• minimum of grade 12 or equivalent, prefer HOW certificate January 29 
The position Incumbent must possess knowledge of all . ability to co~municate effectively with youth 
construction phases from project design to project - must be able to work flexible hours, evenings and weekends For those pa~clpants Interested, 
completion. He/she shall have; planning, critical path . must be able to be flexible and creative with duties for the upcoming events. During th, 
scheduling and cost estimating skills, and be cognizant of . knowledge of Kitselas culture be planned to help mark your Improvement. :~ 
National Building Codes and EARP requirements, In Iialsing . experlencewlth working with youth ' 
with project engineers and reviewing/assessing project - friendly, approachable personality The program will be coached by Inn Hamilton and Tim Foster, both 
certified by the Canadian Ski Coaches Federation and Canadian 
plans and reports, technical communication skills are a pre- • abstinence from alcohol and drugs Ski Ins~ctors Alliance. 
requisite to the position, While municipal service and successful applicant must submit to a criminal record check 
construction management abillti~s are essential to the knowledge of alcohol and drug use ~ ~ ~- /~  The program is available to all parallel skiers from the age of 17 
position, a knowledge of First Nations, Heritage and culture REFERENCES REQUIRED " :/.ii/!.! *: i : / :  ' i~i : years and up, 
would be a definite asset in managing the department's 
human resources. Please submit your resUme to: The cost of the program Is $65.00 for the entire seaso,, ~ You can 
Kitseles Band Coun©ll regleter for the program or find out more aboUt It by calling Shames 
Please forward a confidential resume, stating your salary to: 4562 Oueensway Drive Mountain at 635-3773 or drop by .our office at 4544 :Lakelse 
John Mosimann, Ti'azt'en Nation, nO. Box 670, Fort St. Terrace, B.C, VaG 3X6 ~' . Avenue, 
James, B.C. VOJ 1P0. OR FAX TO: 635-5331; This space sponsored by,The Terrec~ Stand~.rd " " 
Closing date: De,ember 31, 19~1. - . . . . . .  " . . . .  
I I I I  I I I I I . ~ . - "  " ' ;~  ' 
0 
b rf 
i: 
C14 -' : l ;h '~~Sto .nda[d ,  
..... .r. ",''t~.t" -, 
Wednesday, De0ember 15, 1993 
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24. NOTICES 
] "1' ' 
ZI0H BAPTIST'CHURCH 
2911 S. Sparks St. 638-1336 
9:49 Sun(la'y School (all agea) 
10"55 Womhlp Service 
Pastor: Ran J, err 
I AN IRvAN;  META; I~SIC & 
/ .~  HEALING CENTRE 
MiHster Doctor Laurel Gregg offers open 
channel readings, spiritual guidance, 
reflexo~y, aromatheraphy, J0hrei, Reiki, 
pol~/, prana, pr0gressive c0urses, 
workshops. Eve~/0ne Welcome. 
3611 Cottonwood 635-7776 
I AN IRVANA METAPHYSIC & 
/~  HEALING CENTRE 
'Ciristmas Shopping is always 
odgina] at Nirvana". Metaphysical and 
Serf Healing Books, Calendars, 
CPpt~ls, Medita~on and Music Tapes, 
P0stem, Incense Tarot Cards Runes 
Essential 0,Is, Gift Ce~ficates and 
mu~ more. Come and see us for that 
special gift of giving. 
3611 Cottonwood 635-7776 
I 
;p=~xxzxxxxzxxxxxxxx~*. 
.~  LookingfOr ~,."~] 
'lJ Child Care?" I]:' 
H 'Skeena Child Care support ~] 
R Program can help you make ~], 
|~ the right choice for your child. 
~ :For inforrnationon choosing ~|'  
~] care and available options, call ~t 
B " :C°c°at638"1113' " H 
~] A free ~eMce pm~dded by the T6~race ~]; 
tJV/~,rnen sRmouir.~Cenire end fun¢led Lt 
~] bythe MlnhlryofWom~t'sEqu/~lily. ~,~] 
St.:Matthew's 
Angl ican Church  
4514: Lakelse Ave.~ 
Ph.635-9019 
Speclal December Serv~ce~ 
Dec. 24. - . ,7:30 pm Family 
service, i1 :  pm Chdstr.as 
H ighMass  
Dec.; 25 '- 11am Christmas 
Day, Holy Eucharist 
Dec; 26 - '10  am Holy 
Eucharist ~: : 
(Intorgeneratl0nal) 
Dec. '30-~ Lesson :& Carol 
Service, Thursday at 7 pm 
(No ,wedrmsday, evening 
Euch;~ist). : .:."" .! '; 
Regular Sunday Ser~Icee 
• begin again at:lO am 
: January 2; 1994 
SundayScho01 begins again 
' January 9. 1994 
THORNHILL 
coM~NI ' [~ '  
C: [~RCH 
Teens ~Adults Bible Cias~e~ 9'30 
~ Sunday's Cool Club 9~ 
Stmday~cel0:4S~= 
bt The Tho~. . ,~munl ty  Hall 
~wa~  ^c .~u~'s  P~.m 
~$.~!~. ,~ . 
Phone &15-5058 
Come Join Our Global Family 
SUNDAY 
AM- 2 Worship Services 
9:.15 & 11:00 
Child rare end Sunday School 
through grade ~ree 
PM - Family Bible School 
6:00 pm for all ages 
WEEKLY 
Pie, ear Clubs, Youth Ministries Ho~ 
ALLIANCE CHURCH 
4923Agar Ave. 
For mar8 Information 
Phone 635.7'/27 or 63,~T/25 
i .  
24. NOTICES 29. IN MEMORIM~I 32. LEGAL NOTICES REPAIRS LIEN ACT Help open doors for 
z i i i  i i , . c  
]It's new in Terrace. Reflexology for [ GEORGE H. THAN, Dec. 14,1978. FOR SALE  ~/~ Die  bates  
I all klnds of pain. Try it out, and you I Memories of sessons come and go. New 1. I I 1 - 1989 Subaru Jus ty  .~,,,._~ • .......................... " 
. Iwlll feel relaxed and better than | leeves of spring and coloured ones of faiL Hatchback  ! I Please 
I before, Give me a call: 639-2(N,1 | Windy gales of rain and howling snow, But , #JF1KA73A2KC720717 registered 
I (Nena), My address Is 2710 South I predous memories of husband and father ~- -~ P,ovl.©= of Fm,lsMinislrY 0r (~  to Phyllis Theresa Adams, to l Volunteer 
I Kalum St,, across from Horsman i are never far away. Always remembered ~__~ S~lll=h ¢o1===1= recover amount owing $1,996,81 
I Ele~lc LOT. I by BOa, Russel and Deanna. .:J L ] I Call 732.t33'1 or 
To,,lew contact: '1.800-665"6526 
2,5. BUSINESS INVITATION TO TENDER Thornhlll Motors ~:~ ~__j ! ~.o.,,. ,sso:.,,.o, OPPORTUNITIES Sealed tenders for the manufacturing and 3040 Hwy. 16 ~B~TCS CA.AD,E..E 
delivery of 100,000 wooden stakes, under Terrace B.C. ~OC,AT~O. DU D~A.ET~ 
VENT AND DUCT Ct.F.ANING equipment contract STA93R05.122 will be received 
no later than January 6, t994 by the 
for sale, Pressure washer required, for Dislrict Manager, Kalum For~st District 
624-9883.1Tl°re information phone 627-7848 or fax Columbia. 200.5220Keith Avenue, Terrace, British ,~  ~)  "~" ' / ,~  Ca1 '1  ad~..  
6 CHAIR BEAUTY Salon with Wolfe (./ /k / L /  
tanning bed, dov~towrl Smithers, serious The wooden stakes will be used for tree Decision 
inquiries only. 847.5872 leave message, seedling identification during reforestation operations. Tender Packages, which Decision 93-712. Northern Native Broadcasting ('Terrace, B,C.), Anahlm 
AESTHES'gCS BUSINESS in Smithers, contain the contract specifications are Lake; Belle Belle; Belle Coola; Canyon City; Cheslatta Indian Reserve; 
Large clentete. Includes equipment. Low available at the Kalum District Office. Decker Lake Indian Reserve; Fort Bahias; Klemtu; Nemalah Valley; 
rent in busy Iocat~ on Main slTeet. 847. Redstone Flat Indian Reserve; Stony Creek Indian Reserve; Sugarcane; 
4441 ask for Jenny. renders will be opened in public atthe time and Topley Landing, B,C. APPROVED - Broadcasting licences for English - 
• COMMERQAL GARBAGE business, of closing, and Native-language FM radio programming undertakings at the 
communities noted in the decision. The Ilcencss will expire 31 August 1999. 
1976 International with Hail rear load Tenders will not be considered haying any 'You may read CRTC documents in the 'Canada Gazette' part I; at CRTC 
packer. New engine and transmission qualifying clauses whatsoever and the office; at reference libraries; and at the licensee's offices during normal 
comes with 50 3yd containers, Serious It's so hard to bdieve that it's one lowest or any tender will not necessarily be business hours, To obtain CRTC public documents, contact the CRTC at: 
Inquidesonly. 847-2411. year ak~ s;-ccyou lett,.ll of us. I accepted, Ottawa-Hull (819) 997-2429; Halifax (902) 426-7997; Montreal (514) 283- 
HELP! URGENTLY NEEDED partner or ca. not forget, the pa;- inside me is 6607; Winnipeg (204) 983-63(]6; Vancouver (604) 666-2111". 
purchaser for assembling, organizing and .or all gone yet. I've camera serms in All inquiries hould be directed to Andy 
operating. Fully equipt. 150 seat cap.  acr..q~,i.g you're gobs, but Ih= pa;- Spang,, or Rod Meredith at the above lel Caned= Radlo-televis[on a d Consei, de Is radiodiffusionet des 
Restaurant facile. Apply P.O. Box 714, end the loueliness till lives on. We all address. Phone 638.3290. Telecommunications Commisslon tGl~communications ca adiennes 
Terrace, B.C. V8~ 4B8. miss you, end you will a~vays be in These works will be adminlstsrad by the 
SKATE SHARPENING BUSINESS in busy o.r heart forever. British Columbia Minlatry of Forests. 
LoVe a/wmjs your Gra.'~(raughter 
Iocaiion. Good investment. Low rent. MariaDe, Med¢iros and Family ~!~ 
Sedous enquiries only. For more ~ 
information call 635-4551. 
SUCCESSFUL WHOLESALE cr~ 28. CARD OF THANKS ..... I 
,uslness. Home based. Full training. Low 
nvestment Call 10am - 4pro, 604-6'24. I 
~110. m 
Franchise For Sale ATTENTION! 
Excellent Business 
Opportunity for 
Husband/Wife team. ,~ 
• =]L~ 
Exclusive areaincludes TO the 976 voters  who i~il 
Terrace. 
For more information - placed their confidence in 
call Jim at TERF~CE SHOPPING Centre 
ss4-aTS7 me thank Ony ou Nov. and20-  a message: a warm Happy merchants, through represen- Woolworths Ge rge De were Medeirosthe
happy spon.sors of a $1,000 
W i gift certificatedraw.,oas~ parlor 
.............................. =.  =..~ . .  ,. . . .  Mayor Jack Talstra has Said n n er  the centre's.Blue.Moon Mad, 
26. PERSONALS we gave h im a wake-up call. ,ess.. That's winner Dorothy ., Bartsoff who is all smiles at 
,N~'ONEWITNESSINGTHEINClDENT" ..... It is up to us  that  the the. ne~vs of her name 
7beh]ndtheTemcePizzaHut 0nDe¢. or invo lv tng  dalnage '0 1986 Ell}e-Clink snooze button isn't pushed 
No~,-,~*ys-~~,~=~l. during the next3  years. 
WARM FFi ENDLY LADY in. late 30's. 
Likes ~g,  ~It(~xS,"qU~ evenings; i If you're reliable, then we have an 
kids..Would,like to meet warm, friendly ~'Pt p | exce l lent  oppor tun i ty  to make  -~ 
n= .,, ~ ,m,=. R~ ,o Te.=e Your  suppo  , es  ec ia l l y  i ad~,,,on~, income in your  spare -~'~;~'k.~ 
• gn  r ~~ s ~ "  my |time. LO(~JNG I:OR HONEST WOMAN who when sz s we  e a l l  i if you or someone you know Is ~/ '  ~"~ 
played on pr iv  l interested,  then give usa  cal l  - knows what sis wants, and would like to s~,~. ,~ e n=,.., ~=,  dis ate I TODAY' . en]oydandng, camplng, eating out.-Rel t 
Lazelk) Ave: Terrace, B.C;VeGlS,. r as been / I  CARRIERSiN'i~E ~;;:~'i!:/!:ii~ 
,~=w,  e~, :  ~, m wh 1 lg'm'n- Th nk  yo  / Rt # 237:-'BraGns: s ~5d !3!!S !;;~::iii:i!;~:~ 01 Rt #317-' Copper.Rlver:Est~.tes~;-~;~f w~-e , .~ .~, , ,~ ' , c=ng over e . a u. i~a 
, .  ~ ,~, ,~,  ofhun~to.~,. /I Rt: #170-Oedar Cresi~;P:~riii! ~ [i~:! 
o , ,~. ,  ~y ,  ~ ,to t~ , . ,  I I  Rt, #212: M01itor, iKeitli'!i~'i',!,i?~i:~ii!:~i:i!i:!:!!~:~i 
year. Send photo and phone number. Me ry Chri tmas! l/Rt.#182-MarshCiesb'ent!r:~:'ii!:ii~!i 
4647 Lazelle Ave. Tenace, B.C.,V8Q 1~8, r 
! TAND ARD 
o, w =.,  l ynd Bretfeld denting, quiet evenings. Hardworking S.D, smear,,1 ~o ~T,.,~°K ,nte,=,ed~st~, zRep~ L=~,t° , i ] .  J~1"/, O_, O_. j3 i r~¢]Et / .~ j | ........................... 638-7283" ........ ' . . . . . .  
/ Ave. Temce, B.C. VGG 1£,8. 
1 
.m,. $225 for25 COC U~vl B" ANDYL]~ON These,ads appear in more than'lO0 community newspapers in B,C, and Yukon words 
COMMUN,W and reach more than 3 million readers, 
NE"W£P~PERS 
ASSOCIATION TO PLACE AN AD CALL TN IS PAPER OR THE BCYCNA AT (604) 669-9222. $¢.00 each additional word 
I Ill 
AUTO BUILDING SUPPLIES EDUCATION KITCHEN CABINETS SERVICES 
Reb-v~otadifferencea EN~lNESrebulltfrom $795. OOORSIWlNOOWSllnterlor Train to be an ApaMmentl CABINETS "/2 PRICE, In WE TAKE THE FEAR OUT 
' '1  ENGINE remenufacture from and exteriorwooc~, metatand" CondornlniumManager. Free stock, countertops/vanitles OF ICBC. Major ICBC, inJury 
de¢o& can make! Happy $995. 6 months to pay. 6 French Doors, wood win- ob placement assistance, also. Kitchen Craft Factory claims. Joel A Wener,: trial 
quarter cenlury and Year 120,000warranty. Bond daws, skylights, MOREl Call Govemr~ent L ceased corre- outlet. Cash and Carry Cabl- lawyer for 25 years. Cell free 
congralulolions on your Mechanical building engines collect to WALKER DOOR spondence course, 2,200 net Warehouses **4278 1-800-665-1138,~ Contin- 
for 28 years. 872.0641, 8-8, endWINDOW in Vancouver graduatesworklng. ForFREE Lougheed, Burnaby 29B- gency fees, Simon, Wener& 
successful lstye0rof 7 days. et(604)266-1101, brochure: R,M.T.I,681-5456 9277** 186~ Spell Rd., Adler. 
or 1.~0Q-665-8339. Kelowna 860-6638, **800 TRAVEL 
businms and completion of BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES COUNSELLOR TRAINING Cloverdale,Victorla389-1114, AUSTRALINNEWZEALAND 
Bus. Aclmin, CANADA ENGINES LTD. DISTRIBUTCRS WANTED INSTITUTE of Vancouver of- MOBILE HOMES. - Oct, Nov ,  Jan, Feb. 
b~e'e M/c~I~ Quality Guaranteed Rebuilds, 6 Cyl from $995,- V8 from for a full fine of fresh frozen ferseorrespondence(:ourses BUY FACTORY DIRECT, AUKLAND $1,199 to $1,485, 
$1,095,6yr. 120,000 Kmllm- gourmet foods, This Is a forthecertificate of Counsel- Book now. save thousands SYDNEY $1,289 to $1,59g. 
, Itedwarranty, 580.1050 or 1- unique opportunity to be part ling Studies to begin on the on your new manufactured Frequent flyers we booklsnd. 
of the festesLgrowing busl-= 15th of the month, For a. home(mobile/modular), Top CaIIANZA Travel 734-7725 
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